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FROM THE
PRESIDENT

BY JAMES CAMPBELL
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As I write this month’s message, I
am reporting from the Taipei Inter-
national Percussion Convention in

Taiwan. It is a privilege for me to help
celebrate the fourth TIPC and to declare
that the Percussive Arts Society truly
cherishes our relationship with TIPC and
its founder, Tzong-Ching Ju. Our strate-
gic affiliation has offered us both an op-
portunity to share our vision and
resources.

Every three years since 1993, the TIPC
has brought the finest percussion per-
formers to a world stage. In this climate
of political turmoil and economic instabil-
ity, Mr. Ju must be applauded for his ac-
complishments. The organization of this
event is the result of his passion for per-
cussion music. This year’s convention
featured performers from twelve coun-
tries including the Ju Percussion Group
(Taiwan), Nexus (Canada), Emil Richards
and Steve Houghton (USA), Leigh
Howard Stevens and She-E Wu (USA),
Kroumata (Sweden), Amadinda (Hun-
gary), Amsterdam Percussion Group
(Netherlands), Les Percussions de
Strasbourg (France), Percussion En-
semble Okada (Japan), and others. Mr.
Ju has already started plans for the next
TIPC in 2005, and I hope that many of
you will be able to attend.

On behalf of the PAS Board of Direc-
tors, I extend our sincere congratulations
to the participants of the 2002 Taipei In-
ternational Percussion Convention. The

PAS and TIPC

Ju Percussion Group Foundation and Mr.
Ju have helped build a stronger network
of music and harmony among percussion-
ists and have raised the prestige of per-
cussion performance worldwide. PAS and
TIPC share a vision for percussion and
the challenge to produce quality events
with each new undertaking.

As I enjoy the wonderful concerts here
in Taipei, I am also happy to announce
that Nashville has been chosen as the
city for PASIC 2004 with George Barrett,
once again, as host. I know with inspira-
tion from TIPC and the active member-
ship of PAS, we can all count on each
PASIC to feed our passion and refresh
our musical souls.

The Percussive Arts Society wishes to express its
deepest gratitude to the following businesses and

individuals who have given generous gifts and
contributions to PAS over the years.

$500,000 or more
MCMAHON FOUNDATION

$100,000 or more
FRED GRUBER

ZILDJIAN FAMILY

$50,000 or more
GORDON B. PETERS

EMIL RICHARDS
MICKEY TOPERZER

$25,000 or more
CAROLL BRATMAN

NANCY & PERRY D. PREUSCH
REMO, INC.
SABIAN, LTD.
THOMAS SIWE
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BY SUSAN POWELL

FROM THE
PASIC HOST

PASIC After Dark

F inal preparations for PASIC 2002
are being completed, and I would
like to take this opportunity to fo-

cus on the evening concerts, drum circles,
and other “after five” events that will be
featured in Columbus.

The Wednesday Focus Day, A Retro-
spective of Percussion Ensemble Litera-
ture of the 20th Century, will culminate
with a concert featuring the music of
Steve Reich, performed by Nexus.

Thursday’s evening concert, The
Drummers’ Heritage, will be devoted to
the music of field drums, and will remind
all percussionists of the history of their
art by bringing together Swiss, Scots, An-
cient American, and Modern DCI drum-
ming styles. Robin Engleman has worked
diligently to coordinate this evening, and

you can look forward to a detailed de-
scription of the concert in the October is-
sue of Percussive Notes.

Also on Thursday, the late-night (10:00
p.m.) showcase concert in the hotel
lounge will feature Pan Ramajay. This
group blends the tradition of steel pan
from Trinidad and Tobago with elements
of jazz, Latin American, Brazilian and
contemporary pop music through compo-
sitions written by members of the en-
semble.

The history and excitement of big band
drumming will be brought to life on Fri-
day night with the Woody Herman Band
featuring a lineup of influential drum-
mers who have played with the band over
the past 60 years. The evening will con-
clude with a drum circle with moderator

Jeff Jones and a jazz showcase perfor-
mance by the Paul Wertico Trio in the ho-
tel lounge.

To conclude the lineup of outstanding
evening concerts, the convention will end
Saturday with a performance by the
Dave Weckl Band. Following this is the
final drum circle of the convention, led by
Kalani.

A daily schedule of events can be found
on pages 46–47 in this issue of Percussive
Notes. Some of the other notable artists
appearing in daytime clinics, concerts,
and master classes include:
    Drumset: Jeff Hamilton, Clyde
Stubblefield and Jabo Starks, Thomas
Lang, Hilary Jones

Orchestral: Jonathan Haas, Boston
Pops Esplanade Percussion Section,
Michael Bookspan

Keyboard: Nancy Zeltsman, Stefon
Harris, Gordon Stout

Marching: Zoro and the Phantom Regi-
ment, Neil Larrivee, Thom Aungst, Matt
Savage

World: Kakraba Lobi, Valerie Naranjo
and Barry Olsen, Luis Conte and Orestas
Vilato, Lenny Castro, Andrea Centazzo.

It’s not too late to pre-register for the
convention, and if you have not done so
already, I strongly encourage you to ar-
range your travel and lodging soon. Early
registration forms are available online at
www.pasic.org, and on pages 48–49 of
this issue of Percussive Notes.

We are also accepting applications for
volunteers to work on the Logistics Team,
which offers a behind-the-scenes look at
the convention, as well as complimentary
registration. Applications are available
on the PAS Web site or by calling (580)
353-1455.

Be sure to check out the special edition
of Percussion News in September featur-
ing more info on PASIC 2002. I’ll see you
soon in Columbus!
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REBOUNDS

MALLET DOUBLINGS
I have read Alison Shaw’s highly infor-

mative article on doubling in mallet in-
struments [June 2002] and would like to
add a few “rules” of my own that might
apply to other students. As a “rule of
thumb” it is not advisable to double un-
less there is a musical need for it, such as
phrasings or skips. If one does need to
double, it is always preferable to double
on the smallest possible interval or on
the largest possible rhythmic value; i.e.,
better to double on a second than an oc-
tave, better to double on a quarter note
than an eighth note. Simple enough, isn’t
it?

ELDAD SHILOAH

NOT JUST FOR BEGINNERS
Thanks for the kind words regarding

Tipbook Drums in your June issue. It is
true that the format of the Tipbook Se-
ries might give the impression that these
books are geared mainly toward begin-
ning players: highly accessible informa-

tion, short paragraphs, short sentences,
many diagrams, etc. Reading them closer,
however, even experienced players can
find lots of new stuff inside, and answers
to questions they’d rather not ask any-
more. For example, Adam Nussbaum
sent us this message: “I loved that book. I
knew some of the info in there, but I ac-
tually learned some things as well. It has
something for everyone. You can teach
some old dogs new tricks!”

HUGO PINKSTERBOER

THE TIPBOOK COMPANY

CORRECTION
HoneyRock is publishing the first- and

second-place winners in the Sax and Per-
cussion Category of the 2001 PAS Compo-
sition Contest: “Suspended Contact” by
Shawn Crouch and “Jitterbug and Bal-
lad” by Chris Rozé. M Baker Publications
is publishing “The Tempest” by Joe
Hansen, which was first-place winner in
the Large Percussion Ensemble category.

SCHOLARLY PAPERS

COMMITTEE CHAIR SEARCH

Applications are being accepted for
the chair position of the PAS

Scholarly Papers Committee. Among
the many responsibilities, the chair

will facilitate and coordinate the
activities of the committee by

examining and addressing topics
and issues related to the committee

and the Percussive Arts Society.

Applicants should send a letter of
interest and a current vita to

Michael Kenyon, Executive Director,
Percussive Arts Society,
701 NW Ferris Avenue

Lawton, OK 73507

Deadline: October 1, 2002
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A humbling experience
Below are highlights of a recent online dis-
cussion in the Music and Repertoire topic
of the PAS Conference Center. To view the
entire transcript or to participate in the dis-
cussion, visit the Members Only section of
the PAS Web site at www.pas.org.

From: Alan Watkins

I have just spent a week, along with
various other section leaders, among a
wonderful group of people whose love of
music is intense. All of them are either dis-
abled or handicapped in some way.

My cymbal player had one arm and four
fingers (thalidomide drug) but contrived
with her unorthodox grip to kill the sound of
a suspended cymbal as quick as I can with
both arms. For the very quick passages in
some of the Op. 46 “Slavonic Dances” by
Dvorak I locked down a hi-hat.

My timpanist had two arms but no legs
(meningitis as a child), and while I had to
do his tuning, he played wonderfully and
responded brilliantly to all sorts of subtle
changes.

After four days of intensive rehearsal we
produced a concert attended by over 1,000
people. When they took their bow, I will ad-
mit that I was in tears, which was part
emotion and part happiness that I had
been able to play a tiny role in helping
them achieve such joy and expression.

What did it teach me about music?
Nothing. What it taught me was to shut up
moaning and complaining and to give
thanks that with all the normal faculties I
was able to pursue something I loved. In
nearly a week I did not hear a single one of
them complain of their disability or that
they had received a hard deal in life.

The joy we helped to bring to these
people was something very special. If any
PAS member has an opportunity to do
something similar, please say “Yes.”

From: James Bartelt

What was the sponsoring organization,
and I wonder if there is something similar
in the States? I have never heard of such a
thing, but it would be a great experience
and service for us to have.

From: Alan Watkins

 It’s a small charity in Czechoslovakia
which has struggled for years, but they got
a new director about 18 months ago and
he simply went to the orchestras. Needless

to say, everyone responded and was
pleased to do so. A small fee was offered but
no one took it.

If there is not a similar charity in America
there certainly should be!

We started out not expecting anything ex-
cept to give them fun and pleasure at what-
ever level, but we were amazed by the
standard of playing. And now I think this:
How many people are we denying the ability
to express themselves through our medium?

From: Kent Morrow

I judged a marching band contest a few
years ago and one of the bands had a per-
cussionist with no legs. He marched in the
show (using his arms to walk on) and during
the drum solo, he was placed onto a cart
that had percussion “toys” all around it and
he “let loose.” However, the highlight was
when the band kicked into “Wipeout” and the
aforementioned percussionist began to
dance; the crowd went wild and I left with a
knowledge that I have no major problems in
my life, just minor setbacks.

From: Brian Zator

 I am finishing my first year teaching at
Texas A&M-Commerce. Your situation at the
festival is similar to a situation I will shortly
have with one of my incoming percussion
students. He has been HIGHLY recom-
mended by his band directors and percus-
sion instructors. I have seen him play and it
is inspirational.

He is blind and has been playing percus-
sion since the 6th grade. He learns every-
thing by rote by either having someone play
it for him or by listening to a recording. He
has perfect pitch and memorizes rhythms,
pitches and dynamics. He played marimba,
snare drum and timpani for his audition and
played very well, regardless of any “handi-
cap” he has. The timpani piece he played
was John Beck’s “Sonata for Timpani” (3rd
mvt.).

To have him play for me was a great ex-
perience, and to think about the challenges
presented before him, the other students
and faculty instills a sense of excitement and
trepidation at the same time. It will be a
learning experience for everyone.

From: John Gann

I have a blind student that I teach privately
as well as in percussion ensemble. I’m al-
ways amazed at how well he gets around

and how the other kids look out for him.
One time in a marching competition (he

plays in the pit), one of the judges chas-
tised him for not watching the conductor!
We all got a great laugh out of that.

He is very quick to memorize sections of
music. I can give him 16 bars of a piece
verbally — “from letter B you have three
quarter notes and two 8th notes for three
measures. Then you have...” etc. It usually
takes him two or three times and then he
has it.

For me the challenge is figuring out dif-
ferent ways to explain things that with other
students would be written down. My ap-
proach is to have him understand a con-
cept and visualize rather than having him
just listen and copy what I do.

With drumset I’ll explain the parts of a
pattern and how they fit together, and then
I’ll let him try it a bit. I make corrections ver-
bally while he plays. I may stop him and ex-
plain something again and then let him try
some more. After he has the basic concept,
then I’ll play it for him. This way he already
has an idea of how it feels before he hears
how it sounds. I find that this helps him
gain a better understanding of what the
pattern is, which helps him learn it more
quickly instead of working by trial and error
to produce (like a parrot) what I play for
him.

He doesn’t like to record his lessons, so
most of what we cover is committed to
memory. The real challenge I have with him
is just getting him to listen to recordings
much more to familiarize himself with more
musical styles. (Like any other kid he’s a bit
lazy.) Teaching him inspired me to put to-
gether a CD of various musical styles for all
of my drumset students.

It’s fun to work with him. I think the most
important thing is to treat him like any other
kid and to not baby him, which will usually
be met with some contempt.

From: Allison Calhoun

I have a composer friend, Randall Giles,
who works with a charity in India. The char-
ity teaches handicapped Indian women to
play instruments. By providing them with an
art and a trade, these women find a way to
both express themselves and make a living
in a society that regards them as essen-
tially worthless. What rewarding and hum-
bling work!                                      PN
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JOHN S.
PRATT
BY LAUREN VOGEL WEISS

Most percussionists recognize
the name John S. Pratt as the
author of the well-known

book 14 Modern Contest Solos for
Snare Drum. But did you know he
taught high school English for a quarter
of a century? Or that he was President
of the Chaucer Guild, a New Jersey po-
ets society? John Sterling Pratt is not
only a uniquely talented individual but
also one of the most admired rudimen-
tal drummers and composers of the
last half of the 20th century.

“Jack,” as he is known to his friends
and family, was born on January 13,
1931 in Seneca Falls, New York. He be-
gan playing the drums at age ten under
the guidance of his high school band
director, John Frasier. Pratt also played
in the school marching and concert
bands, as well as the school orchestra.

One day in 1947, when he was a
junior in high school, Pratt went to the
VFW post in Seneca Falls to check out
the local drum and bugle corps. “I had
this crazy idea that they might need a
drum instructor,” he recalls with a
laugh. There he met Norman Peth,
who was instructing the corps and
who would also become Pratt’s most
influential teacher. “I was flabber-
gasted when I heard him play,” re-
members Pratt. “He was a fabulous
drummer.”

Pratt soon followed Peth to a drum
corps in nearby Geneva, New York,
where they both played in the drum
line, which in those days consisted of
four snares, four tenors, two bass
drummers, and two cymbal players.
The Geneva “Appleknockers” was one
of the first corps to introduce jazz onto
the marching field. Pratt stayed with
the corps through his senior year in
high school and traveled with them to
the 1949 American Legion Nationals in
Philadelphia, where they finished in
sixth place.

After high school, Pratt joined the
Army. He went through the band
school at Fort Knox, Kentucky, and was

encouraged to
audition for the
West Point
Band. “The au-
dition was
sight-reading,
and they also
asked me to
play something
from
memory,”
Pratt recalls. “I
didn’t have
anything
memorized, so I
ad-libbed some-
thing on the
snare drum.” He
was accepted into
the Field Music Unit,
also known as the
“Hellcats” Drum and
Bugle Corps, where he
stayed for the remainder of his
twenty-year military career. In
1959, he became Rudimental
Drum Instructor/Arranger for the
Field Music Unit.

He has many memories of his
nearly two decades in the
Hudson Valley. “One of the big-
gest events in my life involved
Leopold Stokowski,” Pratt recalls
with a smile. The famous conduc-
tor had been at West Point cel-
ebrating his 90th birthday. “I was
on my way back to the barracks to
put my drum away when I was
summoned to the orderly room,
and there was Stokowski!

“He said, ‘I was told that you
were the gentleman who wrote the
drum parts. I would like to con-
gratulate you; it was an experience
to watch and listen to.’ I was flab-
bergasted! I have treasured his
comments for years. We talked for
about half an hour. He knew more
about drumming than any conductor
I had ever met. I took a pair of sticks
out of my back pocket and showed
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him how to lift the roll out rather than
just trying to bounce it. He was so gra-
cious and his wisdom was incredible.”

Dennis DeLucia—an internationally
recognized authority on marching per-
cussion and former instructor with
such championship drumlines as the
Bayonne Bridgemen and Hawthorne
Caballeros—marched side by side with
Pratt at West Point from 1966 until
1969. “Jack is one of the most intellec-
tually brilliant men I’ve ever met,” says
DeLucia. “As a rudimental player, he is
a man with unbelievable hands who
can play anything he wants at any
height, at any volume, and at any
tempo! Even though he was a few
years older than many of us in the
Hellcats drumline, he was a player that
none of us could touch.”

Another member of the Hellcats’
drumline was Harold Green, who
served at West point from 1955 until
1982. “Jack gave me lessons and
helped me get into the band,” recalls
Green. “He is one of the greatest rudi-
mental drummers I have ever worked
with. He’s taught so many people as
well as being an excellent musician in
his own right. He deserves to be in the
Hall of Fame.” Does Green have a fa-
vorite snare drum solo composed by
his colleague? “That would have to be
‘Hellcat Halftime’,” he says. “It was
based on ‘Connecticut Halftime,’ but
Jack changed the rudiments around
and added others. He made it exciting
to play.”

One of the “legend-
ary” stories about
Pratt’s life at West Point
was related by several
old friends. It seems
Jack could often be
found on the roof of his
house, watering his
lawn from above. When
asked to explain, he re-
plied that the grass
would think it was rain-
ing!

During the 1950s and
’60s, Pratt was actively
involved in the drum and
bugle corps movement
of the Northeast. One of
the first corps he taught
was the Grey Knights
from Rochester, New
York. He also taught the
Interstatesmen from the
Albany area and many
other smaller corps.

Pratt retired from the
Army in 1969 after

twenty years, almost all of them at
West Point. During his military career,
he went to college at night and re-
ceived an Associate in Arts degree
from Orange County Community Col-
lege in Middletown, New York. He
then transferred his credits to Fairleigh
Dickinson University in Teaneck, New
Jersey and graduated summa cum
laude with a degree in English. Thus
began his second career as an English
teacher at Hackensack High School in
New Jersey, which lasted for 25 years
until he retired in 1995.

In 1971, Pratt joined the teaching
staff of the Hawthorne Caballeros from
Hawthorne, New Jersey, where he
taught execution alongside the late
George Tuthill, who did most of the ar-
ranging. During Pratt’s ten years with
the corps, the Caballeros won three
American Legion Championships
(1974, 1975, and 1980) and four Drum
Corps Associates (DCA, also known as
“senior corps”) Championships (1972,
1973, 1974, and 1976). They also won
“high drums” at the 1975 American
Legion National Championship. In
1990, Pratt was inducted into the
World Drum Corps Hall of Fame along-
side DeLucia.

In addition to teaching drum corps,
Pratt began to judge them in the late
1950s. He served as an adjudicator for
the New York chapter of the All-Ameri-
can Drum and Bugle Corps and Band
Association and also with the Metro-

politan All-American when they opened
a chapter in New Jersey. He stopped
judging about the same time he left
the Caballeros.

Of course, Pratt is best known as a
prolific composer. “I had written a
large book that I sent to various pub-
lishers in the late 1950s,” he explains.
“Belwin, Inc. was the only one inter-
ested, but they asked me to divide it
up into three separate books, which
became 14 Modern Contest Solos, An-
cient Rudimental Snare and Bass Drum
Solos, and 128 Rudimental Street
Beats. About a year later, I came out
with the 26 Standard American Drum
Rudiments and their variations. So over
a two-year period they published the
four books.

“I had so much on my mind that I
just had to unload it,” Pratt laughs. “I
had a lousy memory—still do!—so I
started putting things down on paper.
My stickings were not awkward, so
people have been able to pick them up
and play them well.”

Among the first supporters of Pratt’s
book when it was published in 1959
was Warren Benson, an instructor at
Ithaca College in Ithaca, New York. He
graded each of the 14 Modern Contest
Solos and put them on the New York
State list. He also added a couple of
the rudimental snare and bass drum
solos from the Ancient book to the
duet category. “He even included all
five of the sheet music solos that were

Memorial Day Parade in Rahway, N.J. with the New Jersey Field Music. John, the nearest drummer, was playing on
a Swiss drum once owned by Alfons Grieder (1985).
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published that year, which were left-
overs from 14 Modern Contest Solos,”
adds Pratt. “Warren’s efforts pushed
the books into a wider circulation. War-
ren also invited me, accompanied by
some of the Hellcat drummers, to do a
clinic for the New York State School
Music Association in 1963.”

One of the people who, according to
Pratt, “had obviously been teethed on
rudimental drumming” from his book
was Robin Engelman, a member of
Nexus and a 1999 PAS Hall of Fame in-
ductee. “[Jack] took a rather four-
square drumming tradition, which was
exemplified by NARD [National Asso-
ciation of Rudimental Drummers] and
their book of contest solos, and ex-
panded the horizon of rudimental
drumming by putting rudiments over
the barline and using deceptive ca-
dences,” says Engelman. “The swing
and musicality of his solos changed the
course of rudimental writing and per-
formance.

“If I had been asked about John
Pratt a few years ago, I would have
speculated, as would many others,
that he was either dead or in retire-
ment,” Engelman admits. “To learn
that he was still alive, a member of a
fife and drum corps, a published poet,
the author of an acclaimed thesis on
the poetry of John Keats, a teacher of
the English language, a composer of
dozens of rudimental snare drum so-
los, a selfless propagator of the art of
rudimental drumming, and an
honorary member of the Ca-
nadian Rudimental organiza-
tion CADRE was only half as
revealing as actually meeting
him in person forty years af-
ter discovering and falling in
love with his great book, 14
Modern Contest Solos. John
is one of those people who
arrived at the right time with
the talent and will to change
the direction of music.”

Engelman met his rudimen-
tal drumming idol at a 1999
clinic sponsored by CADRE
[Canadian Associates Drum-
ming Rudimental Excellence]
in Hamilton, Ontario. “Robin
introduced himself and
hauled out an early copy of
14 Modern Contest Solos,
which was pretty well
patched together with card-
board,” Pratt recalls. “Robin
said, ‘I’ve wanted to meet
you for forty years,’ and then
he asked if I’d autograph it! I

even played his favorite solo of mine,
‘Gingersnap,’ for Robin and some of
his percussion-ensemble students
from the University of Toronto.”
Engelman and Pratt subsequently
played that solo together at a special
performance during a musical celebra-
tion for the 50th anniversary of the
Eastman Wind Ensemble held in Roch-
ester, New York last February.

“Because Robin loves rudimental
drumming,” Pratt continues, “I sent
him about twenty-five or thirty pieces I
had recently written, because I’ve al-
ways shared my music. I had no idea
that he was going to show it to a pub-
lisher! The next thing I know, I got a
call from Garwood Whaley from
Meredith Music and we decided which
solos were going to go in it.” Pratt’s
most recent book, Rudimental Solos
for Accomplished Drummers, was re-
leased in 2000.

Does Pratt have a favorite among his
solos? After much prodding, he finally
narrowed it down to five! “My first fa-
vorite is ‘My Friend Norman’ from 14
Modern Contest Solos, which was
dedicated to my drum instructor Norm
Peth. The second favorite is ‘The Con-
quering Legions of Rome’ from The
New Pratt Book [1985] which I wrote
while I was at Hackensack High
School. And there are three that I like
from my latest book: ‘Moby Dick,’
which I dedicated to Robin Engelman,
‘Farmers Museum Muster,’ and

‘Westbrook Muster’.” The solos con-
tinue to pour out of Pratt; he has writ-
ten over 120 since his heart surgery
less than two years ago—the first one
was titled “Cardiac Bypass”!

“If there’s anything my books have
done,” says Pratt, “they may have
drawn together the two very distant
poles of drumming: the strict rudimen-
tal drumming of the Connecticut fife
and drum corps, or drum and bugle
corps in general, and the concert play-
ers, both orchestral and symphonic.
People tell me that my solos were
quite rudimental, yet they were not
phrased rudimentally because I ex-
tended things across the barline. I tried
to maintain the rudiments as a sepa-
rate entity without losing them in a pile
of notes. All I know is that everywhere
I go, people tell me that they’ve been
using my books for years. I had no idea
that they would become such an inte-
gral part of rudimental drumming. The
last few years have just bowled me
over!”

At age 68 and after almost a decade
away from music, Pratt joined the Ex-
Fifth Regiment Fife and Drums Corps
of Paterson, New Jersey in 1997 and
still participates in several parades and
musters each year. Most important, he
has some advice for young drummers.
“If they want to become good rudi-
mental drummers, they should be pre-
pared to spend hours at the practice
pad so they can develop control.”

Despite triple-bypass
heart surgery in Decem-
ber 2000, Pratt performed
his snare drum solo
“Moby Dick” at PASIC
2001 in Nashville. He is
planning to participate in
his second PASIC in a row
as a performer at this
year’s “Drummers’ Heri-
tage” concert.

Pratt continues to write
rudimental solos. “It’s en-
tertaining for me,” he
says. “The more challeng-
ing I make the material,
the harder I have to work
at it to get it down. That’s
a challenge that I still en-
joy.”

How would he liked to
be remembered by future
generations? “Just as a
drummer boy who loved
to drum!” He pauses a
moment and then adds, “I
just thank God that I can
still play.”
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I could not have been more thrilled
to hear that Ringo Starr is to be in-
ducted into the PAS Hall of Fame.

As longtime writer for Modern Drum-
mer magazine, I cannot count the num-
ber of drummers who have told me
that Ringo inspired their passion for
drums when they first encountered the
music of the Beatles.

 Starr is the first to admit that he is
not a technician on his instrument. But
his creative input, time feel, unortho-
dox fills, and emphasis on serving the
music helped make the Beatles’ music
what it was. Without the contributions
of all four Beatles—Paul McCartney,
John Lennon, George Harrison, and
Ringo Starr—the Beatles music would
not have been that music.

“Before Ringo, drum stars were
measured by their soloing ability and
virtuosity,” says Steve Smith. “Ringo’s
popularity brought forth a new para-
digm in how the public saw drummers.
We started to see the drummer as an
equal participant in the compositional
aspect. One of Ringo’s great qualities
was that he composed very unique and
stylistic drum parts for the Beatles
songs. His parts are so signature to the
songs that you can listen to a Ringo
drum part without the rest of the music
and still identify the song.

“He was also the first drum star who
was not an American by birth,” Smith
adds. “Ringo was the first ‘outsider’ to
join a very exclusive club of drummers,
because the drumset was developed in
the United States. Ringo was the first
of the English rock drummers of the
’60s to define the archetype of the
present-day rock drummer.”

Twenty years earlier in Liverpool, En-
gland, it would have been impossible
to predict that a boy named Richard
Starkey would make the mark he
made. As a young boy, he battled with
ailments, first at age six, when appen-
dicitis developed into peritonitis, and
then at thirteen, when a cold turned
into pleurisy. During his second hospi-

tal stay, which ran nearly two years,
Starkey cultivated an interest in a band
that came to entertain the kids.

“In the hospital, we used to play on
the little cupboard next to the bed, and
then once a week, they had a band to
keep us occupied,” Starr recalled when
I first interviewed him in 1981 for Mod-
ern Drummer. “This guy would have
these big green, yellow, and red notes,
and if he pointed to the red note, you
would hit the drum, or the yellow was
the cymbal or the triangle, and things
like that. I wouldn’t play in the band un-
less I had the drum.”

At age sixteen, he bought a $3.00
bass drum, made a pair of sticks out of
firewood, and played constantly. He re-
calls next making a kit out of tin cans.
Finally, in 1957, his stepfather bought
him a used, mixed-and-matched
drumkit for Christmas. Two months
later, he joined his first band, the
Eddie Clayton Skiffle group.

“If you had an instrument, you
could join a band,” he recalled
with a laugh. “It didn’t matter
if you could play. We’d start
with the count of ‘one, two,
three, four,’ and then it
would be like an express
train because we’d get
faster and faster and faster.
People were dropping like
flies on the dance floor.”

While working full-time in
a factory, Starkey played oc-
casional gigs with the group.
He was hooked, though, and
in 1960 he quit his factory job
to work full-time with another
skiffle group, Rory Storme and
the Hurricanes. Starkey be-
came known as Ringo Starr, a
name he chose due to his fascina-
tion with American cowboys and
in keeping with the style of British
skiffle music, which was much
like American rockabilly. During
his two years with Storme,
rock music began to seep into

the band, who was playing the same
venues as another Liverpool group, the
Beatles.

“The Beatles were the only band I
ever watched because they were really
good, even in those days,” Starr re-
calls.

One day, Beatles’ manager Brian
Epstein knocked on Starr’s door, asking
him to play a lunchtime gig at the Cav-
ern club with the Beatles. Starr recalls
that every couple of weeks he was sit-
ting in for the Beatles’ drummer, Pete
Best. Soon, Epstein asked him to per-
manently join the Beatles. “I said,
‘Yeah, I’d love to. When?’” Ringo re-
called. “He called me on a Wednesday
and said, ‘Tonight.’ I said, ‘No, I can’t
leave the band without a drummer.
They’d lose a six-week gig.’ I said I’d

join Saturday,
which gave

RINGO
STARR

BY ROBYN FLANS
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Rory the rest of the week to find a
drummer.”

When Starr showed up that next Sat-
urday night, there were two camps en-
gaged in what he described as a
“shouting match.” One crowd of fans
was screaming, “Ringo never, Peter
forever,” while others yelled, “Pete
never, Ringo forever.”

When the Beatles did their first re-
cording session, producer George Mar-
tin wasn’t sure Ringo could cut it in the
studio, and so he hired a session drum-
mer named Andy White. Two versions
of “Love Me Do” were recorded, the
single with White on drums and Ringo
on tambourine, and the album cut, on
which Ringo played drums. From then
on, however, Ringo played on all the
Beatles tracks, with the exception of
“Back in the U.S.S.R,” on which
McCartney did the drumming because
Ringo was away.

“I was on all the other records, with
my silly style and silly fills,” Ringo said.
“Everyone put me down—said that I
couldn’t play. They didn’t realize that
was my style and I wasn’t playing like
anyone else—that I couldn’t play like
anyone else.”

Drummer Gregg Bissonette says that
many of those “silly fills” were compli-
cated and all of them were creative.
“One fill, in ‘Come Together,’ was an
important part of the song,” says
Bissonette. “And the fills near the end
of the Abbey Road album, where the
bass drum is pumping eighth notes and
he’s filling over that, became a really fa-
mous part—actually considered his
only solo. The triplet fills he did in ‘A
Day in the Life’ were very aggressive,
but they fit the music and
they swung so great.

“In the middle section of
‘Here Comes The Sun,’ I
count three bars of 3/8,
then a bar of 2/8, a bar of
4/4, a bar of 2/4, and then
3/8, repeated. It doesn’t
feel like a prog-rock odd-
tempo number, it’s just
Ringo playing the melody.
In ‘Hey Jude,’ when Ringo
comes in after Paul’s long
intro, the fill is double the
length of what you think it
would be or should be, but
it moves you into the B sec-
tion and lifts the song up.
Then in the bridge of ‘Hello
Goodbye,’ Ringo does a
whole section of fills that
are perfect for the song
He’s playing a bunch of

stuff, but it swings and percolates. His
fills add motion to the song and they’re
anything but silly. They took the music
to a different place. They’re really ge-
nius.”

To Bissonette, Ringo’s lack of formal
training only added to his charm as a
player. “His playing is so innocent and
emotional, heartfelt and not preten-
tious at all,” Bissonette says. “The
parts work for the song, and he never
did fills when there were vocals going
on. He always waited for those breaks;
he never stepped on the vocal. He sub-
scribed to the ‘less is more’ philosophy
throughout the verses, and when there
was a place for a fill, they said a lot.
Like on ‘Help,’ ‘Ticket to Ride,’ or ‘Tell
me Why,’ they were often double
stops at very brisk tempos.

“Ringo was also one of the first
drummers I saw to bail on the tradi-
tional grip. For years drummers had to
play everything traditional grip. If they
were doubling in a symphony orches-
tra, they had to play timpani, xylo-
phone, and marimba with matched
grip, so why did there have to be a
whole different grip for drumset, just
because years ago the military guys
had their snare drum at an angle and
their left elbow was up in the air?
Ringo brought the matched grip into
the mainstream.

“Ringo also did the percussion on all
the Beatles tracks,” Bissonette adds.
“Nowadays, bands hire a percussionist
to add a percussion track, but in those
days, they were just four guys sitting in
a room and George Martin would say,
‘Maybe we could use some percus-
sion,’ at which point Ringo would play

great-feeling maracas, lots of tambou-
rine, and he even played timpani on
‘Every Little Thing.’ He played bongos
and congas, the backs of chairs, and
had great musicality.”

In my 1997 Modern Drummer inter-
view with Starr, he revealed that his fa-
vorite Beatles track is “Rain.” “It’s the
first time I think I was playing that
‘snatch’ hi-hat [‘open’ punctuations],”
he explained. “And what helped me to
do that was that I was born left-
handed. I write right-handed, but if I
throw or play cricket or do anything
physical, I’m left-handed. So I’m sort of
this left-handed guy with a right-
handed kit. I cannot start on the snare,
go to the top tom, and then go to the
floor tom. I have to start on the floor
tom and move up, so those ‘snatches’
on the hi-hat were just to give me
room to get somewhere so I could get
my hands working and get my arms to
move around the drums.”

The body of work from the Beatles
with Starr’s creative and imaginative
drum parts helped legitimize the role of
an ensemble drummer, whose input
helped form the songs and bring the
music to life. Starr, himself, says it was
a complete team effort. “Our roles in
the Beatles were that we supported
each other,” he told me. “No matter
who was on, the others were support-
ive, the best they could. A lot of it was
telepathy. We all felt so close. We
knew each other so well that we’d
know when any of us would make a
move up or down within the music,
and we’d all make it.”

Jim Keltner, who recorded with Starr
countless times (first on percussion on

Ringo’s “It Don’t Come Easy”
and then on many double-drum
tracks on various Beatles solo
projects), as well as touring on
Ringo’s first All Starr Tour, sums
up Starr’s contribution: “When
you think of Ringo, it’s impos-
sible to not think of the Beatles,
and when you think of the
Beatles, you remember those
perfect songs with the perfect
drum parts. When you hear the
live BBC tapes, recorded with
no more than two or three
mic’s, and the way he’s laying it
down, you know Ringo is one of
the greatest rock drummers of
all time.”

Robyn Flans is a Los Angeles-
based journalist who contributes
regularly to Modern Drummer
and People magazines.
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course you are influenced in how you
play.”

Thigpen’s first professional gig was
with Buddy Collette when Ed was eigh-
teen, and he soon joined the Jackson
Brothers show band. He then worked
with Cootie Williams at the Savoy Ball-
room in New York for several months
before becoming a drummer in the
Army band for two years.

After his discharge from the service,
Thigpen returned to New York and be-
gan working with a variety of artists, be-
ginning with singer Dinah Washington
and including Johnny Hodges, Bud
Powell, Lennie Tristano, and Billy Taylor.
During the 1950s he also recorded with
Toshiko Akiyoshi, Ira Sullivan, Mal
Waldron, Mundell Lowe, Eddie
“Cleanhead” Vinson, Teddy Charles,
and Blossom Dearie.

During that time, Thigpen became
highly regarded for his brush playing
and his strong sense of swing. “Brush
technique was very important then,” Ed
commented recently. “I always played
brushes with the snares turned off to
get a more harmonic sound coming
through the open snare drum. I also
learned that volume and intensity were
not the same thing. Jo Jones did a great
deal for me when I first came to New
York, and he used to tell me, ‘Make it
sound as big as possible. Not loud, but
big, and as musical as possible.’”

In 1959 Thigpen joined the Oscar
Peterson Trio, which included bassist
Ray Brown. “That trio put me on the in-
ternational map,” Thigpen says. “We
put out so much material, and a lot of
that material still holds up. People come
up to me now and say, ‘I have some of
your records,’ and they pull out the Os-
car Peterson records.”

In a 1982 Modern Drummer inter-
view, Thigpen said that Peterson set a
very high standard. “We had a philoso-
phy that we were going to play so good
every night that even on a bad night
we’d be head and shoulders above ev-
eryone else.

ED
THIGPEN

BY RICK MATTINGLY

I’ll never forget a late-night PASIC
jam session in the mid-’80s. As I en-
tered the room, I could tell that

something special was happening just
from the way everyone was crowded
around the band—an impression quickly
confirmed by the intensity of the music
that was being created. I slowly maneu-
vered my way to the front of the room
where I discovered Jack DeJohnette
playing piano and Ed Thigpen playing
drums. Talk about a jazz drummers’
dream band!

“That was awesome,” DeJohnette
says, recalling the night. “Ed was in
great form. When you play with musi-
cians, it’s always different than just lis-
tening to them. I felt very comfortable
playing with Ed, and it was obvious why
he’s hired and loved and respected by
so many great musicians. His time is
right there, he lis-
tens really
well, he’s
very musi-
cal. It felt

natural playing with him, and it was also
very inspiring.”

One can certainly contend that
Thigpen “gets it honest.” He was born
in Chicago in 1930, the son of jazz
drummer Ben Thigpen, who was highly
regarded for his work with bandleader/
bassist Andy Kirk. “My father was a
great man as well as a great drummer,
respected by his peers,” Thigpen told
Ed Soph in a 1985 Percussive Notes in-
terview. “He was known for having
good, swinging time. He was a great
showman as well as a drummer.”

After his parents separated, Ed
moved with his mother to Los Angeles,
where he studied piano, sang in a
church choir, took dancing lessons, and
played drums in his school band. “There
was so much music,” Thigpen told
Soph. “Even in the third and fourth
grades the teachers would play music
for us. It was a way of life, a part of
community activity. When you are
raised in an environment which includes
the elements of jazz music—this demo-
cratic music, as Max Roach calls it; this
music which at its
best is individual-
ity, freedom with
discipline—of
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“Working with the trio gave me an
opportunity to develop certain elements
of my playing,” he explained. “I had a
chance to develop a cymbal technique
and a method of phrasing which simu-
lated a big band situation. I learned how
to listen to the melody and how to
phrase with the improvised line to give
the feeling that other things were hap-
pening. It was complementary, but it
was still time, which is what Oscar
wanted. I was there to play time and
make it swing.”

Thigpen recalled working specifically
on time playing with Brown. “Ray and I
roomed together,” Ed said. “When I
first joined the group, Ray said, ‘Okay,
we’re gonna practice time—just the
two of us.’ And we did. I figured it
would last about a week or so. Well, a
year later we were still practicing time.
We’d wake up in the morning and prac-
tice time. We’d practice dynamics, tem-
pos, and singing the tunes we played.
We got to the point where we could re-
cite our name and address as we were
playing time and know where we were
in the tune at all times.”

Of the many recordings Thigpen
made with the Peterson Trio, he cites
West Side Story as being one of the
best, and the most difficult. He also re-
calls a drum fill on the tune “Judy” from
the album The Oscar Peterson Trio and
Nelson Riddle. “I played the best two-
beat solo you ever heard—or at least
that I ever heard,” Ed says, laughing.
“When I finished, I yelled out, ‘Hey
Buddy, did you hear that?’”

After leaving Peterson in 1965,
Thigpen worked with singer Ella
Fitzgerald for a year.
“Working with Ella, with
Tommy Flanagan on piano,
was one of the highlights
of my life,” Ed says. “She
sounded like an orchestra,
so you could draw on ev-
erything with her. I would
use cymbal shadings and
glissandos and swells—all
of the percussive effects
you would use with a full
orchestra.”

After moving to Los An-
geles and working
freelance for a year,
Thigpen worked with
Fitzgerald again from 1968
to 1972, and then he
moved to Copenhagen af-
ter marrying a woman
from Denmark. Ed became
very active in the European
jazz scene, and he re-

corded with a wide variety of artists, in-
cluding Toots Thielemans, Johnny Grif-
fin, Horace Parlan, Helen Humes, Clark
Terry, Kai Winding, Thad Jones, Benny
Carter, Art Farmer, and Monty
Alexander.

In addition, Thigpen has led his own
groups over the past two decades and
released a number of fine albums, in-
cluding Mr. Taste, It’s Entertainment,
and the recent Element of Swing, which
features saxophonist Joe Lovano.

Thigpen has also been active as an
educator. His book The Sound of
Brushes is considered a definitive re-
source on the art of brush playing, and
his Rhythm Analysis and Basic Coordi-
nation for Drums has found favor with
many teachers and students. He has
also taught extensively in Copenhagen
and given countless clinics around the
world.

In his clinics, Thigpen stresses the
fundamentals of drumset playing, such
as maintaining a pulse on the bass
drum. “It’s a misconception that with
the advent of bebop the bass drum was
no longer played with a steady pulse—
that the time moved up to the ride cym-
bal,” Thigpen said in his Percussive
Notes interview. “Kenny Clarke himself
says that isn’t so. This misinformation
has been given to a generation and a
half and, consequently, when you hear
the band play you don’t hear or feel that
bottom.

“Even in high school we argued
about it. Then I saw Max Roach in New
York and he played the bass drum, 1-2-
3-4. I asked my father, and Jo Jones,
and Sid Catlett. They said you ‘feather’

the bass drum. You have a pulse that is
felt. You don’t beat it; you just feather it.
And when you want a ‘bomb,’ you just
bring that beater back and hit the drum
with a big, loud stroke. Then you get
back to the pulse, because with that
you can hold the band together.

“Playing the bass drum is part of the
heritage and should be part of the train-
ing that goes into learning how to play
the set, because it is fundamental to
the instrument. Once these fundamen-
tal rules have been mastered, then you
can take liberties and know how and
why you are doing what you’re doing.
The set has been taught in a wrong
manner because of this particular mis-
conception of the role of the bass drum.
It’s like going for the roof before putting
down the foundation. There are certain
basic truths about this instrument,
which are not being put into perspec-
tive.”

But although Thigpen is firmly
grounded in tradition, he has always
been one to adapt to the times. “When
Tony Williams came in with 4/4 on the
hi-hat, I had to work like a dog to learn
how to do that,” Thigpen admits. “But
guys like Tony and Jack DeJohnette
were always very encouraging and help-
ful when I would ask them about things
they were doing.”

DeJohnette considers Thigpen to be
quite youthful in his attitude. “Ed is al-
ways trying new things,” DeJohnette
says. “He’s never afraid to ask ques-
tions, and he’s always looking for new
ways to enhance his playing style,
which is quite masterful and tasteful.
He’s one of the most beautiful human

beings I know, and I’m
glad to see him being hon-
ored with the PAS Hall of
Fame award.”

“I’ve always felt I’ve
been a member of a
luxury profession,”
Thigpen told Modern
Drummer. “I’m thankful
I’ve had the opportunity to
be a part of it. Just the
idea of playing music—the
rapport between a group
of musicians when that
magic happens, the gratifi-
cation when it works. You
can’t put a dollar sign on
the love and joy one re-
ceives out of being able to
participate. To my way of
thinking, it’s about as
close to heaven as one is
going to get on this
earth.”
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My generation was probably one of the last to learn how
to play jazz when that music was still a part of every-
day life. One could see Miles Davis on The Steve Allen

Show and many of the great bands and jazz singers on The Ed
Sullivan Show. Even jingles for automobiles and ballpoint pens
were swingin’! We played what we heard and it was fun.

There were books already on the market that attempted to
explain the intricacies of jazz “independence.” We played what
we read and the fun was gone as we tied ourselves in knots pit-
ting one appendage against the other. While we were struggling
with our Chapin and Reed applications, jazz faded from the air-
waves and clubs. Enter rock ’n’ roll and the ascendancy of “de-
pendent” drumming.

Now here’s the rub. Jazz drumming is just as dependent as
rock (and as independent and linear as funk). We lucky ones
who had the music around us continued to learn how to play by
listening to the music. And we first learned to play the style de-
pendently. The books were strictly secondary, as their authors
probably intended them to be. And the more we listened, the
more we realized that very, very few drummers played in the
style of those books. That is even more apparent with today’s
masters.

The cultural situation has changed and the majority of
drumset students I see today are primarily from a book back-
ground, not a listening one. Consequently, they have very poor
jazz coordination skills because of the unrealistic and unmusi-
cal manner with which those skills are often taught by solely
book-based teachers.

So many times I have heard a young person say, “Jazz drum-
ming is hard because you have to play different patterns in
each appendage, or play one pattern against another. Rock is
easier because everything falls together.” The kid is right! Were
it not for such things as “coordinated independence” and a re-
petitive ride cymbal pattern, a lot more youngsters would enjoy
the experience of learning how to play jazz styles. Even today,
the most difficult aspects of jazz coordination are taught first—
those of “independence.” That’s like learning the coordination
necessary to play rock by starting with transcriptions of David
Garibaldi grooves.

Long ago, a fellow in New York called one of the masters and
arranged to have a lesson. There were two sets in the studio
and the student assumed that the master would share some of
his incredibly hip licks. Instead, the lesson was spent with the
master running the young man through a series of seemingly
simple dependent exercises that, much to the student’s embar-
rassment, he could not play. The master’s words were to the ef-
fect that, until you can play your limbs together (dependently)
in different dynamic and tempo configurations, there is no
worth in trying to play them apart (independently).

That makes very good sense. Look at our own motor-skill de-
velopment. Ask a young child to play “bap-bap-bap-bap” on a
table with his hands. Does the kid use a sticking pattern? No,
he does it with unison hands. The genesis of drumming coordi-

The Declaration of Dependence
BY ED SOPH

nation, the clapping of hands, is a dependent/unison action.
Here are some ideas for teaching jazz coordination skills from

a dependent approach. First, banish the idea that a ride pat-
tern is just this:

Second, a ride pattern is a sound, not a pattern. Third, there
are two fundamental ways of thinking about the patterns
played on the ride cymbal. Those patterns emerge either from
adding subdivisions of the quarter notes to the basic quarter-
note rhythm of the time signature:

or, by leaving out subdivisions of a shuffle pattern:

The following examples start with the two ride “roots” ex-
plained above. Interpret the eighth notes in jazz style. Example
1 is in 12-measure blues form and example 2 is a 16-measure
AABA format. The exercises begin with unison figures and
gradually progress to more syncopated comping phrases. This
progression is shown in examples 3 through 7.

I’ll close with a quotation from the great writer Katherine
Anne Porter. Substitute “drumming” for “writing”: “Writing
cannot be taught, but only learned, and learned by the indi-
vidual in his own way, at his own pace and in his own time, for
the process of mastering the medium is part of cellular growth
in a most complex organism.”

Declare your dependence!
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Ed Soph is an Associate Professor of Music at the University of North Texas. In addition to teaching, Soph performs and records
with the Stamm/Soph Project: trumpeter Marvin Stamm, pianist Bill Mays, and bassist Rufus Reid. He is currently completing a
series of books on dependent coordination for jazz styles.     PN
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F or some time I have been interested in polyphonic compo-
sitions based on canonic imitation—rounds, canons, and
fugues. At some point it became apparent that it ought to

be possible to play such a composition on the drumset. I have
always loved the challenge of independent coordination, and the
idea of a drumset canon or fugue struck me as offering some in-
teresting challenges. What follows is an introduction to the
most commonly understood type of canonic polyphony: the
round.

A polyphonic composition consists of multiple melodic lines
played simultaneously. A round is derived from canonic imita-
tion, a distinctive form of musical repetition characteristic of
polyphonic composition. The term “canonic” comes from the
Greek word for rule or law. A canon basically consists of a lead-
ing voice that plays a musical subject, accompanied by one or
more additional voices that follow, imitating the subject a num-
ber of different ways. The following voices always enter later
than the leading voice (except in specific circumstances) and

Playing a Round on Drumset
BY MICHAEL PETIFORD
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are an exact imitation or a variation of the subject.
A round is the simplest type of canon. Most people, even non-

musicians, are familiar with the form. In a round, each voice
imitates the subject with no changes in pitch or rhythm, and
the melody continually repeats. Children’s songs such as “Row
Row Row Your Boat” and “Three Blind Mice” are commonly
sung as rounds. In a round, a singer begins a simple repetitive
melody. After a few beats or measures, a second singer begins
singing the exact same melody. The two sing simultaneously,
the only difference being that the second voice is delayed. This
continues until all voices have entered and are singing the
same melody and lyrics, each with a different starting point.

While this may sound simple, especially since we tend to as-
sociate the technique with children’s music, executing this tech-
nique on the drumset is extremely difficult. Even a very simple
rhythmic phrase offers an advanced level of technical difficulty.

Apply the technique to the drumset by first creating a repeat-
ing rhythm that you can play with one hand on the snare drum.

Repeat the pattern with your other hand on a tom-tom, delaying the rhythm by one or more beats.

Now play the original phrase with your right hand on snare drum, bring your left hand in on the second beat playing tom-tom,
and bring your right foot in on the third beat playing bass drum.

Finally, make this an exercise in four-way coordination by adding a pedal cowbell (or second bass drum or hi-hat) with your left
foot.

As you can see, the level of difficulty seems to increase almost exponentially with each additional voice. One of the advantages to
an exercise of this nature is that it requires each limb to play the same thing with equal facility, while at the same time forcing
each to play independently.

Up to this point we have looked at only a one-measure subject. The next logical step is a multiple-measure subject. I like to use
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the rhythm of “Row Row Row Your Boat” for this exercise because it is so commonly sung as a round, and because it is easily recog-
nizable by both its melody and rhythm. I recommend using a cowbell or jam block with a foot pedal for this exercise, as it will
make the four parts more easily distinguishable.
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Rhythmic examples like this are challenging and they serve
to exemplify the basic concept of canonic imitation very well.
The next challenging step is to incorporate the technique into
some simple melodic structure, thus making it truly polyphonic.
A drumset, of course, is made up of multiple drums and can,
therefore, be thought of as a melodic instrument.

When I began writing polyphonic compositions for the
drumset I very quickly encountered a notation problem. If I
wrote two or more melodic lines on one staff using standard
drumset notation, the separation of the voices was not immedi-
ately evident and the sticking was unclear. I needed a method
that would clearly delineate which hand is to play what, while
allowing me to see at a glance the individual parts of the com-
position. My solution was to employ a grand staff similar to
that used for piano music.

Two staves are barred together like the treble and bass clef
notation for piano. The upper staff is labeled L for left hand and
the bottom staff is labeled R for right hand. Assuming a typical
right-handed drum setup, with tom-toms in descending order
from left to right, this generally puts the higher notes on the
upper staff and the lower notes on the lower staff. If a drum on
the right side of the set is to be played by the left hand it will
simply be notated on the upper staff, and vice versa.

If the bass drums are being used to play an ostinato (repeat-
ing figure) or an additional melodic figure, they will be noted on
the bottom of the lower staff, with the stems down so that they
can be seen as a separate voice. If a bass drum is serving as an
integral part of a left-hand or right-hand melodic figure, it will
be noted on the corresponding staff.

This takes some getting used to; however, I have found it to
be a practical solution. The following diagram will help illus-
trate the left/right division of the drumset as well as the con-
figuration of the grand staff.

In the following melodic exercise I have mentally divided my
drumset in half, assigning to my right hand the snare drum
(snares off), low tom-tom, and floor tom. To my left hand I have
assigned three higher tom-toms. The feet are on bass drums.
Each hand is thus assigned high, medium, and low pitches, and
there are three zones of sound: high (left hand), medium (right
hand), and low (feet).

Over a double-bass ostinato, the right hand begins by playing
a one-measure melodic phrase between two or three drums, fol-
lowed by a simple one-measure answering phrase on the lowest
drum it has been assigned. While the right hand plays the sec-
ond, simpler phrase, the left hand imitates the previous melodic
phrase in the higher register.

Continuing the imitation, when the left hand begins the
simple answering phrase on its lowest drum, the right hand
plays a different melodic phrase. The two voices overlap and in-
terweave as they alternate the melodic material and rhythmic
answer in a kind of “call and response” or musical “follow the
leader.”
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The round is a great way to begin exploring drumset melody
while developing independence. I would like to point out that
the idea of rounds and canonic imitation are nothing new. In
fact, one of the oldest known rounds dates from around the thir-
teenth century, and polyphonic composition in general is consid-
ered to have reached its zenith in the Baroque period of the
seventeenth century, the so-called “golden age of polyphony.”

However, the drumset is a modern instrument and its me-
lodic potential is often overlooked. For this reason these con-
cepts may be new to many drummers. If this is new to you, I
suggest researching the work of Johann Sebastian Bach. There
is no better resource for learning about and gaining an under-
standing of polyphonic music.

Michael Petiford received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from
Arizona State University, where he graduated summa cum
laude. He is a member of the Golden Key National Honor Soci-
ety and has performed in college marching band, concert band,
stage band, and orchestra. He has played drumset in numerous
club acts, church bands, and community theater productions.

            PN
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Throughout my career as an adjudi-
cator, I have often been asked,
“What do you look for in a perfor-

mance and how do you make the close de-
cisions?” The following is a review of the
process I utilize to evaluate marching
percussion performances.

Although there are variations among
the various competitive associations, two
basic considerations are evaluated
throughout the course of the perfor-
mance—Quality of Technique and Musi-
cianship. Quality of Technique generally
includes Clarity of Articulation, Rhyth-
mic Accuracy, Tempo/Pulse Control, and
Implement Control/Technique as sub-cap-
tions. Musicianship considers Phrasing,
Idiomatic Interpretation, Ensemble Co-
hesiveness, and Tuning.

QUALITY OF TECHNIQUE
Clarity of Articulation rewards the

degree to which the performers display a
clear and concise rendition of a musical
phrase. Clarity may be adversely affected
by rhythmic interpretation, pulse control,
and/or blend and balance. The goal is for
the performers to demonstrate as “nar-
row” a note width at the point of attack
as possible. Superior clarity is the result
of segmental (i.e., snares, tenors, etc.)
performance, in which the rhythmic con-
trol, timing, and blend creates the sound
of a single instrument.

Rhythmic Control acknowledges the
degree to which the written material’s
rhythmic content is mastered. For ex-
ample, do all players understand and
demonstrate the difference between
duple and triple meter? Do all players
utilize appropriate subdivision skills in
articulating varied rhythms? In evaluat-
ing this criterion, the adjudicator must
actively “read” the intent of the musical
book in order to respond to its perfor-
mance.

Tempo/Pulse Control credits the
ability of the ensemble to establish and
sustain a consistent sense of time. Defi-
ciencies in this area often result in mis-
timed entrances by individual players or

Evaluating Marching Percussion
Performance

BY CHARLES A. POOLE, JR.

segments of the ensemble. Rolls in the
battery may be distorted if the perform-
ers fail to maintain the consistency of the
underlying pulse. The continuity of line
in the tonal bass drum phrases may be
disrupted by inconsistencies in this area.

Implement Control/Technique ex-
amines the individual technique of all
performers in the ensemble. While there
are many variants and approaches to
percussion technique, it is recognized
that each instrument requires an appro-
priate technique in order to produce a
quality sound. It is important that no
particular “style” be given more validity
than another. The major emphasis in this
sub-caption can best be described
through examples.

Do the battery players employ a uni-
form style with regard to finger, hand,
and wrist positions? Do mallet players
demonstrate appropriate two-mallet and
four-mallet techniques? Do timpani play-
ers utilize accepted stroke and dampen-
ing techniques? Are segments performing
with consistent heights of rise? Although
the above represents only a partial list-
ing of the focus of this area, it is crucial
that the individual training of the per-
formers be evaluated and credited.

MUSICIANSHIP
Phrasing evaluates the musical ex-

pression of the performance. Implicit in
this examination is the review of phrase
shaping, use of volume gradation, inflec-
tion, and direction of musical line in or-
der to produce complete and meaningful
musical ideas. A misconception is that
consideration for musicianship is the sole
domain of melodic percussion. This could
not be farther from the truth, as superior
battery performance encompasses all of
the above qualities.

 Idiomatic Interpretation considers
the stylistic interpretation of the musical
selection. Indigenous qualities of each
musical style should be demonstrated. As
an example, there is a reasonable expec-
tation that the accented emphasis in a
rock piece be on beats 2 and 4. Although

idiomatic “authenticity” is often impos-
sible due to a variety of reasons (e.g., in-
strumentation), this criterion requires
reasonable purity of intent with regard to
the chosen idiom.

Ensemble Cohesiveness demands
not only a sense of unanimity with re-
gard to tempo/pulse control, but also a
demonstration of ensemble listening
skills. Does the ensemble deliver a clear
presentation of musical ideas? Is there
balance among segments, resulting in en-
semble clarity? Is the primary focus of
the musical score appropriately delivered
or understated? Again, providing a com-
plete listing would be the subject of a
lengthy treatise. However, the above out-
lines the overall scope of this sub-caption.

Tuning obviously applies to the timpa-
nist. However, the evaluation in this area
extends to all membrane percussion.
There is no desired or preferred method
of tuning the battery instruments. For
example, a “groove” program may neces-
sitate tuning the instruments lower than
would be appropriate for a program of
British concert band literature. What is
important is that there be consistent tun-
ing within sections; that the instruments
are not allowed to resonate without rea-
sonable muffling, and the like.

FINAL THOUGHTS
No discussion of evaluating marching

percussion would be complete without at-
tention to the concepts of sampling and
demand. It is the responsibility of the ad-
judicator to assess the performance capa-
bility of every player in the ensemble. In
arriving at this determination, the judge
must have an informed impression of the
merit of all segments in competition.
There must be balance in the sampling
process with equal attention extended to
both melodic and battery percussion.

The issue of demand has long been a
hotbed of discussion in the competitive
activity. Most associations reward excel-
lence on the basis of “achievement,”
which dictates that the adjudicator factor
in the demand (what) and the quality
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(how) of the performance. In assessing
the challenge placed upon the perform-
ers, one must consider the physical and
rhythmic demands of the program as well
as its musical/expressive requirements.
One must also include the psychomotor
skills (movement, spatial relationships,
etc.) of the visual program. Against this
backdrop, the adjudicator must evaluate
the performance quality in determining
the achievement level.

The past ten years have seen an explo-
sion in the quality of the marching per-
cussion activity, on both the scholastic
and independent levels. Advanced orches-
tration techniques along with full-scale
orchestral and ethnic percussion instru-
mentation has opened doors to program-
ming concepts inconceivable a decade
ago. As a result, the adjudication commu-
nity is required to keep pace education-
ally to meet the demands of the
performers. Therefore, today’s judge
must be an active listener and be ready
to accept novel ideas.

Charles A. Poole, Jr. was three-time Na-
tional Individual Snare Drum Champion
as a performer, provided arranging and
instructional services to the 27th Lanc-
ers, Bluecoats, and the Star of Indiana
Drum and Bugle Corps, and is an active
adjudicator for DCI, DCA, and WGI. In
1998 he was inducted into the Drum
Corps International Hall of Fame. Poole
currently serves as the Percussion Coor-
dinator for the Everett (Mass.) Public
Schools.     PN
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Mamady Keita has established
himself as the standard-bearer
of jembe improvisation. People

chuckle when I refer to him as “the
Michael Jordan of the jembe.” The refer-
ence conjures the image of complete mas-
tery—of an uncanny ability to make the
difficult (and, for many of us, even the
impossible) appear effortless. We chuckle
because we realize how rare such mas-
tery is, and how joyous it is to be in its
presence. Our breath has been taken
away by one of Jordan’s thundering
dunks or acrobatic lay-ups. Highlights
such as these are etched in our memory,
and yet they represent only a glimpse of
a total performance picture. Even Jordan
has to play defense and make his free
throws.

One of the benchmarks of composi-
tional mastery (including improvisation
as spontaneous musical composition) is
what I refer to as “economy of means.”
Keita’s mastery of motivic economy has
been illustrated in my two previous ar-
ticles, “Mamady Keita’s ‘Kassa,’” (PN 35/
2, April 1997) and “Mamady Keita’s
‘Mendiani’” (PN 37/4, August 1999). In a
nutshell, “economy of means” refers to
the art of “doing more with less.” As we
shall see, in no instance is this concept
better illustrated than in Keita’s record-
ing of “Kuku.”

“Kuku” originated as a social dance of
the Manian people from the forest region
of southeastern Guinea, around Beyla,
near the borders of Mali and Ivory Coast.
Originally played for women as they re-
turned from fishing, “Kuku” was tradi-
tionally played only on jembes (without
dunduns) with one tuned very low
(Billmeier, 150). This is exactly how it is
presented on Keita’s recording: two ac-
companying jembes and a shekere
(djabara) support Keita’s solo, which is
performed on a very low jembe. The en-
tire solo consists of six motives that un-
dergo various manipulative processes
including repetition, alteration, fragmen-
tation, elaboration, and extension.

The initial motive is a call (also known
as a “break”) that appears only at the be-
ginning (to signal the ensemble to com-

Mamady Keita’s “Kuku”
BY B. MICHAEL WILLIAMS

mence playing) and at the end (to signal
the ensemble to stop). This motive is in-
strumental in generating the five other
motives in the solo.

The next motive (Motive A) has the
most entries of any other (20), and serves
to underpin the entire improvisation. It
is a two-bar motive (as are all six mo-
tives), consisting entirely of silence save
a single ringing stroke on the last six-
teenth-note subdivision of count 3 (the
“a” of the beat) in the second bar. When-
ever it appears, Motive A is always imme-
diately repeated and never undergoes
further manipulation other than simple
repetition. As such, it seems rather in-
nocuous, and yet that single ringing
stroke on the last sixteenth-note subdivi-
sion of count 3 appears in every other
motive in the entire improvisation. All
the other motives are generated from
combinations derived from the Call Mo-
tive and this single ringing stroke.

Motive B is derived from the Call Mo-
tive and demonstrates an excellent ex-
ample of rhythmic alteration. It can
generally be described as a triplet figure
sandwiched between two syncopated ges-
tures, yet it appears only once in this
original form (bar 5). In subsequent en-
tries, the syncopated gestures gradually
become “tripletized,” first in bar 23 (on
the downbeat of the motive’s second bar)
and then in bar 45 (on the initial ges-
ture). All the remaining entries are in
this altered (“tripletized”) configuration.

Motive C is derived from the two syn-
copated gestures found in Motive B’s ini-
tial configuration. It appears in its
original form at bars 9, 63, and 95. At bar
13, the figure is elaborated by a 4:3 cross
rhythm in muffled slaps (this figure im-
mediately generates Motive D in bar 15),
and again in bar 37 (this time with the
4:3 cross rhythm appearing as open
tones). It appears in various degrees of
fragmentation in bars 19, 31, and 111.

Motive D is generated by the elabo-
rated version of Motive C appearing in
bar 13. In bar 15, the figure takes on its
own identity and undergoes processes of
extension (bars 25, 87, and 89), elabora-
tion (bars 47, 69, and 103), tonal alter-

ation (bar 103), and rhythmic alteration
(bars 69 and 113).

Motive E is related to Motive D in both
size and shape. Both are characterized by
a tied, syncopated figure in the first bar
followed by a “straightened out” version
without ties in the second. The motive
appears in its original configuration at
bars 27, 41, 59, and 97. The figures are
altered by the insertion or omission of
ties in bars 33, 43, and 71. In bar 73, and
again in bar 91, the motive is elaborated
with muffled slaps as seen in Motive D.
It is extended by means of syncopated
gestures in bar 101.

Notice that all the motives grow out of
one another, and all can ultimately be
traced to both the Call Motive and Mo-
tive A. Through the ingenious application
of the processes of repetition, rhythmic
and tonal alteration, fragmentation,
elaboration, and extension, Mamady
Keita takes a single motive and creates a
complete improvisation with incredible
economy of means. Nothing is added or
subtracted that isn’t somehow related to
the original generative idea—and all this
is spontaneously improvised!

No thundering slam dunks or
skywalking lay-ups here; just a breath-
taking example of “defense and free
throws,” of doing more with less. Like
Jordan, Keita makes it all seem effort-
less. Listen to the recording and it
sounds so simple. In reality, it is nothing
short of amazing.

REFERENCES
Billmeier, Uschi, 1999. Mamady Keita: A Life

for the Djembe—Traditional Rhythms of the
Malinke. Engerda: Arun-Verlag (distributed
in North America by African Rhythm Trad-
ers, www.rhythmtraders.com).

Keita, Mamady, 1989. Wassolon (CD record-
ing), Fonti Musicali fmd 159.
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“KUKU”
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JEMBE SOLO
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B. Michael Williams is Professor of Music and Director of Percussion Studies at Winthrop University in Rock Hill, South Carolina.
He holds a B.M. degree from Furman University, M.M. from Northwestern University, and Ph.D. from Michigan State University.
Williams is active throughout the Southeast as a performer and clinician in symphonic and world music, and is Communications
Director for the South Carolina PAS Chapter. Publications to his credit include “Four Solos for Frame Drums,” “Three Shona
Songs” for marimba ensemble, “Recital Suite for Djembe,” “Another New Riq,” “Bodhran Dance,” and “Learning Mbira,” all pub-
lished by HoneyRock Publications.     PN
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College students involved in percussion are typically as-
sessed at the end of each semester by means of a percus-
sion jury. Depending on the size of the studio and music

department policies, this assessment can take on many forms.
At some institutions, the jury is essentially a performance. In

such a setting, the student plays one or two representative
works from his or her repertoire. However, this may not assess
all of the work done in lessons throughout the semester.

What this article proposes is intended only as food for thought
and to show a method that works well at one institution. The
idea behind this method is to broaden the jury from a perfor-
mance to an examination and to add assessment at different lev-
els in the student’s development. It has been adapted from a
policy that governs all juries at this particular university.

This particular institution offers ample performance opportu-
nities (studio class, area recital, general student recital, solo re-
citals) for students to perform complete works. As a result, the
jury can be used as a comprehensive examination to test much
more than repertoire.

The following explains the skills that are tested at a jury and
gives a breakdown for the various class standings. The skills
tested vary somewhat from student to student depending on
strengths and weaknesses, but certain proficiency levels are ex-
pected.

TECHNIQUE/READING
Each student is expected to demonstrate technique as appro-

priate for his or her level. On keyboard percussion, freshmen
play major and minor scales, sophomores add modes and
pentatonics, juniors add blues and octatonics, and so on. Rudi-
ments, timpani tuning, and drumset styles are other examples
of expected skills. Students also sight-read on instruments they
focused on during the semester.

Although demonstrating all these skills takes considerable
time during the jury, the process assesses the degree to which
the students have mastered these skills. Technical assessment
takes a larger percentage of the jury time during the first year
of study than in later examinations, but it remains a part of the
jury throughout all levels.

REPERTOIRE
The student is expected to play portions of all significant rep-

ertoire studied during the semester. This does not necessarily
include performance of an etude that has been read once to focus
on a particular technique. While this format generally does not
allow students to perform any work in its entirety, it requires
students to keep works “under their hands,” and helps them
master a body of repertoire on a variety of instruments each se-
mester. This also aids the student in the concept of learning sev-
eral works at once, which is valuable for junior, senior, and
graduate recital preparation.

Beyond the Percussion Jury
Assessment in Percussion

BY KENNETH BROADWAY

SELF ASSESSMENT
The students videotape their jury presentations. Immediately

following the jury they are given comment sheets by the exami-
nation panel. The students can then compare the comments
made with their videotaped performance. In this way each stu-
dent can assess his or her performance and readily improve
skills as needed.

OTHER AVENUES OF ASSESSMENT
At the end of the sophomore year, the student presents a spe-

cial jury to achieve junior standing. In addition to the elements
listed previously, this examination also requires the student to
make a presentation based on one or more works in his or her
repertoire. The student prepares a historical and/or theoretical
document for these works. The jury panel (which includes an
outside area representative from music education, theory, or his-
tory) can ask questions from this document as necessary.

Two weeks before all junior, senior, or graduate recitals, the
students must present a special recital jury so that their readi-
ness to perform can be assessed. At this time a panel of three
faculty members (again including an outside area representa-
tive) can review program notes and make comments.

Should a student be deemed unready for performance, the re-
cital may be rescheduled and the student required to present
another recital jury. Since the students know that this is a possi-
bility, they prepare for this jury diligently. This, in turn, makes
the recital less of an ordeal, as the student is prepared for per-
formance a full two weeks before the recital date.

While these methods of assessment are time consuming, they
assist the student in strengthening performance skills and tech-
nical ability. This leads to polished performances and well-
rounded players. Using this type of jury in conjunction with a
variety of performance opportunities can be an effective way of
assessing the student’s progress.

Dr. Kenneth Broadway serves as Assistant Professor of Percus-
sion Studies at the University of Florida. He has performed at
conventions, symposiums, and universities throughout the
United States, Europe, and Canada, and has performed with
steel drum bands in Trinidad for the Panorama competition. Dr.
Broadway received BM, MM, and DMA degrees from the Uni-
versity of Georgia.            PN
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A Method of Pedagogy for Tuplets
and Polyrhythms

BY PAYTON MACDONALD
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Sixty years ago, a percussionist could get by in the Western culture without knowing how to play polyrhythms. These days, if
you can’t play polyrhythms many things are impossible. Jazz drumming is out of the question, as is advanced marimba rep-
ertoire and nearly half of the significant percussion ensemble literature. The metric modulations that permeate canonical

works like Elliott Carter’s “Eight Pieces for Timpani” can’t be realized accurately if you can’t play polyrhythms.
When I searched the Internet for the term “polyrhythm,” I was not surprised to see that Percussive Notes and Modern Drummer

published nearly eighty percent of the essays on the subject. Many of the essays generated substantial food for thought, in particu-
lar Peter Magadini’s series in Modern Drummer (March–June 1989) and Jeffrey M. Moore’s article in Percussive Notes (June 1996).
It is not necessary to duplicate the efforts of these fine musicians and writers, so the following ideas and exercises include new ap-
proaches to practicing polyrhythms and new takes on old methods.

TUPLETS
The first step toward mastering polyrhythms lies in attaining familiarity with different tuplet groupings. Most musicians are

comfortable playing duple and triple subdivisions, but few are comfortable with subdivisions of five or seven. However, you can
only master a polyrhythm if you can hear it from different perspectives. In order to do that, you must be able to shift comfortably
between different tuplet groupings without losing the overall sense of pulse. A few minutes a day spent working on different subdi-
visions will go a long way toward improving your mastery of polyrhythms and preparing you for passages that include less com-
mon tuplets. Example 1 provides a starting point.

Example 1

From there, work on different accent patterns within the tuplet. It is important to hear the accents working within and against
the five note groupings per beat. As with many of these exercises, this can best be accomplished by practicing with a metronome.
You should also try practicing this exercise while tapping your foot on the downbeats. Practice similar accent schemes with six-
teenth notes, triplets, sextuplets, and septuplets.

Scalar work on melodic instruments can also be adapted to different beat divisions. Example 2 is modeled after G.H. Green’s fa-
mous two-mallet exercises from his ragtime instructional book. Playing the exercises in groupings of five completely changes their
feel and flow.

Example 2
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Once you are familiar with various subdivisions, practice moving freely among them. Exercise 3 should become a part of your
daily routine and should be practiced with a metronome.

Example 3

Other combinations of tuplets can be practiced in a similar manner. (The creative musician might link several such exercises to-
gether.) The challenge inherent in the preceding exercises is not to “cheat” a new tuplet when you first begin playing it. In other
words, when one shifts from a triplet to a quintuplet there is often a moment of hesitation—a fraction of time in which the quintu-
plet is not really a quintuplet, but an acceleration or deceleration from the triplet. Even though there are five notes within the
beat, they are not played as an even quintuplet.

The change in rhythmic profile should be immediate and total, without hesitation or anticipation. An attentive listener should
hear a clear difference between a sextuplet and a quintuplet.

The “phone book method” is a way of practicing tuplets devised by percussionist Alex Postelnek. He opens a phone book and uses
phone numbers as a code for a sequence of tuplets. For example, my office phone number is 920-424-7030. Each number is played
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as a tuplet within a given beat (in this case quarter notes); zeros are considered one-beat rests. The translation from numbers to
notes is shown in Example 4.

Example 4

The phone book method might well keep a musician busy for a lifetime—especially one who lives in a large city. This method
also suggests a plethora of compositional techniques, some perhaps applicable to improvisational situations.

POLYRHYTHMS
When you have acquainted yourself with a wide variety of subdivisions and become fluent in accurately moving between them,

then you are prepared to tackle polyrhythms. The basic procedure for learning any polyrhythm is to first figure out the lowest com-
mon denominator between the two numbers. Suppose we need to learn how to play 5:3. The lowest common denominator is fifteen,
so we write out fifteen noteheads.

Example 5

Next, we draw a stem up on every third note and a stem down on every fifth note. This makes the rhythmic relationship clear.

Example 6

We can also write out the opposite version, with a stem up on every fifth note and a stem down on every third note. Although the
same rhythm appears, the arrangement of numbers from top to bottom has been reversed, reorienting the polyrhythm in our field
of vision and proffering us a more thorough examination of the subject.

Practice both versions by singing a neutral syllable (such as “ta”) on all of the subdivisions and tapping the complementary
rhythms with the hands. Practice this slowly for a few days before increasing the tempo.

Once you feel comfortable performing the polyrhythm at a variety of tempos, put the rhythm into a metric framework. Since the
lowest common denominator is fifteen, two possible solutions are a measure of 3/4 with quintuplets in every beat, or a measure of
5/4 with triplets in every beat. (Of course, there are also other solutions. We could also set up a measure of 3/2 with five eighth
notes per beat or a measure of 5/2 with three eighth notes per beat, etc.)

Place accents on every third beat of the quintuplets or every fifth beat of the triplets and you have the 5:3 polyrhythm in conven-
tional notation. The accents define half of the polyrhythm and the beginning of each beat defines the other half. In the first bar of
Example 7, the accents are the five and the beginning of each beat is the three. In the second bar, the accents are the three and the
first note of each beat is the five.

Example 7
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The next step helps one develop a more secure grasp of the polyrhythm. Once you can comfortably play three with five, count the
three rhythm out loud for one bar, and then count the five rhythm for one bar, going back and forth between the two, as shown in
Example 8. (Of course, this process can be applied to any polyrhythm.) Thus, the speed of the counting will alternate between
faster and slower (five and three, respectively), but the tapping of the hands will remain constant.

Example 8

After you feel secure playing a polyrhythm at a slow tempo and can alternate singing the two halves of the rhythm, speed up the
polyrhythm. A great practice method is to treat a polyrhythm like a rudiment and start it very slowly, gradually speed it up to a
maximum playable tempo, then gradually slow it down again. A polyrhythm will sound and feel quite different at a fast tempo
than at a slow tempo. At a fast tempo, you might not be able to sing the two halves of the rhythm, but as you sustain the rhythm,
try to shift your mind back and forth between the two subdivisions. Another idea is to string together various polyrhythms, like
those in Example 9, using a metronome to keep time.

Example 9

Next, set a metronome to a steady pulse and alternate the two halves of a polyrhythm against that. For example, suppose you’re
working on the 5:3 polyrhythm. The metronome clicks will represent a 3/4 bar followed by a 5/4 bar, as shown by the top notes in
Example 10. In the first bar, subdivide the metronome clicks into five and then tap every third note (shown by the lower notes in
Example 10); in the second bar, subdivide the metronome clicks into three and tap every fifth note. This is where the earlier work
learning tuplets becomes important. If you’re not comfortable moving between different tuplet groupings, you will not be able to
approach a polyrhythm from both directions.
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Example 10

Now, set up a constant pulse with a metronome or with your foot and then begin a sequence of polyrhythms—each of which is
one number greater than its predecessor—that work with a consistent meter. For example, designate the meter as 3/4 and begin
with one beat per measure, then two beats, then three, etc., as shown in Example 11, building up and back down a polyrhythmic
counterpart to the tuplet acceleration exercise encountered earlier.

Example 11

The phone book method could be applied here, as well. My office phone number, 920-424-7030, would translate as shown in Ex-
ample 12.

Example 12

Every polyrhythm has a distinct feeling to it, much like every interval has a unique feeling and sound. Just as musicians spend
time memorizing and singing different intervals, so should they spend time memorizing and playing different polyrhythms. A basic
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repertoire of polyrhythms commonly encountered in notated music would include 2:3, 2:5, 2:7, 3:4, 3:5, 3:7, 4:5, 4:7, and 4:9. Of
course, composers use many others, but these are a start.

Mature musicians should have these rhythms at their fingertips, able to actuate them at any reasonable tempo—or at least
know how to figure them out quickly. To gain a greater degree of facility with polyrhythms, practice them daily. Twenty minutes a
day should suffice, and will empower you with a much richer rhythmic foundation.

Note: The author thanks Michael Udow and Stuart Saunders Smith for first explaining the basic process of figuring out
polyrhythms and the necessity of mastering them.

Payton MacDonald directs the percussion program at the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh. He performs professionally with the
Verederos flute and percussion duo and Alarm Will Sound, a new-music ensemble based in the New York area. MacDonald has re-
ceived degrees from the University of Michigan (BFA), where he studied with Michael Udow, and the Eastman School of Music
(MM, DMA, Performer’s Certificate), where he studied percussion with John Beck and composition with Augusta Read Thomas
and Robert Morris.     PN
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Even on my first reading of Jacob Druckman’s solo ma-
rimba masterpiece “Reflections on the Nature of Water”
(1986) I sensed the compositional unity present in the

work. And after numerous performances I realized that the
piece held theoretical secrets too intriguing to ignore. Despite
surface variety in all movements, the pitch language remains
remarkably clear and organized.

The first movement (“Crystalline”) in particular displays a
keen sense of structural integrity coupled closely with its pro-
grammatic character. By working with a limited set of tonal
materials Druckman achieves a maximum amount of tonal va-
riety and richness. The ensuing analysis is my own, but I am
indebted to Richard S. Parks’ essay1 in which he explores this
very concept in connection with Debussy’s “Brouillards.” As
Parks explains, certain methodological assumptions influence
this position.

First, it is assumed that economy of means is an important con-
stituent in a work of art; the less “things” a piece is “about,” the
more easily it may be processed by the listener and the greater its
coherence. Second, great works of art, while economical, often dis-
play a high degree of complexity in the utilization of their limited
pitch resources. Thirdly, pitch organization—though it is not the
only aspect of composition nor, indeed, necessarily the most signifi-
cant aspect—is more important and may be emphasized in analy-
sis, even though it cannot be separated from other aspects. (Parks,
120)

Although Parks’ assumptions may be challenged on numer-
ous fronts, I accept them as basically true. I’m especially willing
to grant them primacy in this analysis because the rhythmic
profile of the first movement of Druckman’s work is more ges-
tural and abstract than perceptible. That is, the metrical and
rhythmic organization of that movement serves a convenient
purpose: to facilitate reading and demarcate structural divi-
sions, not to group together units of pulse. One could imagine
the first movement written in a type of space-time notation,
like the fifth movement. Little can be said about the rhythm of
the first movement of “Reflections on the Nature of Water,” but
a great deal can be said about the pitch material.

The following remarks explain one interpretation of the tonal
processes at work in Druckman’s masterpiece. Although ana-
lytical and technical in nature, the ideas presented here were
formulated with a paramount concern for the performer’s inter-
ests. The analysis may be used as a tool for learning and memo-
rizing the work. It may also be used to better understand the
programmatic concerns of the work, which may, in turn, help a

Crystals, Water, and Light
A Pitch Analysis of “Crystalline”
from Jacob Druckman’s “Reflections
on the Nature of Water”

BY PAYTON MACDONALD

performer arrive at a unique and colorful interpretation of the
movement.

I favor set theory analysis as a means to explain Druckman’s
tonal language, but I have also included jazz harmony symbols
to explain certain sonorities. Since these analytical methods are
commonly used to analyze the music of Igor Stravinsky and
Claude Debussy2, and Druckman has cited his debt to these
composers3, this is an appropriate analytical approach.

ANALYSIS
The first movement, “Crystalline,” may be divided into three

sections. I have labeled these as A, A1, and A2 on the score. Sec-
tions A1 and A2 may be thought of as variations on A. Indeed,
the same gestures and sonorities recur in all three sections.
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What separates the sections from each other is the tonal orien-
tation and cadential material of each.

Druckman composed much of “Crystalline” from the material
presented in the very first gestures. That Druckman decided to
repeat the opening gestures throughout the piece points toward
their importance. Clearly he intended us to hear them as a de-
fining feature of the movement from a gestural point of view,
but do they also articulate the tonal syntax of the work? If so, it
must be from a more general perspective.

The opening gestures consist of soft and quick successions of
notes, with the first one accented. Even the best ears would
have a hard time detecting and remembering the exact se-
quence of intervals in such a short time; therefore, it is reason-
able to think of each group as a kind of arpeggiated chord—a
sound in time that could be analyzed in space, a collection of
notes that are heard as one sonority4.

With that in mind let us examine the pitch content of each
gesture. I have labeled the gestures as A, B, C, etc. in the score,
and circled each label. Below is a chart that gives us the normal
form for each set and then its prime form (T = ten, E = eleven).

Set Classes from Opening Gestures
Gesture Normal Form Prime Form
A 3569E0 013679
B T02346 023468

C TE12457 0134679
D 9TE134 012467
E 689T023 0134679
F 13579T 013579
G 5689E0 013467
H 23479T 012578

Two of the sets are duplications (sets C and E, 0134679) and
another two are closely related (set A, 013679, and set G,
013467). Since these sets are prominent by virtue of their rep-
etition we must wonder if they possess a property important to
the development of this work. In fact, they do. We can hear
these sets as related to an octatonic pitch collection. Although
not all eight notes are present for a full octatonic presentation,
the familiar interval pattern of 1, 2, 1, 2, etc. is present. This
interval pattern has long-range analytical implications for the
rest of the work.

Further, the accented notes of sets A and B are B6 and F-
sharp 6, respectively, and sets C, E, and G are G5, C6, and C5,
respectively. (By accented I mean it is sounded louder than the
grace notes that follow it; there is no actual accent articulation
marking.) I’ve indicated with dashed lines that these notes spell
out a fourth/fifth relationship. These intervals will be impor-
tant later in the piece. It is probably no coincidence that the
first sets sounded, and the only sets that are duplications (C, E,

REFLECTIONS ON THE NATURE OF WATER
by Jacob Druckman

Copyright © 1991 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Reprinted by Permission
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and G), also spell out an intervallic relationship of central im-
portance to the syntax of the work.

After this introductory material the music settles into a
seemingly more stable feeling, with a roll between F-sharp 3
and G3. Juxtaposed with this roll are simultaneous accented
notes on B2 and D4. The resulting sonority is a G Major7 chord
(0158). Here our fourth/fifth relationship comes to the fore since
a Major7 chord includes two stacked fifths (G–D, B–F-sharp).

Equally interesting is that Druckman chose to start the pri-
mary section of the movement on a G Major7 chord, since the G
was already articulated in the beginning as important through
the repetition of a set. Druckman contrasts the G Major7 sonor-
ity with an F Major7 sonority, reinforcing the fourth/fifth sound
and highlighting an important intervallic relationship hinted at
in the opening material: the whole tone. However, the bass so-
norities for each of the chords is the third (B and A, respec-
tively) and the soprano pitches are the fifths (D and E,
respectively)—voicings that can also be heard as minor chords
(B minor and A minor).

The aural ambiguity between the sonorities enhances
Druckman’s impressionistic vision of water. Perhaps we can
view the crystalline forms of water from different angles, seeing
and hearing different shades and colors depending upon our
vantage point and the available light in the space.

Also interesting is that the G Major sonority spelled out in
measure 7 is foreshadowed by the accented notes of sets A, B,
and C. The accented notes are B6, F-sharp 6, and G5. Thus the
accented notes in the opening gestures define important inter-
vals for the movement and important chordal sonorities.

The whole-tone sound becomes the driving intervallic force
for the rest of the movement and for many of the subsequent
movements. The sonority is embedded in the piece on many lev-
els. In the initial harmonic oscillation between G Major7 and F
Major7 Druckman plays a clever game of voice-leading in which
the outer voices move in contrary motion (see m. 8) in such a
way that the sonorities open up from G Major7 to F Major7.
The rolled section of the G Major7 chord includes the pitches F-
sharp and G, a tight and dissonant interval that feels active
even at a soft dynamic.

The struck notes in the outer voices move from B and D to A
and E, then we hear a roll on C and F—a consonant fourth that
relieves the tension of the previous sonority. The movement of
the outer voices is by step, but one that opens up, thus prepar-
ing the consonant interval. Thus the relationship between both
the chords and the individual voices is by step (T10 or T2).

The next musical statement follows a similar plan as mm. 6–
9, but this time the relationship is between A-flat Major7 and
B-flat Major7. Thus the aggregate of root tones for the entire
first section is F, G, A-flat, B-flat—a sequence of notes that fol-
lows an octatonic interval sequence of 2, 1, 2.

Druckman concludes the first section of the piece with an ex-
plosion on A2 followed by a rolled melody to the top of the ma-
rimba. The last note is sustained for a full measure (m. 17) and
is a G. The G provides a counterbalance to the repeated A2s
that are sounded in the middle section of the piece. The re-
peated A’s ground the second part of the work and give it a
strong sense of centricity on that pitch. In fact, I hear the entire
movement as centered on the pitch A.

But the highest note of the piece is a B, which is articulated
three times (mm. 1, 18, and 29). Druckman also articulates the

B as an important pitch by making it the second to last sonor-
ity, written as a sustained whole note. We might even hear B as
the central pitch of the last section since it is also rolled for half
a bar (m. 32) and struck individually (m. 35) at one point.

Thus, tonal ambiguity exists at even the deepest structural
levels. One seems to perceive a centricity of pitch, some sense of
a root, a tonal center, but is it on the pitch A or the pitch B? And
what is the significance of the high, sustained G in m. 17? The
answer hinges on any number of factors, including the
performer’s interpretation of the movement, the attention of the
listener, the resonant qualities of the given marimba, and the
resonant qualities of the hall. Druckman balances his crystal on
its point, where even the faintest beam of light will tip it in one
direction or the other.

The importance of the whole-tone interval is highlighted else-
where in the work as well. One of the most obvious grace-note
gestures is spelled as a whole tone (m. 32, C-sharp to B.) The
conclusion of the gesture that follows is also a whole tone (m.
33, F to G). The new gesture in the last section of the work in-
cludes a prominent whole tone (m. 30, B-flat to A-flat). The
piece ends with a triple succession of whole tones (mm. 36–37,
G-sharp to F-sharp, B to C-sharp and D-sharp). Most of the
other grace-note gestures are semitones. This may be another
reference to the intervallic character of the opening sets.

In fact, the only section of the work where whole tones,
fourths, fifths, or semitones are not especially prominent is in
the climax of the movement at m. 29. Here the ascending fig-
ures are derived primarily from major and minor thirds.
Druckman snatches the other intervals (some might say the de-
fining intervals) of the octatonic collection, virtually ignored up
to this point, and thrusts them into violent, angular gestures.
The sudden full use of range, which the listener only encoun-
ters at the first explosion in mm. 16–17, combined with a new
intervallic language and the loudest dynamic marking of the
piece (ff), sets this moment off from the rest of the piece in a
most dramatic manner.

A final observation is that the bass motion in the concluding
section of the movement is spelled out by semitones: B, B-flat,
A. The motion down to A is started in measure 28 at the climax
but not completed. Indeed, although I hear the last section as
having a centricity around B, the B-flat is stated enough times
to remind one that the “stability” of B is but illusory—as tan-
gible as the momentary vision of a crystal’s structure before the
light shifts again. The B-flat is heard first in measure 28, then
again in measures 30, 34, and 36. The last drop to A at the end
of measure 36 almost sounds like a repose, except for the whole-
note B in the last measure. Perhaps all along the A’s and B’s
have been operating around a symmetrical axis of B-flat.

CONCLUSION
In only 37 measures Druckman manages to create an aural

landscape comparable to the best Impressionist paintings: pre-
cise yet opaque, subdued and still brilliant. Druckman’s palette,
however, has but one octatonic bead of paint. From this limited
collection of pitches he combines and recombines simple inter-
vallic configurations, relying almost entirely on fourths, fifths,
and seconds, reserving thirds and sixths for the climax of the
movement. Each note falls like a drip of water in a crystalline
cave: necessary, inevitable, mysterious.
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“For me, when all is said
and done, sound is the
determining factor for
marimbas. Although I’ve
been impressed with the
many improvements in
design and construction
of marimbas over the past
few years, it is the sound
of the Marimba One -
rich, dark, open and
sonorous - that sets it apart
from other instruments.
Marimba One’s high level
of professionalism and
pursuit of excellence sets a
benchmark that more
percussion manufacturers
should aspire to.”

Toll Free (888) 990-6663 (U.S. only) • (707) 822-9570 • Fax (707) 822-6256
E-Mail: percussion@marimba1.com • www.marimba1.com

Daniel Druckman,
New York Philharmonic
The Juilliard School

   One Marimba...
™

One Marimba...is custom made to order giving artistic preference
for voicing, choice of tuning standards, and frame configuration.

One Marimba...gives you the choice of a wood frame or an adjustable
height metal frame, hand selected Honduras Rosewood bars, and
resonators in rich burgundy, traditional black or a lustrous gold.

One Marimba...leads the industry in design innovation.™

™

™

END NOTES
1. Richard S. Parks, “Pitch Organization in Debussy: Unordered Sets

in ‘Brouillards’,” in Music Theory Spectrum, v. 2 (1980), pp 119–134.
2. E.g., Peter C. van den Toorn, “Stravinsky: Reflections on Context

and Analytical Method,” in International Journal of Musicology, v.1
(1992), pp 161–190; and Theresa Davidian, “Intervallic Process and
Autonomy in the First Movement of Debussy’s ‘Sonata for Cello and
Piano’,” in Theory and Practice, v.14/15 (1989–1990), pp 1–12.

3. “Reflections on the Nature of Water is a small payment toward a very
large debt. There were primarily two composers, Debussy and
Stravinsky, whose music affected me so profoundly during my ten-
der, formative years that I had no choice but to become a composer.
It is to Debussy that I doff my hat with the reflections of his magical
preludes.”

4. Druckman must have intended for the pitch material to be percep-
tible, as he included in the score the following note: “Grace notes as
fast as possible but separate and distinct.”

Payton MacDonald directs the percussion program at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Oshkosh. He performs professionally with
the Verederos flute and percussion duo and Alarm Will Sound, a
new-music ensemble based in the New York area. MacDonald
has received degrees from the University of Michigan (BFA),
where he studied with Michael Udow, and the Eastman School
of Music (MM, DMA, Performer’s Certificate), where he studied
percussion with John Beck and composition with Augusta Read
Thomas and Robert Morris.            PN
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Many years ago I attended a sum-
mer music festival during which
I had the great opportunity to

study timpani with Roland Kohloff. I ex-
pected to hear initial comments on into-
nation, rhythm, tempo, and dynamics.
His first observation, however, centered
on the fact that I was dampening the
timpani too much. In truth, up until that
point, I would simply muffle automati-
cally when I played. I would attempt to
muffle on every written rest possible.

Over the years, I have found very little
in the printed literature to guide a young
player in developing musical choices
when dealing with timpani resonance.
The following guidelines are some basic
rules to start with when dealing with
dampening timpani resonance. There are
always exceptions to guidelines such as
the ones that follow. Try some of these
suggested approaches before prejudging
them and then decide if they will work
for the literature you are studying and
performing.

MISCONCEPTIONS
Most timpani method books have at

least a page or two of muffling exercises.
In most cases, the muffling indications
coincide with rests. Students who lack
guidance from an experienced timpani
teacher often assume that rests always
indicate that the drum resonance should
be dampened. One possible reason for
this assumption is that many young per-
cussionists think of timpani only as
rhythmic instruments and fail to con-
sider that timpani are also melodic in-
struments that should follow melodic as
well as rhythmic concepts of musicality.

Extraneous muffling on timpani is
sometimes a result of players thinking
that they are being true to the composer’s
original intent by dampening on the
rests. In reality, many rests are a matter
of notational practicality, not resonance.

To Dampen or Not to Dampen—
That Is (or Should Be) the Question
Guidelines for making muffling choices on
timpani

BY CHRISTOPHER DEANE

Composers trust that the timpanist will
make musical choices when considering
note connections and rests. A timpanist
should decide if any given passage of mu-
sic is defined as a melodic idea before
making muffling choices with regard to
rests.

Automatic or habitual use of muffling
can be one of the most destructive inhibi-
tors to the musical flow of any timpani
part. Excessive dampening breaks into
small note groups what might otherwise
be a complete melodic line. If musical
flow is the desired result for any music
performed on timpani, notes should ring
to create melodic connections.

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCE
Dampening choices during perfor-

mances in which the timpani serve a sup-
portive role with an ensemble should
almost always be made by imitating the
note lengths of the primary ensemble in-
struments in any given passage. Score
study and/or listening to recordings will
help a timpanist in making preliminary
dampening choices prior to rehearsals.
There are times when timpani resonance
on a note will conflict with the ensemble
harmony, thus requiring the timpanist to
dampen. Hall acoustics can affect muf-
fling choices, as well as conductor’s inter-
pretive input.

SOLO PERFORMANCE
Playing the timpani as a solo instru-

ment allows the performer the greatest
latitude for artistic choice with regard to
muffling. Recital performance would be
the most common situation, but this cat-
egory would also include solo passages in
ensemble literature in which the timpani
function as the prime voice. The following
is a list of standard approaches to muf-
fling in this type of performance.

1. Dampen conflicting notes. As a
timpanist moves from one note to the

next in a melody, it is possible to dampen
each note as the next one is played, thus
creating a clean melodic line without con-
flicting tones. The most important aspect
of this approach is to leave only the last
pitch of a phrase resonating. This skill is
adequately covered in a number of
method books. It has been referred to as
“adjacent drum muffling.”

2. Syncopation muffling. In essence,
the performer is “playing” the rest be-
tween repeated figures. This will high-
light the rhythmic importance of the
syncopation. The creation of the silence
becomes an important rhythmic element.
If syncopation muffling is used sparingly,
it will remain musically effective and will
greatly enhance the rhythmic character
of a syncopated passage.

3. Cadence Dampening. Muffling at
a cadence point is the most obvious use of
dampening. When a musical idea has
been completed, the timpanist is usually
obligated to silence the drums. Drum
resonance should be used to connect
notes into phrases. Ordinarily, the drum
resonance should not become the focus in
itself. If the listener has time to begin
thinking about the decay of the drum
resonance rather than anticipating the
next phrase of music, then the drum
should be muffled to prevent the decay-
ing resonance from becoming a distrac-
tion.

4. Dramatic silence dampening.
Muffling after a passage of great musical
excitement or drama is like a musical
“gasp.” An example might be to dampen
the resonance after a passage that ends
in an accent such as “sfz” followed by a
rest. Abrupt dampening underlines the
moment of accent.

It is important to mention here that
the timpanist should always let the full
note sound before muffling. Some players
choke a timpani note by muffling too
quickly. It is important to allow a tim-
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pani note time to sound complete before
muffling, even when immediately preced-
ing musically dramatic moments of si-
lence.

5. Pitch change dampening. Silence
is golden for an audience when pitch
changes are concerned. A timpanist
should never allow pitch changing to be
an audience distraction due to drum reso-
nance. A valuable technique is to partially
dampen a note and use the residual ring
in the head to tune the drum to the next
pitch. A timpanist does this by dampening
and then releasing quickly, cutting the
resonance in half or more, but leaving an
“after ring.” To maximize the usable re-
maining ring and minimize any audible
shift potentially heard by the audience,
the timpanist should move the pedal very
quickly, as opposed to a slow gliss ap-
proach to pitch change.

6. Soft passage dampening. When
playing timpani at soft dynamic levels,
there are two important factors to con-
sider. One consideration is that the tim-
pani are not vibrating enough to require
the player to dampen for melodic clarity.
A second consideration is that the sound
produced by the fingers when muffling

can be as audible as the notes produced
by the mallets. The bright sound of fin-
gers on the head will almost always stand
out against the darker sound produced by
the mallets in a soft dynamic environ-
ment. The physical motion required to
cover the sound of the fingers on the head
during soft passages can also distract
from the rhythmic accuracy and flow of
the passage.

 AUDITION APPROACH
The timpani audition approach to

dampening is different from that of solo
or recital performance. The auditioning
candidate is obligated to give the audition
committee the impression of what the en-
semble resonance would be even though
the candidate is, in fact, playing solo. If
the note lengths of an excerpt produced
by an audition candidate do not match
note lengths produced by the full en-
semble during an orchestra performance
of that passage, the excerpt will not
sound like the orchestral passage from
which it has been extracted. The player
must study the score and listen to mul-
tiple recordings to gain an informed opin-
ion on note lengths before an audition.

CONCLUSION
Classical music is an art of subtleties.

It is the attention to details that can
make a performance great. The art of
dampening is an important detail in the
quest for subtle greatness. Lyricism is a
primary component upon which a major-
ity of Western art music is based, and the
quality of sustain, or implied sustain, is
what makes most music lyrical. Simply
said, when timpani resonate, the music
continues, and when the resonance stops,
the melodic connection between notes
stops.

Anything we can do to bring our instru-
ments in closer compliance with the musi-
cal conventions of other classical music
instruments will ultimately contribute to
the greater appreciation that our instru-
ments receive in the music community.

Christopher Deane is an Assistant Profes-
sor of Percussion at the University of
North Texas teaching timpani, orchestral
percussion, and conducting the under-
graduate percussion ensemble.      PN
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PASIC 2002 DAILY SCHEDULE

9:00–9:45AM
KEYNOTE ADDRESS & OPENING LECTURE

1924 George Antheil—Ballet Mecanique with film &
presentation
Peabody Percussion Ensemble

10:00–11:00AM

1928 Dimitri Shostakovich—The Nose
Louisiana State University

1930 Amadeo Roldan—Rimicas #5 and #6
Louisiana State University

1931 Edgard Varese—Ionisation
Indiana University/Gaber Alumni Ensemble

1933 Jose Ardevol—Prelude & Fugue for 35 Players
University of Akron, Cincinnati College
Conservatory of Music and Oberlin Perc.
Ensembles

1935 Johanna Beyer—IV (three versions)
Women’s Percussion Project

1935 Harold Davidson—Auto Accident
LINKS Ensemble

1935 William Russell—Three Cuban Pieces
Oberlin Perc. Ensemble

1940 William Russell—Chicago Sketches
Oberlin Perc. Ensemble

11:15AM-12:30PM

LECTURE ON JOHN CAGE, HENRY COWELL & LOU HARRISON BY

CHRIS SHULTIS
1939 Henry Cowell—Pulse

Tempus Fugit Perc. Ensemble
1940 Lou Harrison—Labyrinth

Arizona State University Perc. Ensemble
1941 John Cage—3rd Construction

University of New Mexico Perc. Ensemble
1942 Lou Harrison—Fugue

Conundrum
1941 John Cage & Lou Harrison—Double Music

Conundrum
1:30-2:45PM

1940 Carlos Chavez—Xochipilli
University of Mary Hardin Perc. Ensemble

1942 Carlos Chavez—Tocatta
Temple University Perc. Ensemble

1952 Michael Colgrass—Three Brothers
Oberlin Perc. Ensemble

1959 Gardner Read—Los Dioses Aztecas
University of Kentucky Perc. Ensemble

2:45-4:00PM

1955 Maurice Ohana—Etude Choregraphiques
Conservatoire Superieur de Paris–CNR

1961 Ben Johnston—Knocking Piece
Two Percussion Group

1965 Kazimierz Serocki—Continuum
Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music
Perc. Ensemble

1965 Andre Jolivet—Ceremonial
Conservatoire Superieur de Paris–CNR

1966 Russell Peck—Lift Off
Percussion Group of Cincinnati

1968 Edgard Varese/arr. G. Van Gucht—Ionisation
Conservatoire Superieur de Paris–CNR

7:00-7:45PM

1918 Igor Stravinsky—Les Noches
Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music
Perc. Ensemble

8:00-10:00PM

The Music of Steve Reich
Nexus

8:00AM

• College Pedagogy Committee Meeting
• Contests & Auditions Committee Meeting
• Keyboard Committee Meeting
• New Music/Research Committee Meeting
9:00AM

• Neil Larrivee and Thom Aungst Marching Clinic
• Strike Percussion Ensemble Showcase Concert
• PAS Museum/Library Listening Lab
• Health & Wellness Lab
• International Drum & Percussion Expo
• Auditions Orchestral Panel
10:00AM

• Ivana Bilic Keyboard Clinic “Working with the
Composer”

• Ganesh Anandan World Clinic “South Indian
Hand Drumming”

• Arizona State University Contemporary
Percussion Ensemble Showcase Concert

• Drumset in College Methods Class Panel
Discussion

• Multiple Percussion Contest
11:00AM

• Gary Novak Drumset Clinic
• Matt Savage Marching Master class
• Orchestral Lab
• Board of Directors Meeting
12:00PM

• Kim Plainfield Drumset Master class
• Hip Pickles Children's Concert
• Greg Beyer World Clinic
• Percussionists of the Boston Pops Esplanade

Orchestra Orchestral Clinic
1:00PM

• Miami University Steel Band Terrace Concert
• Chapter Presidents Meeting
• Drumset Committee Meeting
• Marching Percussion Committee Meeting
• Scholarly Papers Committee Meeting
2:00PM

• Gary Olmstead Percussion Ensemble Literature
Session

• Gordon Stout Keyboard Clinic
• Erik Tribet Drumset Master class
• Zoro and the Phantom Regiment Marching Clinic
• Orchestral Mock Audition
• Orchestral Lab
3:00PM

• Clyde Stubblefield and Jabo Starks Drumset
Clinic

• World Percussion Panel
4:00PM

• Anders Åstrand & Global Percussion Network
• Julio Figueroa Drumset Master class
5:00PM

• Marching Percussion Individuals Competition
• Terrace Concert
• Drumset Clinic
8:00PM

• The Drummers Heritage Evening Concert
10:00PM

• Pan Ramajay World Showcase
• Drum Circle

THURSDAYWEDNESDAY

Ivana Bilic

Chris Lamb

Dave Weckl
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PASIC 2002 DAILY SCHEDULE

8:00AM

• Composition Contest Committee Meeting
• Health & Wellness Committee Meeting
• Music Technology Committee Meeting
• Symphonic Committee Meeting
9:00AM

• Colleyville-Heritage High School Percussion
Ensemble Showcase Concert

• Laura Franklin Paper Presentation
• Nick Petrella and Robert McCormick Snare

Drum Fundamentals
• Billy Ward Drumset Clinic
• Capital University World Music Lab Ensemble

World Presentation
• International Drum & Percussion Expo
• PAS Museum/Library Listening Lab
10:00AM

• Jeff Hamilton Drumset Master class
• Northwestern University Percussion Ensemble

Showcase Concert
• John Tafoya Timpani Clinic
• Mitch Markovich Marching Master Class
• Hands on Music Technology Lab
• World Percussion Panel
11:00AM

• Bobby Sanabria World Clinic
• Scott Herring and Giff Howarth Keyboard

Fundamentals
• Orchestral Lab
• Board of Directors Meeting
• Drumset Clinic
12:00PM

• Stefon Harris Keyboard Clinic/Performance
• Hip Pickles Marching Clinic/Performance
• Steve Houghton Drumset Master class
1:00PM

• Committee Chairs Meeting
• Terrace Concert
2:00PM

• Trio Yarn Showcase Concert
• Joe LaBarbera Drumset Master class
• Jonathan Haas Clinic/Performance
• Lenny Castro World Clinic
• Rich Thompson and Zoro Drumset Fundamentals
3:00PM

• Andrea Centazzo World Clinic
• Thomas Lang Drumset Clinic
• Eric Sammut Keyboard Clinic
• Orchestral Lab
4:00PM

• Hilary Jones Drumset Master class
• Ney Rosauro Showcase Concert
• Ruth Cahn and Stanley Leonard Timpani

Fundamentals
• Chris Lamb Orchestral Clinic
• Glen Velez World Clinic
5:00PM

• Arts Impact Steel Band Terrace Concert
• Drumset Clinic
8:00PM

• Dave Weckl Band Evening Concert
10:00PM

• Kalani Drum Circle
• Jazz Showcase

SATURDAY
8:00AM

• Education Committee Meeting
• International Committee Meeting
• World Percussion Meeting
9:00AM

• New Mexican Marimba Band World Clinic
• Franklin Central Percussion Symphony

Showcase Concert
• Robert Bridge Paper Presentation
• Marching Percussion Drumline, Standstill and

Small Ensemble Competition
• PAS Museum/Library Listening Lab
• Health & Wellness Lab
• International Drum & Percussion Expo
10:00AM

• Percussion Ensemble of the Conservatoire
Supérieur de Paris Showcase Concert

• B. Michael Williams World Clinic
• Symphonic Percussion Emeritus Orchestral

Panel
• Drummers of Woody Herman Panel
11:00AM

• Kakraba Lobi, Valerie Naranjo and Barry Olsen
World Clinic/Performance

• Rick Dimond Keyboard Clinic/Performance
• Paul Wertico Drumset Clinic
• College Pedagogy Panel
• Board of Directors Meeting
12:00PM

• Symphonic Percussion Emeritus Timpani/
Orchestral Presentation

• Houman Pourmehdi World Clinic
• John Riley Drumset Master class
• Ian Finkel Keyboard Clinic
1:00PM

• Orchestral Lab
• Chapter Presidents Meeting
• Drumset Committee Meeting
• Percussion Ensemble Committee Meeting
• Terrace Concert
2:00PM

• Michael Bookspan Orchestral Clinic
• Ed Soph Drumset Master class
• Répercussion World Clinic
• Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic and Jovan Percussion

Group Showcase Concert
3:00PM

• Virgil Donati Drumset Clinic
• Tom Miller World Clinic
• Transcriptions Keyboard Panel
• Orchestral Lab
4:00PM

• Russ Miller Drumset Master class
• Nancy Zeltsman Keyboard Master class
• Luis Conte and Orestas Vilato World Clinic
5:00PM

• Elvin Jones Drumset Clinic/Performance
6:00PM

• Hall of Fame Cocktail Hour
7:00PM

• Hall of Fame banquet honoring John Pratt,
Ringo Starr and Ed Thigpen

9:00PM

• Drummers of Woody Herman Evening Concert
10:00PM

• Jeff Jones Drum Circle
• Paul Wertico Trio Jazz Showcase

FRIDAY

Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic

Tom Miller

Billy Ward

PLEASE NOTE: ARTISTS AND SCHEDULE ARE SUBJECT

TO CHANGE. ARTISTS NOT CONFIRMED AS OF PRESS

DATE ARE NOT LISTED.
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Name __________________________________________    Today’s date _____________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________   State/Province ___________________________________
Country ________________________________________    Zip/Postal Code __________________________________
Telephone _______________________________________   Fax_____________________________________________

E-mail address ___________________________________
❑ I DO NOT WISH TO HAVE MY NAME MADE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRY MAILINGS.
❑ I DO NOT WISH TO HAVE MY E-MAIL MADE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRY MAILINGS.

PASIC 2002 REGISTRATION FORM
PERCUSSIVE ARTS SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION PASIC® 2002 • 27TH ANNUAL CONVENTION • NOVEMBER 13–16, 2002

GREATER COLUMBUS CONVENTION CENTER & HYATT REGENCY COLUMBUS • COLUMBUS, OHIO

RETURN TO: ATTN: PASIC 2002, ADVENTURE TRAVEL, P.O. BOX 889, LAWTON, OK 73502-0089
FAX (580) 353-5393 • PH (800) 540-9030 OR REGISTER ONLINE: www.pasic.org

ALL EARLY REGISTRATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY OCTOBER 15. PLEASE NOTE: A 20% CANCELLATION FEE WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY CANCELLATION PRIOR TO NOVEMBER 1.
AFTER NOVEMBER 1, NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY TO INSURE PROMPT PROCESSING. PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AS NEEDED.

YOU MUST BE A CURRENT MEMBER OF PAS TO REGISTER FOR THE CONVENTION.  PAS MEMBER # _________

ACCOMPANYING FAMILY MEMBER  Name of family member attending __________________________________

ONE-DAY ACCOMPANYING FAMILY MEMBER  Name of family member attending _______________________

CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER (must be accompanied by registered adult)

$50.00

$25.00

NON MEMBER REGISTRATION

free

ONE-DAY ADMISSION TO INTERNATIONAL DRUM AND PERCUSSION EXPO & MARCHING

PERCUSSION FESTIVAL (This badge will not allow admission to concerts, clinics, etc.)

HALL OF FAME BANQUET TICKETS  (Advance purchase only)

Total number of meals ______   Number of vegetarian meals ______

PASIC 2002 T-shirt Adult Qty/Size  ____ S   ____ M  ____ L  ____ XL  ____XXL

$10.00

$55.00 $550.00
table of ten

$12.00

OTHER

❑  CHECK OR MONEY ORDER (drawn on a U.S. bank in U.S. funds) PAYABLE TO ADVENTURE TRAVEL ENCLOSED

❑  CHARGE MY  ❑ VISA   ❑ MASTERCARD    CARD #_________________________________ EXPIRATION DATE _____________

NAME ON CREDIT CARD (please print) _______________________________   SIGNATURE ________________________________

PAYMENT

TOTAL

EPAS (online Full member access to website including publications online)

❑ Junior High School   ❑ Senior High School   ❑ College  ❑ Educator  ❑ Performer/Artist  ❑ Enthusiast

FULL-TIME STUDENT MEMBER ❑ Junior High School ❑ Senior High School ❑ College

SENIOR CITIZEN MEMBER (65+) ❑ Educator  ❑ Performer/Artist  ❑ Enthusiast

PROFESSIONAL MEMBER  ❑ Educator  ❑ Performer/Artist  ❑ Enthusiast

INDIVIDUAL FRIEND  (your name will be listed in each issue of Percussive Notes)

INTERNATIONAL MEMBER SHIPPING

Countries other than U.S., Canada or Mexico must select either Standard Shipping ($10) or Priority Air ($30)

$25.00

$52.50

$52.50

$82.50

$150.00

$10.00

$30.00

$130.00

$150.00

$70.00

EARLY REGISTRATION by October 15

REGISTRATION after October 15

ONE-DAY REGISTRATION  ❑ Wednesday  ❑ Thursday  ❑ Friday  ❑ Saturday

$85.00

$105.00

$45.00

MEMBER REGISTRATION
FULL-TIME

STUDENT W/IDADULT
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Red Roof Inn

Crowne Plaza
Columbus

Hampton Inn
& Suites

$128

$115

$93

$128

$141

$115

$93

$128

$115

$93

$128

$154 $167

$128

$93

$115

Indoor
Access

Indoor
Access

1
Block

Across
Street •

•

•

Hyatt Regency
Columbus

HOTEL RESERVATION FORM
RETURN BY: OCTOBER 15, 2002

Name:  _________________________________________________________

Address:  _______________________________________________________

City: ______________________________ State/Province: ________________

Country:  __________________________ Zip/Postal Code: ______________

Telephone: ___________________________ Today’s Date: _______________

Fax: ___________________________ E-mail: __________________________

Credit Card (check one)

❑  VISA   ❑  Mastercard   ❑  American Express   ❑  Discover  ❑  Diners Club

Card Number ___________________________________________________

Exp. Date _________________________

Cardholder’s Name _______________________________________________

Signature _______________________________________________________

One Night Deposit $ ________  + 15.75% tax =  Total Deposit $ __________

Make check, money order or cashier’s check payable to:
Adventure Travel. Checks payable in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S.
bank only.

I authorize Adventure Travel to guarantee my room(s) with the following
credit card. I understand that I am liable for cancellation penalties described
herein should I cancel my room(s) reservations, and I authorize such charges
as appropriate to same account.

1. Reservations must be guaranteed with one night’s advance
deposit. You may guarantee your reservations by using one
of these methods:

A. Credit Card: use American Express, Diners Club,
Visa, MasterCard or Discover (mail, telephone or fax)

B. Check or Money Order: mail this reservation form
with one night’s deposit including 15.75% tax

2. Check-in time is 3:00 P.M. and check-out time is noon.

3. Cancellations, no-shows, or early departures without
advance notice (72 hours prior to arrival) will result in
a forfeiture of full deposit.

4. Room Block Cancellation Penalty: In addition to the
hotel policy listed in above item three, cancelling five or
more rooms after October 15 will result in a $25 per
room cancellation penalty.

* All hotel rates are per room, per night, and do not
include 15.75% tax.

Note: Room rates cannot be guaranteed after Octo-
ber 15, 2002.

PASIC® 2002
27TH ANNUAL CONVENTION

NOVEMBER 13–16, 2002
EXHIBIT HALL: NOVEMBER 14–16, 2002

COLUMBUS CONVENTION CENTER & HYATT REGENCY COLUMBUS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

RETURN TO: ATTN: PASIC 2002, ADVENTURE TRAVEL, P.O. BOX 889, LAWTON, OK 73502-0089
 FAX (580) 353-5393 • PH: (800) 540-9030 • WEB SITE: www.adv-travel.com

•

Hotel Preference _______________________________________________

Check-in Date ________________     Check-out Date _______________

Number of Nights _____________    Number of Rooms _____________

Number of People in Room ___________

Bed Preference        Smoking Preference

❑ King    ❑ Double        ❑ Non-smoking    ❑ Smoking

(Please Note: Bed and Smoking
Preferences are a request only
and cannot be guaranteed)
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In this second part of the Orchestra Pit
Survival Guide we will look at the lo-
gistics of how to select and set up the

required percussion instruments to your
best advantage.

SIZE MATTERS
The first thing to bear in mind is the

type of instruments you are going to use.
It is very important to remember that
you will most likely be playing in a
cramped orchestra pit. As much as we
would like to play on our 32", 29", and
26" timpani, or our five-octave marimba,
there is a good chance that they will not
fit in the requisite space. It is worthwhile
investing in some small-scale instru-
ments. Forget the 40" tam-tam; try a 30".
Forget the 36" bass drum; try a 28".

When selecting your timpani, bear in
mind that besides being small,
most pits have narrow entry
points. Quite often in show and
small ballet situations you will
find that you have to make do
with just two drums, so they need
to have a good range. “Universal”-
type timpani can prove invaluable
in a touring job when you are in
and out of different theaters at
regular intervals. I have seen a
pair of “universal” timpani fit in
the tightest of pits and go through
doorways that other drums would
have required a demolition team
to negotiate!

If you are in for a long run,
there might be other options. I
have, on two occasions, had my
timpani placed in position and
then had the pit constructed
around them! However, you can
usually forget about a 32" drum,
as there is rarely enough room.
Get used to the idea of a 29" and
26" with plenty of range and ped-
als in good working order.

For tuned percussion, invest in
instruments with narrow bars; the
convenience of the space saved is
worthwhile. The ease with which
one can position smaller instru-

Orchestra Pit Survival Guide
Part 2: Laying out the instruments

BY NICHOLAS ORMROD

ments has to be seen to be believed. My
teacher, the late James Blades, had a fa-
mous and extraordinary collection of
little xylophones, orchestra bells, vibes,
chimes etc., some of them, like the man
himself, very diminutive! There is not
necessarily a huge loss of sound when
playing on a narrow-bar instrument, pro-
vided it is a quality instrument. If played
through a microphone, the difference in
sound can be minimal.

A “pit” xylophone of three or three-and-
a-half octaves is extremely useful. I
swear by my old Deagan Drummers Spe-
cial, which has been customized with a
new frame and stand-mounted by Tuned
Percussion London. It can be easily ad-
justed for height, and the stand allows it
to be positioned almost anywhere. I first
encountered an instrument customized in

this manner while deputising [subbing]
for Tony McVey at the Royal Shakespeare
Company. He uses an old three-octave set
with narrow bars made by Boosey &
Hawkes, which belonged to his father, on
a similarly customized frame and stand.
It took me a little time to adjust, but I
was soon a convert.

There is an added dilemma in choosing
one’s xylophone, as it is an unfortunate
fact that the wooden bars can wear out.
The consistent repetition of playing the
same music can mean that some notes
will get very worn while others remain
unused. The spectre of what was once a
xylophone that I have witnessed in long-
running shows is horrendous! Some of
my colleagues address this problem by
purchasing a budget instrument and
treating it as a disposable item. Not ex-

pecting the cheap wood to last too
long, they just replace it regularly.
Similarly, synthetic-bar instru-
ments can be used.

Personally, I require an instru-
ment to make the best possible
sound. Therefore, I prefer to use a
quality instrument, treat it with
respect, and have it regularly ser-
viced. It is also worth mentioning
the success that I have had with
using rosewood-headed mallets
for playing my Deagan xylophone.
The mallets do not last very long,
but they make a pleasing, brittle
sound, very conducive to the mic-
rophone, and the wear and tear
on the bars is very much less than
with plastic-headed mallets.

The same point about size can
be applied to orchestra bells,
chimes, and vibes. It is worth con-
sidering a smaller-bar glocken-
spiel for a show, as one would not
normally require a large, orches-
tral, extended-range instrument
in that situation. However, in a
ballet job, small-scale or not, a
large, extended-range glocken-
spiel can be invaluable—espe-
cially when playing Tchaikovsky
scores!

For “La Bayadere,” a ballet by Minkus. Note the plastic screens
on the left-hand side, providing protection for the back desks of
the second violins.
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Also for “La Bayadere.” Note the pillar to the left of the bass
drum. Even after a $400 million renovation we were left with
this unmovable feature in the pit. We have learned to live with
it—barely!

I have also found it better not to
use a keyboard-type “X” frame to
support the glockenspiel. This type
of frame takes up a lot of room and
is often not sufficiently adjustable
to get into tight corners. If you can-
not find a glockenspiel stand like
the old reliable Ludwig model, it is
quite simple to have a machine-
shop make up an “H”-shaped frame
that will fit on the end of a heavy-
duty cymbal stand. There are also
several stands on the market that
allow you to tilt the instrument to-
ward you, although my personal
preference is to keep it horizontal.

As for chimes, a large set can
take up an inordinate amount of
room. A smaller sized set can be ad-
vantageous, especially if playing
through microphones. It is always
a good idea to have a frame that
will hold three or four individual
chimes, as you will not always re-
quire the complete set. If you can
just string up the chimes you need,
it will save a considerable amount
of room. The same thing applies to
crotales, as sometimes one only
needs two or three notes, which can
be easily slipped into one’s layout
on a small stand.

With regard to vibes, I use an old
narrow-bar set by Deagan, and once one
has adjusted to the spread, the loss of
sound at the bottom end is easily made
up for by the space saved. I have found
that deputies [subs] get used to the in-
strument very quickly; percussionists
tend to be adaptable people!

DRUMSET
It is quite common that you will be re-

quired to play some drumset as part of
your percussion setup. That Carl Palmer
double-bass configuration might have
seemed like a good idea in the drum
store, but when reality bites and you
need to fit it in around your timpani, xy-
lophone, chimes, etc., it might not appear
such a good idea!

The most important thing about a
drumset for the jobbing show percussion-
ist is that it must be flexible. It may not
be possible for you to set up your drums
in the pattern you usually play them, and
toms that can be mounted on a stand can
prove a real asset. Similarly, a cable oper-
ated hi-hat can be extremely useful. Ac-
quire lots of different types of clamps and

mount as many items on as few stands as
possible.

If you are in one place for a length of
time, a drum rack can prove expedient.
Be aware that smaller size toms can
help, and do you really need that 22" ride
cymbal? Try to get used to playing your
drumset while sitting on a much higher
stool, as you could be using the same
stool while playing timpani—an absolute
essential for several shows that I have
done. In fact, this juxtaposition of tim-
pani and drumset has become part of my
“working pattern” setup (to be discussed
later).

FITTING IN
Having small-scale instruments does

not always solve the problem of space. In
2000, I spent ten weeks playing for a
dance company on tour around En-
gland—one of three percussionists play-
ing an enormous amount of gear. Before
the first rehearsal we warned the man-
agement there would be space problems,
simply after seeing the instrument list.
Far from heeding our caution, the ar-

ranger kept adding instruments
during the rehearsals. At least
half the orchestra pits we encoun-
tered were simply not big enough.
Compromises had to be made.
Some weeks, a couple of instru-
ments stayed on the truck, despite
the fact that we had the most
compact instruments one could
find.

Ideally, one would have the in-
struments set up in a line facing
the conductor, with a music desk
[stand] in front of each, and
plenty of time to get from one to
the next. Well, let me enlighten
you; you will never come across
the ideal situation! Instruments
will need to be double-banked. It
is worth getting used to playing a
glockenspiel that is set up behind
and above a xylophone with one
music desk for both. This is where
“pit sized” instruments come in to
their own. You will need to keep
the number of music desks down
to a minimum—preferably no
more than three—because it is not
possible to keep up with the page
turns in multiple scores. As a re-
sult, you will need to focus on the
optimum placing of the stands
and compromise where necessary.

The importance of trap trays cannot be
over-emphasized. It is essential to have
several on hand, of different sizes, to be
distributed around one’s setup. I always
put mallets on trays rather than on the
instruments. The reason for this is
simple: In order to facilitate fast stick
changes you need to put those mallets
down very quickly. It is not possible to
drop four mallets on a xylophone without
making noise. Also, it is easy to acciden-
tally knock against a mallet while mov-
ing past one instrument on the way to
another, thus making more noise. I fail to
understand why percussionists make
things so difficult for themselves, when a
simple tray alongside the instrument
solves all the problems.

Various trays are available commer-
cially, but I find most of them to be on the
large side. Several small ones are far
more useful than a single big one. I have
made my own trap trays, in various sizes,
which can be fixed to stands in a versa-
tile manner. I recommend that you do
likewise.

A good stock of hardware for mounting
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accessories is also essential. Items such
as woodblocks, triangles, and temple
blocks often need to be placed on an indi-
vidual stand in order to place them
where they are needed. Keep a lookout
for devices that make changing instru-
ments easier, such as a stand-mounted
tambourine, a finger-cymbal machine, or
a mounted cabassa. Such items can prove
to be indispensable.

THE WORKING PATTERN SETUP
We now come to the “working pattern”

setup. You have arrived at the first re-
hearsal and have not seen the music or
been provided with a layout. Using the
instrument list, set the instruments up
in a way that you are familiar with—your
“working pattern.” The working pattern I
use is shown in Figure 1.

This arrangement can be altered as
dictated by the instrument list. For in-
stance, congas or vibes can replace the
drumset. Additional instruments such as
tambourines, blocks, shakers, finger cym-
bals, triangles, etc., can be distributed
around the trap trays until permanent
homes are found for them.

When fine-tuning the layout during
the rehearsal period, it may be necessary
to radically rethink your positioning of
instruments. The space may dictate, for
instance, that the timpani are swapped
with the drumset. However, do try to stay
with a layout that is comfortable and fa-
miliar to you.

Frequently, you will find that having
two of the same instrument in different
places within your layout can make life
much easier. For instance, you may need
to have a triangle near the drumset, but
you may also be required to play triangle
with the glockenspiel at some point.
There is no law that says you cannot
have a triangle placed in both positions.

In 1999, I worked on the Royal Na-
tional Theatre production of “Candide,”
with new orchestrations by Bruce
Coughlin. He had written for a large
amount of gear, which took up a consider-
able amount of room and was therefore
quite spread out. In order to facilitate
sundry points in the arrangements, I
used various multiple instruments dis-
tributed around my setup: three tri-
angles, two mounted tambourines, three
woodblocks, two cowbells, and four sus-
pended cymbals. One of the cowbells was
used for just one note in the show, but it
saved a really quick leap. Also, don’t for-
get to have the relevant beater next to
each instrument, especially for triangles!

Try to establish at an early stage what
space you will have available in the pit.
Discussions with production managers
and sound engineers can prove more
profitable than those with the music di-
rector, as these people will have seen the
area already and will probably have some
plans drawn up. It is a good idea to look
at the pit a few days before arriving with
the instruments.

Arrange to be at the meeting when the
music director, production manager, and
sound engineer discuss the best layout of
the orchestra at the theatre. Input at this
stage can be invaluable. On arriving at
such a meeting at London’s Shaftesbury
Theatre a few years ago, I discovered
that the designated area for percussion
was under the stage in a newly enlarged
pit. Unfortunately, the headroom was so
low that I was unable to stand up in the
allocated space. Jokingly, I asked the pro-
duction manager if he could drop the
floor by three feet! “Of course!” he re-
plied. “We constructed this over a void.
I’ll get the crew on it straight away.” Sure
enough, two days later I arrived with my
instruments and my area had been re-
built.

Occasionally one does not even have to
ask about available territory. When
working at the Royal National Theatre
on their production of “Candide,” I ar-
rived for the first band call to discover
that the music manager, who was ex-
tremely concerned about the small space
allocated for the orchestra, had marked
out the designated areas on the floor of
the rehearsal room with white tape. It
was immediately obvious that we were
not going to fit and he was able to show
the production manager the problem. Mi-
raculously, an extra six feet of room was
found!

Remaining flexible about the arrange-
ment of instruments during the initial
period of rehearsal is very important. It
is quite likely that you will find yourself
having to rethink your layout as orches-
trations are changed and from the infor-
mation gleaned from your visit to the pit.
Be prepared to utilize the surroundings
in the pit and don’t be afraid to ask the
stage carpenter for some help in con-
struction. The ceiling can be very useful
for hanging things when a stand would
get in the way. I have seen instruments
such as individual chimes, mark trees,
tam-tams, and a brake drum all sus-
pended from screw-eyes in the ceiling of
the pit. Similarly, brackets on the wall
can be fitted to get rid of stands or to
place items above other instruments. I
have used wall brackets very successfully
for mounting a 28" bass drum over a
timp, and for suspending a small tam-
tam over a drumset.

MONITORS
In my experience, one often has to
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have some of the instruments positioned
in such as way that one’s back is turned
to the conductor. This is perfectly accept-
able provided one has sight of a video
monitor. The conductor always has a
video camera on him for use in monitors
around the stage and for the technical
operators to follow. All one needs is a feed
from this system. It is very important to
let the production manager know as soon
as possible how many monitors you will
need.

I prefer to use very small monitors,
with a screen size of around six inches,
as these can be placed alongside or above
a music desk without taking up too much
room. In the aforementioned production
of “Candide,” I used three of these mini-
monitors, one at each music desk. This
meant I never had to worry about sight
lines to the conductor and therefore could
put the instruments all around me, thus
fitting into the small space provided.

Sometimes, foldback [audio] monitors
can be useful—especially in a long, nar-
row pit in which it is not always possible
to hear the players at the other end of
the orchestra. Also, in these days of
health and safety awareness, percussion
instruments are often screened off from
the adjacent players in order to protect
their hearing. These screens work both
ways, resulting in the percussionist being
disconnected from the rest of the band. In
these circumstances, foldback is essen-
tial.

However, I am convinced from my own
experience that the use of foldback moni-
tors causes the overall dynamic level to
rise. The monitors have to be turned up
loud for you to hear them, and this en-
courages you to play louder. Soon, things
spiral out of control. Before you know it,
you are wearing earplugs and the sound
engineer is looking at ways to cut down
on the spill into other mics. Soon, you’ll
find yourself in an isolation booth where
you are totally disconnected. Proceed
with caution.

LIGHTING
Light can be a real issue in an orches-

tra pit. Generally you will be playing in a
very dark space. If you find yourself un-
der the stage, there will be no spill from
the stage and your only light will be from
your music desks. This is often not
enough. Even though the lighting de-
signer may frown, it is perfectly reason-
able to have one or two small spotlights

on the instruments that are in the dark
corners, provided that these are equipped
with blue, low-wattage bulbs. A request
to the lighting department for such lights
is generally not a problem, as these type
of lights are used around the backstage
area to enable safe passage. Your trips to
the optometrist will be diminished as a
result!

A SECOND OPINION
Finally, always put yourself in the po-

sition of a deputy and ask yourself, “How
hard would it be to come in and play with
this layout, not having had a rehearsal?”
I have found it to be a good idea to get a
trusted colleague to take a look at my
setup with a view to future work as a
deputy. I have used an old friend of mine,
Tony Lucas, for this chore for many
years. I know that we think the same
way about the job in terms of making a
good sound, sorting out the gear, and a
generally professional musical approach.

It is extraordinary the number of times
Tony has pointed out a little detail—e.g.,
moving a temple block from one side of
the xylophone to the other—that I have
got used to getting around but can be
easily bettered. A fresh pair of eyes and
ears can be most useful at this stage. The
same applies with regard to Tony’s com-
ments on marking the pad—an issue that
will be dealt with in the next part of this
series.

Nicholas Ormrod is a freelance percus-
sionist based in London and a professor
at the Royal College of Music. His exten-
sive theatre experience includes produc-
tions for the Royal National Theatre,
Royal Shakespeare Company, Royal Op-
era House, Royal Ballet, and in the West
End. He has also performed with the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe,
Philharmonia Orchestra, BBC Symphony
Orchestra, and English Chamber Orches-
tra. As a specialist in period instruments
he performs regularly with the Orchestra
of the Age of Enlightenment, English Ba-
roque Soloists, King’s Consort, and
Orchestre Révolutionnaire et
Romantique.     PN
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What would you do if you were
suddenly faced with the threat
of losing your most important

gift? What if regaining it required more
effort and willpower than you’d ever
imagined and forced you to rely on parts
of yourself you never even knew existed?

Rick Allen became a rock star at age 15
as the drummer for the group Def
Leppard. After an explosion of success in
the early eighties, his world was sud-
denly turned upside down in 1984 when
a violent car accident caused him serious
injuries and the loss of his left arm.

After a recent visit to the Remo factory
in Valencia, California, Rick insisted that
his family join him at a Remo drum circle
that evening. Inspired by this experience
and the philosophy of Remo’s drumming
and wellness department, Health-
RHYTHMS, Rick agreed to share his per-
sonal story and information on his cur-
rent project, Raven Drum Foundation, in
an interview at his home in Malibu, Cali-
fornia. Also present was Lauren Monroe,
Director of the Raven Drum Foundation.

Christine Stevens: Could you describe
your feelings immediately after the ac-
cident?

Rick Allen: I felt very lost. It was the
epitome of chaos—really in and out of
belief and disbelief. But I think we all
have an inner strength in times like
those. You really can’t say what you
would do if it happened to you. But
when you’re thrown into it, you are
amazed at what you can do. The amaz-
ing thing was my family and friends.
Throughout my hospital stay, I saw
people around me dig into sides of
themselves I’d never seen before.

Christine: When did music come back into
the picture for you?

Rick: In my first week in the hospital, I
started hearing music that just seemed
to be playing. I thought it was coming
out of the air vents. Then I told my
brother, “You’ve got to go home and get
the stereo system and my music collec-
tion to see what I can do.” So I started

Reclaiming the Rhythm
An Interview With Rick Allen

BY CHRISTINE STEVENS

listening to Led Zeppelin, Free, Bad
Company, T-Rex, David Bowie—just
throwing myself back into that whole
era I grew up with.

Christine: What was it like when you first
started to feel the rhythms?

Rick: It was interesting. I realized that I
could play all the basic rhythms I ever
learned just with my right and left
foot. I played the rhythm by tapping
this big piece of foam at the end of my
hospital bed. I realized I could make a
beat, using only my legs. And it was
like, “Wow! I can do that! I can replace
what I used to do with my left hand
with my left foot.” The information was
still there, in the brain; I just had to
re-channel it.

Christine: But is it just in the brain?
Rick: Actually, your entire body becomes

a memory of how to play an instru-
ment. You have to reshuffle everything
and ask, “What’s important now?” I’d
rather play a basic pattern really well
than try to play too much. It’s a con-
stant learning curve. What I can do to-
day with two legs is completely
different than what I could do two
years ago.

You have to figure out ways of heal-
ing yourself. You let people on the out-
side influence you, but ultimately, the
job of getting well is entirely up to you.

Christine: Did anyone doubt you—tell you
that it wasn’t possible to play again?

Rick: One junior doctor came up to me
and said, “You know you’ll never play
drums again.” But I think it just made
me more determined. Another guy
said, “You’ll never be able to wave
again,” since my right shoulder was se-
verely broken. After I was released, I
came down the hall and waved at him.
Even today, I’m working with a trainer
and my right arm is still improving. It
helps when I use the Easton aluminum
drumsticks to take some of the shock
out of playing. When I’m playing elec-
tronic pads all the time, I feel like I
need that cushion. I’ve also learned to
constantly give myself that positive re-
inforcement.

Christine: What do you think is the role of
the mind in rehabilitation?

Rick: It’s all about intention—what you
set out for yourself. I keep pushing
that boundary and seeing myself in a
better physical condition and being a
better musician—even being able to tie
a shoelace in a better way.

Christine: When you started playing
again, did it make you more aware of
the loss? Was it a painful experience?

Rick: Actually being able to play my in-
strument again was enough. That was
really the gift. It didn’t matter how
good or bad it was. It was just, “Okay, I
can do this. THANK YOU!” I encounter
people that are in worse situations who
are so challenged, but they have the
audacity to look up to me. I don’t even
feel like what some people would call
“disabled.” I don’t feel I miss anything.
Some people do so much more than any
of us with so much less. When I think
about them, I realize that I don’t really
have a problem, do I?
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Christine: What was it like playing your
first concert after the accident?

Rick: It happened gradually, through an
amazing series of coincidences. We
were playing four shows at small pubs
in Ireland with this guy, Jeff Rich, who
we affectionately called our “stunt
drummer.” He played acoustic drums to
back up my electronic kit. But he had
travel problems and missed half of our
second gig, so I played it myself. And
the next gig had a stage that couldn’t
hold both our kits, so I managed it on
my own. By the time we played
Donnington, outside of London, for a
crowd of 55,000 people, I felt great.
When I was introduced, the crowd went
nuts. My mom, dad, and brother were

there to support me. That was probably
the greatest moment in my life—just
sitting there with so much gratitude.

Christine: What helps you now?
Rick: It helps me to improvise and play

for the fun of it, especially with a group
of people. It feels good to do whatever I
want. No right or wrong, just very
natural, without any muscle.

Christine: Do you feel that drumming has
been healing for you?

Rick: Yes, but only when I realized it. Not
when my playing was forced. Some-
times when you sit behind drums, it’s
all muscle—very physical. The healing
doesn’t begin until you realize you don’t

need that. The rhythm or the feeling
can be found within. I’ve been in situa-
tions when I’ve felt drumming has been
damaging because I’m over-playing and
I’m in a place that’s uncomfortable.
And there have been other experiences
where I’m very comfortable—like ev-
erything is right. It transcends the
drum and becomes just the feeling.

Christine: What inspired you to create the
Raven Drum Foundation?

Rick: Lauren and I want to bring more
awareness of healing through the arts.
We want to use our Web site to guide
people to where they can go to learn
about these tools and get more infor-
mation.

Lauren: The information is important, but
the primary thing is the experience. We
want to help people discover how to ex-
press themselves through sacred meth-
ods. We want to give people keys to
open up parts of themselves. The mis-
sion of the Raven Drum Foundation is
bringing ancient knowledge through
the arts for the purpose of healing. We
want to support a collective of artists
and facilitators who can share their
wisdom and practice.

Christine: How did all of these events af-
fect your outlook on being a performer?

Rick: I believe in intention and the con-
nection between the mind and body.
I’ve started setting intentions with the
guys in the band, even before going in
front of 10,000 people. And for myself, I
just keep playing with the concept of
simplicity and feeling good. I think it’s
really about finding something that
makes us feel good. If we can achieve
that, we have a tool to cope with what-
ever life challenges come our way.

For more information on the Raven
Drum Foundation, visit
www.ravendrumfoundation.com or tele-
phone (310) 456-5030.

Christine Stevens, MSW, MT-BC, is Direc-
tor of Music Therapy and Wellness Pro-
grams in the HealthRHYTHMS division
at Remo, Inc. She holds masters degrees
in music therapy and social work. For
more information on the use of drumming
for health and wellness, visit
www.remo.com and click on
HealthRHYTHMS.     PN
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To demonstrate that one person influenced another it is nec-
essary to show that the first person, either indirectly or in-
tangibly, had the power to modify the path of the second.

The evidence must show that the qualities and traits of the first
person are, in some manner, present in his or her successor.

Although composers usually attempt to establish unique
styles, hoping to create music set apart from their predecessors
and peers, we often hear it said that a particular composer was
influenced by some other composer. This is the case involving
“Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion” by Bela Bartok and
“Music for a Summer Evening” by George Crumb. Written
about four decades apart, these works are often compared, first,
because of their unique instrumentation (both are composed for
two pianos and two percussionists) and, second, because Crumb
frequently comments in published articles about “the Bartok in-
fluence.”1

BACKGROUND
Bela Bartok (1881–1945) made strong use of symmetrical and

asymmetrical rhythmical figures, as well as the modalities of
Slavic folk music. His works have been described as basically
tonal, expanded by polymodal structures and dissonance.
Bartok regarded his analytic studies of popular music as his
most important contribution.

George Crumb (b. 1929) studied with Ross Lee Finney and
has received numerous commissions, grants, and awards in-
cluding the 1968 Pulitzer Prize in Music for “Echoes of Time
and the River.” His “Makrokosmos” collection (1970–1979) con-
sists of four major works that have external associations to both
Bartok’s “Mikrokosmos” and Debussy’s “24 Preludes.”

“Music for a Summer Evening” (“Makrokosmos III”), com-
pleted in 1973, is written for two amplified pianos and two per-
cussionists. It is a large-scale “cosmic drama” in five
movements. The first, third, and fifth movements are for the
full ensemble, while the intermediate movements serve as in-
termezzos. The three main movements carry poetic quotations.

Crumb has frequently stated how much he admires the
Bartok “Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion,” and he has of-
ten wondered why more composers have not written for this in-
strumentation. Although “Music for a Summer Evening” does
not sound like Bartok, and in no way was a direct attempt by
Crumb to compose his version of “Sonata,” there is a strong
Bartokian influence on Crumb that is evident in his music and
openly acknowledged by him.

SYMMETRY IN PITCH
Regarding Bartok’s influence, Crumb stated: “All through my

fifties period, I felt the influence, in some student works of
mine, by the Bartok sound…it was an influence among
others…but a very important source, since I hadn’t found my
own style… I think, in terms of [“Music for a Summer

The Influence of Bartok on
Crumb’s “Music For A Summer
Evening”

BY MICHAEL G. KINGAN

Evening”] itself that the influences would be in a much more
general way… I think the idea of symmetry, generally, as ap-
plied to rhythm and certain pitch constructs [influenced me].”2

Analytical books on Bartok’s music constantly use such terms
as “interval cycles,” “axis of symmetry,” “symmetrical pitch col-
lections,” and “cells.”3 Crumb comments, “I don’t quite know
what they mean by ‘interval cycles,’ but I’m aware that for
Bartok each interval had a very special value, almost an em-
blematic value. He was particularly fond of the minor third, me-
lodically. And the tritone and the perfect fourth, all of these
things occurred almost emblematically in Bartok. Sometimes
they’ll occur in combination, [he sings] f–c–d being so common.
Or f–d , the [descending] minor third.”4

Bartok’s influence is seen in Crumb’s music through sym-
metrical division of the octave and particular devices, such as
arches and palindromes, which Crumb says permeate Bartok’s
music. Example A, from Movement III, is an arch event of five
entrances. The arch is represented by the ascent and descent of
the arpeggiation on C and G in the tubular bells and doubled by
the quintuplet tremolo in the piano.

Example A: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. III

Example B shows the pentatonic ostinato that is continually
present during the “Song of Reconciliation,” in Movement V.
This ostinato can be reduced to a symmetric pitch formation. As
you see, the inside intervals surrounding the A-flat are both
major seconds, and the intervals extended from these notes are
minor thirds.

Example B: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” “Song”
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Although his cell structure is not always symmetrical by na-
ture, there is a correlation between Crumb and Bartok. Crumb
refers to Bartok’s music as being “almost like a mosaic of little
cells.”5 Robert Moevs describes the three fundamental cells,
heard in the first sound items of “Summer Evening,” which
summarize Crumb’s vocabulary: first is the three-note chro-
matic sound, conceived as a whole tone with an intermediate
semitone, usually displaced by an octave; second is a three-note
whole-tone sound; the third item combines the two figures and
includes the disposition major third and minor ninth.

Also important is the grace-note cadenza figure. This sound,
heard as a tritone plus a fourth, should be identified because of
its specific exploitation. Often the figure is “completed” through
the addition of another tritone. Regarding symmetry and har-
monic structure, Crumb comments: “In terms of pitch, the sym-
metry might be certain chords that are built symmetrically, like
the chord that is built by a central perfect fourth flanked by two
tritones. This a favorite chord of mine, and was a favorite chord
of Bartok’s, which I borrowed.”6

The chord to which Crumb refers is what Elliott Antokoletz
calls a Z-Cell (G – C / C-sharp – F-sharp).7 When the Z-Cell is
examined in its normal position, two perfect fourths are found
with a half step between them. Crumb’s version, the tritone-
fourth-tritone (C-sharp – G / C – F-sharp) appears to be a per-
mutation. This symmetry can be located in the harmonic
structure of Movement III (see Example A). The ostinato is an
arpeggiation of F-sharp and C-sharp. Superimposed over this—
the previously mentioned arch—is an arpeggiation of C and G.
All four notes are played in a cluster during the fermata mea-
sure.

Regarding Bartok’s concept of the axis of symmetry, Crumb,
referring to the opening of Movement V, points out that, “there
would be the juxtaposition of two dominant seventh chords a
tritone apart by roots. Kind of a Mussorgsky ‘Boris Godunov’
sound. This was taken over by Bartok and by Debussy.”8

The two dominant seventh chords are separated by a grace
note and are in different inversions. The roots of the main
chords follow the intervallic progression of down a fourth and
up a second, with the total distance traveled being a minor
third (A-flat – E-flat – F). Note that, as quoted earlier regarding
interval cycles, Crumb sang this interval pattern as one of
Bartok’s favorites.

Bartok used the term “Bruckenform” (bridge form) to de-
scribe the palindromic structure of the third movement of his
“Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste.” The essence of this
form, which customarily follows the five-component scheme A-
B-C-B1-A1, is that the fourth and fifth sections are not just
variations on the second and first, but are recast to produce
something aesthetically conclusive. Crumb was aware of this
form and it appealed to him; however, “Summer Evening” does
not reflect this symmetrical structure. Joseph DeBaise observes
symmetrical thinking, in general terms, of the arrangement of
three large movements (asymmetric in nature) separated by
two smaller forms, both being symmetrical.

The symmetrical nature of Movement IV, “The Myth,” is
quite interesting. Robert Moevs says this “movement is cast as
a fourteenth-century isorhythmic hoquetus with a double
tenor.”9 The formal scheme (Figure I) illustrates the observa-
tions that follow.

Figure 1: Goter—Formal Scheme of Mvt. IV

This isorhythmic movement is made up of a “triplum” (Per-
cussion I) of thirteen measures (played three times), a “duplum”
(Percussion II), which is seven measures long (played five
times), and two tenors (Piano I and II). The first “tenor” con-
sists of two elements. Each is repeated three times in a talea, or
rhythmic pattern, of eleven measures. The second “tenor” uses
an African thumb piano to play three cadenza-like figures. The
symmetry of these figures is not exact because the length of the
rests varies in the second half of the movement. This permits
the thumb piano to overlap with the elements of the first tenor.
The “macrocosmic design” of this movement demonstrates the
symmetrical nature of all four voices.

Both of the percussion parts are palindromes. The center
point of the piece, measure 20, is the midpoint of both percus-
sion voices. The rhythmical arrangement of each percussion
event is such that they seldom coincide, more often interrupting
each other in hocket-like fashion. The isorhythmic plan is much
more concealed to the ear because the two piano parts do not
line up exactly symmetrical with the percussion parts.

An additional general influence of Bartok’s, not involving
symmetry, is the combining of different tonal systems. Crumb
explains: “Bartok might use some kind of tonality…and include
atonality, pentatonics, or other modal sort of things. He might
use whole-tone configurations, just like Debussy did. The turn-
of-the-century composers interested me because they were into
combining all kinds of systems. Here we are approaching an-
other turn-of-the-century, and I think these composers are rel-
evant to today.”10

Bartok often created melodic structures by immediately fol-
lowing one scale type, or interval structure, with another.
Crumb does something similar to this in the “Song of Reconcili-
ation” from Movement V. He places the rising part of the vibra-
phone melody in B-flat minor, while the descending part is
based on the whole-tone scale. Examples C and D illustrate how
Crumb combines several systems and trends. The piano is “pre-
pared” to the extent that a sheet of paper is placed on the
strings. The diatonic dominant seventh chords are juxtaposed
around the tritone axis. The grace notes to the accelerando ef-
fects in the piano are both whole-tone sets in clusters. The
event after this is what Crumb refers to as a “complex of ten
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notes.” The five notes in the left hand repeat their pattern,
while the rhythm and the order of the right hand are varied.
There is also a quote from a Bach fugue with a canonic echo in
the vibraphone to distort its clarity.

Example C: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt.
V, combination of systems

Example D: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. V,
Quote from Bach

SYMMETRY IN PROPORTIONS
Erno Lendvai analyzes portions of the “Sonata for Two Pi-

anos and Percussion” in regard to the Golden Section,11 which is
a geometrical proportion in which the larger part of a length
corresponds to the geometric mean of the whole length and the
smaller length. Although this proportion is not truly symmetri-
cal, it demonstrates Bartok’s intuitive concern for a natural
sense of balance in his music. Lendvai cites how this concept is
expressed in the formal plan and the phrase structure on a
large and small scale. Numerically, the larger part is .618 of the
whole. He also points out Bartok’s interest in the Fibonacci se-
ries, which is a mathematical progression in which every num-
ber is equal to the sum of the previous two numbers. He uses
this sequence to explain interval content of chords and melo-
dies.12 Although Lendvai’s theoretical speculations are interest-
ing, some consider his observations as not being intentional by
Bartok, but fortuitous.13

Crumb says, “Bartok’s early interest in metrical patterns like
sevens, fives, and nines, are symmetrical divisions of the mea-
sure in a way that fours and eights are not.”14 These numbers
are considered symmetrical because their center point falls

clearly on a beat, rather than in between two beats. The pre-
dominant time signature of the first movement of the “Sonata”
is 9/8, and within this time element the only true symmetrical
beat grouping Bartok uses is 3 + 3 + 3. However, he also ex-
ploits several asymmetrical groupings such as 2 + 2 + 2 + 3.

The most obvious symmetrical subdivision of a beat is the
quintuplet motive from the second movement (Example E).
Crumb specifically sang, and cited, this section as one he felt to
be “an inspiring Bartokian moment,”15 stating, “the five is spe-
cial... A four wouldn’t sound the same, and a six wouldn’t sound
the same... He used [this] proportion a lot.”16

Example E: Bartok, “Sonata for Two Pianos and
Percussion,” Mvt. II

The entire second movement of “Music for a Summer
Evening” is an example of Crumb’s fondness for the symmetri-
cal number five. Example F illustrates the implied time signa-
ture of 5/16. The grouping of the eighth notes in the left hand of
Piano I suggests a secondary time of 5/8, while the pizzicati of
Piano II play an arch of five notes, suggesting a third overlap-
ping time signature of a slower pulse, five over a quarter note
tied to a sixteenth.

Example F: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. II

Examples G1, G2, and G3, from the second main section of
Movement I, are typical Crumb figures. The predominant “noc-
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turnal call” of the imitative counterpoint in Example G1 is the
sixteenth-note quintuplet figure, which omits the second note
and is then followed by a sextuplet. The second half of this mo-
tive is written as two partial quintuplets, where each of the
seven notes that are played are subdivided into triplets. Ex-
ample G2 illustrates how the imitation includes percussion tim-
bres, and G3 demonstrates how the figures are developed into
compound polyrhythms.

Example G1: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. I

Example G2: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. I

Example G3: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. I

The opening two motives of the final movement recur several
times and are rich in symmetrical numbers (Example H). Fol-
lowing the triplet of the juxtaposed seventh chords is a cascad-
ing motive. This composed ritard consists of the polyrhythms 5
against 3, 4 against 3, 3 against 2, and a quintuplet, which cre-
ate an interesting rhythmic dissonance.17
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Example H: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. V

Examples I1, I2, and I3 make an obvious comparison be-
tween Crumb and Bartok. Following the second juxtaposed
chords in Movement V, there is an accelerando on a high B-
natural using the numbers three, five, and seven (Example I1).
This figure resembles the one found in “Music for Strings, Per-
cussion, and Celeste” by Bartok (Example I2). Crumb takes this
idea one step further in Example I3. As Movement V progresses
to its powerful climax, he writes a rhythmical figure answering
the accelerando, still using sevens and fives. The entrances of
these pentatonic figures are dovetailed between the two pianos
and the xylophone.

Example I1: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. V

Example I2: Bartok, “Music for Strings, Percussion and
Celeste,” Mvt. III

Example I3: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. V

INSTRUMENTATION
When writing on the “remarkable phenomena of recent mu-

sic,” Crumb lists “many contributing factors.” Among them is
“the liberation of percussion instruments, a development for
which Bartok is especially important.”18

Bartok’s use of orchestral percussion instruments was both
traditional and developmental. Although he used standard scor-
ing choices in his symphonic works, creative use of percussion
regarding rhythmic support, sonority, and color, and soloistic
prominence can be found in the “Miraculous Mandarin,” the
“Concerto for Orchestra,” and “Music for Strings, Percussion
and Celeste.” Although Bartok was not the first to use the
glissando on timpani,19 he exploited it in his vocabulary of ex-
pressive percussive sounds, using this technique nearly one
fifth of the time that the timpani is played.20 He also created a
unique cymbal sonority that has become known as the “Bartok
roll.” Found in “Miraculous Mandarin” and “Music for Strings,”
this roll is produced by swirling two crash cymbals together in a
circular motion.

Bartok often used the timpani’s capability of rapid tuning
changes during the “Sonata,” either in a solo capacity or to sup-
port the harmony. Consider the timpani part starting just be-
fore the “Allegro Molto” (Example J). During the accelerando,
the timpanist is alternating between an F and a B on the two
lowest drums. Preceding the solo of measure 32, the F becomes
F-sharp, and the B changes to a C. The pitch on the low drum
now has to change every two measures for the first nine bars of
the Allegro, while playing on the middle drum. During this pas-
sage, the percussion part plays the main rhythmic motive in
dialogue between the two timbres of snares-on and snares-off,
while the color of the one-handed bass drum roll underlines the
harmonically and rhythmically supportive timpani part.

Example J: Bartok, “Sonata for Two Pianos and Percus-
sion,” Mvt. I, mm. 28–50.

    Imitative passages are expanded to include percussion in-
struments. At one point in Movement I, the interval of a minor
sixth is passed from register to register descending from the xy-
lophone, down through each octave of the piano, then finally
into the timpani in an imitative fashion. This type of imitation
is found in Crumb’s music with a much greater frequency. Also
in the first movement, Bartok writes a twenty-eight measure
roll-glissando effect as an ostinato. While most of Crumb’s writ-
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ing for timpani is quite different from Bartok’s, the extended
glissando is one technique he utilizes.

The opening eight measures of the second movement (Ex-
ample K) are significant for several reasons. The first four mea-
sures of percussion serve as a soli introduction. When the
pianos enter in measure five, the percussion becomes a colorful
accompaniment. The notation of the snare drum with snares off
calls for two tone colors from one drum, created by striking it in
the center when the note is written on the line, and at the edge
when the note falls below the line. The cymbal part has three
different indications: it is be struck “with a thin wooden stick
on the extreme edge,” “on the dome,” and “with a soft headed
stick.” Altogether, there is a total of six different percussion col-
ors. Note how the “suspended cymbal with soft headed stick” al-
ways accompanies the lowest chord of each phrase. This idea of
a percussion sonority accompanying a particular chord color is
found in Crumb’s “Music for a Summer Evening.”

Example K: Bartok, “Sonata for Two Pianos and Percus-
sion,” Mvt. II, mm. 1–8

About seventy measures from the end of the piece, the snare
drum begins a rhythmic motive that resembles rhythms of
melodies heard earlier. The drum is accompanied at different
times by timpani, cymbal with soft-headed stick, triangle with
wooden stick, two cymbals clashed, and finally—as the snare
rhythm dissipates into nothing—by a suspended cymbal played
“with the fingernail, or the blade of a pocket knife, on the very
edge.” Although the snare drum is important in this last sec-
tion, it is heard purely as a solo instrument only in the final ten
measures.

The triangle and tam-tam are Bartok’s most economically
used instruments. These sounds are effective as either a rhyth-
mic accent, aligned with another player, or as a supportive roll,
accompanying the ensemble. In Movement I Bartok uses differ-
ent colors and functions for the triangle. The darker tone of a
series of strokes marked “col legno” (with wood stick) articu-
lates the downbeats of each measure. But, when the pianos
have a rest on the downbeat, Bartok asks for “ordinary means,
with a metal beater” for a brighter, shimmery sound.

Conversely, the xylophone is a very active instrument. Its
functions included melodic doubling, interactive counterpoint,

addition of color, and solo responsibilities. Example L shows the
only true solo the xylophone has, which is at the opening of the
final movement.

Example L: Bartok, “Sonata for Two Pianos and Percus-
sion,” Mvt. III, mm. 5–9

These soloistic examples show how Bartok elevated the im-
portance of percussion instruments to equal status with the pi-
anos. Crumb uses drums, cymbals, and mallet instruments to a
greater extent than Bartok. But—in respect to rhythm, color,
sonority, expressive sounds and innovations, specific perfor-
mance directions, and the soloistic nature of percussion ef-
fects—observations can be made to show a correspondence to
Bartok’s method and an influence on Crumb’s ideas regarding
his percussion instruments.

Note how specific Crumb’s indications are about details re-
garding the instruments. Compare Example M from Movement
I, “Nocturnal Sounds,” to Bartok’s suggestion of using different
beaters on the suspended cymbal in Example K. Crumb not
only suggests a particular vibraphone mallet, but he clearly in-
dicates when the vibrato should enter the texture.

Example M: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. I

The traditional instruments used by Crumb are typical to an
orchestral section. He asks the performers to play these instru-
ments in their normal manner and also with what he calls “ex-
tended techniques.” Tam-tams and cymbals are traditional
sound effects, whose soft punctuations create a wash of sound
that blends with the colors of the other instruments, while in
louder situations they serve as a powerful rhythmical accent.
Crumb carries the power of the tam-tam to an extreme when he
calls for three of them to be played simultaneously at the end of
two phrases in Movement III (see Example A).

He also uses tam-tams and cymbals in association with other
sonorities and colors (see Example I3). Referring to this ex-
ample from Movement V, one sees that the pianos play whole-
tone clusters at several points. When Piano I performs them,
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struck while moving the foot pedal. As a result, the pitches of
the crotales bend. This very eerie effect reminded Crumb of
“Banshees…one of the most incredible sounds.”21 The first
movement fades with this solo percussion effect, similar to how
the final movement of Bartok’s “Sonata” ends.

Example O: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” ending
of Mvt. I

Contemporary instruments and techniques include those that
have gained more prominence since Bartok’s time, such as vi-
braphone and crotales. “Music for a Summer Evening” is rich
with beautiful and expressive vibraphone writing, using both
conventional and creative techniques. Its most important solo
passage is saved for the last movement, as is the xylophone solo
of the “Sonata.” Crumb instructs the player to whistle the
melody in unison with the xylophone. This creates a more con-
nected, legato effect, and also adds an elegant, haunting quality
to the theme.

Also in Movement V, there is a quote from J.S. Bach’s “Well-
Tempered Clavier.” Putting paper on the strings of the piano,
while the vibraphone echoes the fugue melody a quarter note

they are accompanied by a cymbal stroke. When performed by
Piano II, a tam-tam note is played. Compare this to Bartok’s
use of suspended cymbal in the opening of Movement II.

An extended technique involving the tam-tam is found in the
fourth movement of the Crumb work. The first event in the
duplum of Percussion II is a tam-tam sound produced, first by
striking the instrument softly, then bowing it to create a har-
monic. This technique is used throughout the movement. In Ex-
ample N, Crumb reverses the order of striking and bowing, and
then combines the sonority with other sound effects.

Example N: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. IV

Crumb rarely uses timpani in the traditional orchestral
sense, but he continually uses some of the extended techniques
that Bartok initiated. In “Music for a Summer Evening,” a
forty-minute piece, a single timpano is used only twice. For one
of these places, the percussionist rolls gently on an inverted
cymbal placed on the membrane while producing a glissando
with the foot pedal. Example O shows another effective moment
using eight different crotales on the timpani. The crotales are
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behind the piano, Crumb creates the eerie quality of a “ghostly-
surreal harpsichord.”22 Sometimes, both percussionists play on
the same instrument, as seen earlier in Example D.

Crumb uses bowing, an extended technique, in the first per-
cussion event of the work, which consists of a symmetric chord
structure. The player strikes a major second with mallets and
then bows the pitch in the middle. This semi-tone cluster fore-
shadows much of the music to come in this movement. As a
matter of fact, every aspect of page nine from the first move-
ment can be traced to Bartok.

Example P illustrates the following: (1) the vibraphone is
now playing a trill based on the semi-tone cluster. By following
the movement of the main (or middle) note, one observes the
notes of Bartok’s tritone axis: F-sharp–D-sharp (E-flat)–A–C;
(2) Piano I (and later Piano II when they exchange roles) op-
poses the hands on white and black keys. The hands moving
two different speeds create a blurred effect, which resembles
moments in Bartok’s piano writing; (3) in Piano II, Crumb adds
whole-tone clusters to this mix. The grace note in the triplet is
one whole-tone scale, while the main note is the other; and (4)
the interactive dialogue between the pianos and the xylophone
is comparable to Bartok’s use of the pianos, timpani, and xylo-
phone in excerpts from the “Sonata.”

Example P: Crumb, “Music For A Summer Evening,” Mvt. I

Crumb incorporates exotic or ethnic instruments into “Sum-
mer Evening,” not for reference or cliché, but as an expressive
sonority, similar to how Bartok used his “newer” sounds, such
as the “pop” of a side drum without snares or the darker sound
of a triangle struck with a wooden beater. Each is used in a
soloistic setting, and is sometimes accompanied by specific per-
formance instructions. The temple blocks and woodblocks origi-
nate in the Orient, and the bongos belong to the family of
Latin-American instruments. When Crumb writes for these in-
struments, as shown in Examples G2 and G3, he uses them in
small motivic cells that interact with the ensemble. For the
bongos, he writes symmetrical rhythms, which are manipulated
by inverting the high to low notes, slight rhythmic variation,
and repetition.

The maracas, quijada, guiro, and claves are Latin-American
instruments, which Crumb uses economically. There are only

two occurrences of maracas, which are not played in the typical
alternating-shaking style. Instead, a swirling motion followed
by three or five snaps brings the image of wind in trees and
twigs breaking.

The substitute instrument for the quijada is the modern
vibraslap. Crumb uses this sound in the triplum of Percussion I
in the isorhythmic movement. The rattlely sound is an exten-
sion of the percussive vocalization. Crumb would call this
“cross-fertilization,” which is combining vocal sounds with per-
cussive sounds in an imitative way.23

The guiro is also used in combination with vocal sounds. Like
several of Bartok’s sound effects, this one comes with special
performance instructions: “The guiro is to be held firmly
against the crossbeam of the piano for magnification of the
sound.” The length of the event and the dynamic indications
create an image of something approaching, and then passing by
the listener’s ear. The claves produce a resonant, penetrating
sound. Crumb uses the sound by itself and in conjunction with
the bass drum. In Movement IV, the percussionist is instructed
to “hold the clave against the bass drum membrane, and strike
that clave with the other one.” This extended technique com-
bines the high frequencies of the claves with the low resonance
of the bass drum, creating an unusual sonority.

The sistrum, belltree, and sleighbells are all shimmery, me-
tallic instruments. Instead of using the sleighbells rhythmi-
cally, Crumb creates a sustained coruscating pedal that builds
with the chromatic clusters of the first movement. The belltree
produces a beautiful, sparkling glissando. It is usually present
as an additional color with the cascading motive throughout the
fifth movement.

The Japanese temple bells, African log drum, Tibetan prayer
stones, Appalachian-type jug, and Mbira are multi-cultural in-
struments. The Japanese temple bells help unify the entire
work because they are heard only at the beginning and the very
ending of the piece. In Movement IV, the African log drum uses
a symmetrical palindrome figure that is inverted like those
found in the drums and bongos. The Tibetan prayer stones pro-
duce a unique cracking sound, which can be varied by the de-
gree to which they are cupped in the hand. The three jug blows,
or the alternative vocal sounds, include the qualifying direc-
tions “eerie and uncanny.” The African thumb piano, or Mbira,
is to be held against the crossbeam of the piano in the same
manner as the guiro. There are two performance styles, either
random plucking or accelerando/ritardando effects in the style
of the Bartok xylophone.

Bartok never used these sounds in his vocabulary, but the
seeds of Crumb’s imagination lie in Bartok’s music, and he con-
tinued in the same direction with an eclectic arsenal of effects.
When asked if he was primarily trying to achieve unusual
sounds when writing these passages in his music, Crumb re-
plied: “Not just for the sake of being unusual but for their par-
ticular value as a sonority that heightens the effect of the
music.”24

CONCLUSION
Crumb remembers the impact of Bartok on his compositions

during his student years: “I quickly realized, then, that I was
getting too much like it and I was really rewriting Bartok. I rec-
ognized, already, the danger of doing that. I was swayed by his
music. I was reproducing it.” By catching on to this in time, he
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deviated from copying Bartok’s style and moved toward devel-
oping his own.

Percussion has continued to develop numerous techniques
and instruments during the last half-century and Crumb has
taken advantage of these new expressive sounds. Traditional
instruments now have extended techniques and sonorities are
now combined. Bartok’s timpani glissando became Crumb’s idea
of bending the pitch of crotales. Bartok’s use of the wash of a
soft tam-tam stroke to blend with the orchestra evolved into an
eerie, harmonic overtone when bowed as instructed by Crumb.
Bartok wrote a somber motive involving a quintuplet. Crumb
continued with many ideas involving symmetrical numbers and
rhythms. Finally, Bartok based much of his music on a scale di-
vided into equal parts. Crumb employed the pitch structures
Bartok favored and combined these with many other systems of
tonality.

Clearly, George Crumb did not attempt to write his version of
Bartok’s “Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion” when he com-
posed “Music for a Summer Evening.” Instead, he utilized
Bartok’s concepts, and the examples included here demonstrate
that the qualities and traits of the first composer are present in
the second. Regarding the definition of “influence” that opened
this article, among the powers, either indirectly or intangibly,
that swayed the development of George Crumb’s style was the
music of Bela Bartok.

SONATA FOR TWO PIANOS & PERCUSSION
Copyright 1942 by Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Copyright Renewed.

Reprinted by permission of Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.

MUSIC FOR STRINGS, PERCUSSION & CELESTE
Copyright 1937 for the USA by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.

Copyright Renewed.
Reprinted by permission.

George Crumb’s MUSIC FOR A SUMMER EVENING
Copyright ©1974 C.F. Peters Corporation
Used by permission.   All rights reserved.
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SELECTED
REVIEWS

New Percussion Literature and Recordings

Difficulty Rating Scale
I–II Elementary

III–IV Intermediate

V–VI Advanced

VI+ Difficult

METHOD BOOKS

Accessory Percussion I–II
Vic Firth, Sandy Feldstein
$7.95

Keyboard Percussion I–II
Vic Firth, Sandy Feldstein
$7.95

Snare Drum I–II
Vic Firth, Sandy Feldstein
$7.95
PlayinTime Productions, Inc.
Each of these pedagogical methods
provides beginning percussion stu-
dents with the necessary back-
ground information and technical
exercises to augment their study in
a conventional beginning band
method. They can be utilized sepa-
rately or together as a comprehen-
sive study, and these texts could
also serve as supplemental studies
for college percussion methods
classes. The texts are correlated to
exactly the same lesson on the

music reading and memorization to
the utilization of a variety of musi-
cal styles from Baroque to ragtime
and jazz, plus the opportunity for
duet playing and the development
of musical creativity through the
use of composition assignments.
The format and scope of the method
makes it an ideal text for an older
beginner, such as a college percus-
sionist who lacks a solid mallet-
keyboard background, or one who
needs remediation in the basics of
music theory, not to mention those
older students who are not suffi-
ciently proficient in mallet-key-
board music reading.

—John R. Raush

Slap Happy I–II
Alan Dworsky and Betsy Sansby
$19.95
Mel Bay Publications
The authors describe Slap Happy
as a “fun way to turn drum
rhythms into body rhythms you can
step, clap, and slap with a buddy”—
a very accurate description. This
72-page book/CD package uses
graphic notation to translate basic
timekeeping patterns and folkloric
drum rhythms into body percussion
pieces suitable for kids of all ages.
The book explains how to count
rhythms and is organized into sepa-
rate lessons that add a new level of
difficulty with each new chapter.
Once an exercise and pattern are
introduced, the authors offer nu-
merous variations, enhancements
and choreographic possibilities—a

same page.
Among the accessory percussion

instruments covered in that text
are triangle, tambourine, sus-
pended cymbal, woodblock and
crash cymbals. The 18 lessons are
identical in conceptual design in
that they each: (1) explain the dif-
ferent concept covered in that les-
son; (2) contain a series of warm-up
exercises reinforcing that lesson; (3)
present an etude or exercise rein-
forcing the concept; and (4) present
a melody or familiar song to end
the lesson. The method books are
useful in that the short etudes/solos
are musically satisfying—but very
concise.

These texts might also prove
successful for the private percus-
sion studio that augments the be-
ginning band/orchestra experience.
The photographs in each book
showing proper performance tech-
nique are an asset to this elemen-
tary method.

—Jim Lambert

Primary Handbook for Mallets I–II
Garwood Whaley
$14.95
Meredith Music Publications
The purpose of this 48-page method
with play-along CD is “to provide a
comprehensive course of study for
the beginning mallet/keyboard per-
cussion student” by covering “all of
the fundamental elements of mallet
playing.” To accomplish this objec-
tive, the text includes technical
studies in 12 major and six minor
keys. In each key, the student will
find studies with scales, triads and
tunes for memorization; reading
material featuring a variety of
rhythms, compositional devices,
styles and key and time signatures;
and studies to introduce four-mallet
performance with the Musser grip.
The text concludes with six duets.
An accompanying CD provides a
useful tool for assisting students in
mastering the reading material,
four-mallet studies, memorization
melodies, and duets.

The strength of Whaley’s text is
found in its focus on developing the
young musician. This objective is
addressed in a number of ways,
from an emphasis on music theory,

useful approach when dealing with
people who don’t read music. The
majority of the patterns are based
on two-bar phrases using eighth-
note subdivisions, which lessens
the overall complexity level.

Parents could use this book for
recreational activities and general
music teachers could use this as the
basis for rhythm classes. All of the
exercises and pieces may be played
by one person or with a buddy,
making it suitable for solo or group
situations.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Timpani I–II
Vic Firth, Sandy Feldstein
$7.95
PlayinTime Productions, Inc.
Timpani, in the Firth/Feldstein
Percussion Series, is a comprehen-
sive method containing warm-up
exercises, etudes and solo perfor-
mance material. Each of the 18 les-
sons in this 32-page text begins
with a brief explanation of the new
material featured, followed by
warm-up exercises, an etude utiliz-
ing the new material, and timpani
accompaniments to familiar pieces
that include a wide sample of music
from operatic and classical sources
(e.g. “Carmen” and the “Theme
From William Tell Overture”), to
Dixieland tunes (“When the Saints
Go Marching In” and “Bill Bailey,
Won’t You Please Come Home”).

Topics covered in the text range
from musical matters including dy-
namics, rhythmic notation, time
signatures and tuning, to issues of
technique building such as tied and
untied rolls, muffling and cross-
sticking. This text offers the flex-
ibility of use as both a method for
individual instruction or, by linking
to one, two or three other method
books in the Firth/Feldstein Percus-
sion Series (for snare drum, key-
board and accessory percussion) as
a class percussion text. This flex-
ibility should make the method es-
pecially valuable to school music
instructors, who can use it in a va-
riety of pedagogical settings. In
fact, certain combinations will
make some of the material even
more relevant. For example, when
used with the keyboard text, the
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timpanist will be able to hear the
melodies that he or she is accompa-
nying, giving the student tuning ex-
periences like those encountered in
a live performance. For this reason,
the inclusion of a play-along CD
with all the tunes, for use when the
book is utilized as an individual
timpani method, would have made
a valuable text even more useful.

—John R. Raush

WORLD PERCUSSION
INSTRUCTION

Drum Circle: A Guide to World
Percussion III–V

Chalo Eduardo/Frank Kumor
$19.95
Alfred Publishing
Drum Circle is a comprehensive
text dealing with folk instruments
from around the world. It is divided
into ten chapters—hand drums
(conga, timbau, djembe, doumbek),
frame drums (tamborim, tar,
bodhran), frame drums with jingles
(pandeiro, riqq, tambourine), bass
drums (surdo, djun djun, tan-tan),
single- and multiple-pitched bells
(triangle, cowbell, agogo, gankogui),
rhythm instruments (shekere,
ganza, cabasa, snare drum, mara-
cas, guiro), variable pitched instru-
ment (talking drum, cuica,
berimbau), call drums (timbale,
repinique), traditional world drum
ensembles, and world beat en-
sembles (ensembles that draw in-
spiration from a variety of sources).
Tone production, tuning, some basic
rhythms (in both traditional and
graphic notation), and aural ex-
amples on the CD are presented for
each instrument.

Instruction books often focus on
the instruments played in a par-
ticular style (e.g., Afro-Cuban, Bra-
zilian, etc.). This book attempts to
group like instruments together, re-
gardless of style—an excellent (and
novel) approach. The book’s value is
in providing the reader with a
broad overview and enough infor-
mation to begin to play each instru-
ment. It does not attempt to delve
too deeply into the mechanics or
specifics of each instrument. For
the novice world percussionist or
drum circle teacher who’s looking
for one book to provide information
about many of the common instru-
ments used throughout the world,
Drum Circle: A Guide to World Per-

cussion is a great choice.
—Terry O’Mahoney

Poncho Sanchez’ Conga
Cookbook III–V

Poncho Sanchez/Chuck Silverman
$16.95
Cherry Lane Music Company

Poncho Sanchez learned to play
congas the old fashioned way—lis-
tening, watching, emulating and
on-the-job training. His new book,
Poncho Sanchez’ Conga Cookbook,
explains his approach to conga
technique, tuning, rhythms and so-
loing. He begins with basic sounds
but adds his own mini-slap and
muffled bounce/muffled tap strokes
to the basic body of technique. The
chachacha, mambo, 6/8, and meren-
gue time patterns are explained
and demonstrated, and he con-
cludes with some preliminary solo
exercises and two transcribed solos.

A history of the congas, by Dr.
Olavo Rodriguez of Cuba, pictures
of Sanchez with famous congueros,
brief insights and recollections by
Sanchez, and a discography featur-
ing his favorite recordings complete
the text. The CD provides helpful,
clear aural examples of the exer-
cises (as played by Silverman), so-
los and play-along tracks. As an
extra special treat, Sanchez in-
cluded six of his favorite food reci-
pes! This is an excellent
introduction to conga drumming.

—Terry O’Mahoney

El toque de Candombe III–V
Machado/Munoz/Sadi
$17.95
Mel Bay Publications
Candombe is an Afro-Uruguayan
folkloric musical and dance style
that originated with cultural cel-
ebrations of former African slaves
and their descendants. The word

itself refers to the style of music,
the dance associated with it, and
the place where people would con-
gregate to hold these celebrations.
It was closely associated with the
Carnival celebration of Lent but be-
gan to be incorporated into popular
music starting in the 1950s. It
prominently features tambors—
single-headed barrel-shaped drums
of various sizes, which are played
with a bare hand and a stick in the
opposite hand.

This bilingual book (Spanish and
English) provides a historical expla-
nation of the music, pictures and
descriptions of the three different
types of drums used (chico, repique,
piano), clave patterns (madera), en-
semble transcriptions, explanations
of different styles of candombe and
modern drumset adaptations of the
traditional patterns. The style re-
sembles some Afro-Cuban music,
but closer inspection reveals subtle
musical differences. The CD in-
cludes examples of the individual
parts and ensembles.

Good reading skills and hand
drumming experience will make us-
ing this text more enjoyable and
understandable, as there is not a
great deal of explanation regarding
the techniques for producing
sounds with the bare hand. (The
technique is similar to congas or
djembe.) Candombe could very well
experience the type of resurgence
that Cuban music has experienced
over the last few years, so now
might be the time to become famil-
iar with this music before it be-
comes “the next big thing” in
folkloric music.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Manufacture and Repair of TablaIV–V
David R. Courtney
$35.95
David R. Courtney/Sur Sangeet
Services

Manufacture and Repair of Tabla
discusses the history of tabla, the
craftsmen responsible for the cre-
ation of the drums, construction
techniques and materials, tuning,
numerous repair techniques, non-
Indian approaches to repair and
maintenance, acoustic properties of
tabla, and even the health consider-
ations of handling and repairing
tabla. The text is written in an in-
formal, yet detailed style, so it is
easy to read and understand.

The book clearly explains terms
and concepts associated with tabla

that Western-trained musicians
have long been unable to obtain in
a concise volume. Due to the lack of
skilled repairmen for tabla, serious
tabla players and students should
have this well-written and useful
book in their personal libraries.

—Terry O’Mahoney

GENERAL REFERENCE

A Percussionist’s Guide to Music—
Bibliographic Essays

Geary Larrick
$79.95
Edwin Mellen Press
To understand the contents of this
176-page book one must consider
the meaning of “bibliographic es-
says.” A bibliography is a list, often
with descriptive or critical notes, of
writings relating to a particular
subject, period or author. Essay is
an effort or attempt. A
Percussionist’s Guide to Music,
therefore, is an effort to list, often
with descriptive notes, valuable ar-
ticles on the subject of percussion.

Geary Larrick has assembled
pertinent material about percus-
sion, which provides an overview of
percussion in the last century. He
covers such subjects as Articles,
Black History, Cymbal History, Mu-
sic and Business, Percussion in Mu-
sic Education, Who’s Who, and
Percussion Teacher References. Al-
together there are 53 subjects,
which cover a wide range of percus-
sion ideas and subjects. There are
many references to Larrick’s own
experiences and his dealings with
the subject being discussed. There
are also numerous references to
music, books and events at strate-
gic periods in the history of percus-
sion.

—John Beck

KEYBOARD PERCUSSION
SOLOS

Doubles III+
Tom Gauger
$5.00
Southern Music Company
This duet for intermediate
marimbists employs two-mallet
technique in both movements and
utilizes a pair of four-octave marim-
bas. The first movement is some-
what contrapuntal, but flowing.
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Both marimbists have to work at
shaping a musical phrase and mov-
ing fluidly around their instru-
ments. The second movement is
more fast-paced and employs
double stickings, which presents
ensemble precision challenges for
the two players. This duet was first
published in 1979, and it has be-
come a standard in keyboard duo
repertoire for many students.

—Lisa Rogers

From the Edge of the Frame V
Stephen Crawford
$11.50
HoneyRock

This unaccompanied, four-mallet
marimba solo can be performed on
a low-A marimba, and it will prove
to be a profitable experience for the
intermediate-level performer. While
exploring several different melodic
cells, the compositional strength in
this work is its rhythmic drive and
variety. There are no substantial
technical demands except for occa-
sional one-handed rolls and the ne-
cessity of maintaining an internal
pulse from the opening section to
the last measure. This work would
be a valuable asset to the junior- or
senior-level percussion recital.

—Jim Lambert

Mirror Image V
Chris Hanning
$18.00
HoneyRock
“Mirror Image” is a vibraphone solo
with a CD accompaniment. The
package includes a score, solo part
and a CD with both a performance
of the work and the accompani-
ment. “Mirror Image” is full of jazz
overtones. It starts with a short in-
troduction in a rubato style and
then quickly falls into a groove sec-
tion that lasts for most of the com-

position until the Rubato section
returns. There is room for improvi-
sation if the player feels comfort-
able doing it; otherwise, reading the
work as composed fulfills the desire
of the composer. Once the groove
section starts, there must be strict
coordination between vibes and CD.
The beginning and ending lend
themselves to some free interpreta-
tion between the solo and accompa-
niment.

Chris Hanning has done a fine
job of providing an opportunity for
a vibe player to perform a solo that
has musical quality, provides a
challenge, is enjoyable for the lis-
tener and is fun to perform.

—John Beck

With Sunshine In His Face V
Ben Wahlund
$12.95
HoneyRock
“With Sunshine In His Face” is a
reflective and soulful piece for the
advanced solo marimbist. A four-
octave marimba is needed to per-
form the work.

The work is dedicated in
memory of Wahlund’s father-in-law,
David Kesler, and dedicated to
Michael J. Burritt. The work admi-
rably captures the grief one experi-
ences with loss. At times, Wahlund
uses quintal harmony and
pentatonicism to capture the grief
harmonically. Technically, the four-
mallet player must be proficient
with double vertical strokes, single
independent strokes, single alter-
nating strokes and one-handed
rolls. “With Sunshine In His Face”
reflects both the beauty and sad-
ness of life.

—Lisa Rogers

Parody V+
Jessee Monkman
$14.00
Tap Space Publications
“Parody” is an exciting solo written
for a low-A marimba. Performed at
breakneck speed, the four-mallet
composition presents interesting
rhythmic motives and themes. The
form is loosely an A section that is
in four, a B section that changes be-
tween 3/8 and 5/8, a C section that
is a lyrical 4/4, than a brief chorale,
and then a return to the A-section
material. The work is challenging,
employing many types of mallet in-
teractions and rotations. This piece
presents the marimba as a major
solo instrument and should be ac-

cessible to a good college-level stu-
dent. Lasting about five minutes,
this will be a positive addition—
possibly an opener—to recital pro-
grams.

—George Frock

KEYBOARD PERCUSSION
ENSEMBLES

Sight-Reading Duets for Beginning
Mallet Players I–IV

Karen Ervin Pershing
$7.95
Alfred Publishing Co.
This creative collection of 27 duets
is designed to provide experience in
reading from the beginning level.
The duets are in a variety of styles,
keys and time signatures. The final
duet includes contemporary nota-
tion with lines rather than actual
notes. The duets have no tempo in-
dications, so the tempo can be
matched to the experience level of
the student. The duets may be per-
formed by two students or teacher
and student. Pershing is to be con-
gratulated and thanked for this
contribution to percussion, which
should be in every studio.

—George Frock

Adagio and Rondo in C, K. 617 V
W. A. Mozart
Transcribed by G. W. Sandy
Schaefer
$30.00
Really Good Music
Mozart’s “Adagio and Rondo in C” is
a quintet that was written to fea-
ture a curious solo instrument—the
glass harmonica. It was composed
in 1791 for Marianne Kirchgessner,
a blind virtuoso on the instrument,
who was renowned throughout Eu-
rope. Schaefer has transcribed the
original for vibraphone solo (play-
ing the glass harmonica part), and
four marimbas, assigned to the
flute, oboe, viola and cello parts of
the original. (The publication is
also available in versions for solo
vibe and four accompanying instru-
ments other than marimbas, as per
customer’s request.) The use of a
vibraphone to play the glass har-
monica part proves to be a particu-
larly astute idea, owing to the
similarity of range, abilities of both
instruments to produce a sustained
sound, and the four-note chord
playing capabilities of the vibra-
phone.

Although most of the mallet part
is a literal transcription of the
original, Schaefer adapts it by
means of octave tranpositions,
added doublings, reassignment of
notes (from third to fourth ma-
rimba, for example), and “thinning
out” some chords in the glass har-
monica/vibe part to accommodate
four-mallet limitations. Some bass
notes in the cello part are trans-
posed up an octave to suit the
marimba’s range, although one
wonders why some low F’s are
transposed when lower E-flats are
played as written.

Credit Schaeffer with accom-
plishing the rather Herculean task
of transcribing a work of consider-
able length and placing it in the lap
of the percussion world. This is ma-
terial for the advanced college mal-
let group. And, needless to say, the
solo vibraphone part demands noth-
ing less than an accomplished
player with exemplary credentials
as a musician.

—John R. Raush

Fantasia de la Danza V
Jorge Morel
Arranged by Richard LeVan
$18
HoneyRock
Jorge Morel is a noted Argentinean
guitarist and composer. Richard
LeVan has scored one of Morel’s
compositions for two four-octave
marimbas. Each player will need
four mallets to perform the parts,
which are written on a single staff
for each player. The Danza is in 6/8
meter, and keeps the feeling of a
Tarantella throughout much of the
composition. There are contrasting
sections that include changes of
key, or tonal center, and mood. The
work is tonal, but there are many
large leaps or changes of register,
which occur very rapidly. The work
is challenging and should be a good
source for recital programs.

—George Frock

 TIMPANI

Concepts for Timpani
John Beck
$24.95
Carl Fischer
Concepts for Timpani is a 112-page
timpani method that also contains
12 unaccompanied solos. It was
written by a master performer and
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teacher, John Beck of the Eastman
School of Music and former timpa-
nist with the Rochester Philhar-
monic Orchestra. Topics covered in
this superb text include tuning,
warm-ups, exercises on tone pro-
duction and muffling, cross stick-
ing, pedaling, intervallic control,
and an opening section on the his-
tory of the timpani.

There are a number of outstand-
ing pictorial illustrations of the
points being made by Beck, as well
as follow-up etudes on the exercises
being discussed. As the author
states: the book reflects a “natural
approach to the instrument (tim-
pani).” This concept is thoroughly
explored and will result in a “re-
laxed” approach to the timpani
regardless of the player’s level—be-
ginning, intermediate or advanced.

—Jim Lambert

MULTIPLE PERCUSSION

Nomad IV
Tom Gauger
$3.00
Southern Music Company
Tom Gauger has often written
pieces for percussion that are as
relevant for students as they are
accessible to a general audience.
“Nomad,” a “jazz march” for solo
multi-percussionist written a num-
ber of years ago (as the copyright
date of 1979 reveals), also fits this
mold. The performer uses four
toms, suspended cymbal, triangle,
woodblock and tambourine. The
piece begins and ends the same
way—as if a marching percussion
section approaches from afar, works
up to a climax when it arrives at its
closest point (with 16th-note pat-

terns moving rapidly around all of
the four tom-toms), and ultimately
fades into the distance. This well-
written solo gives the advanced
high school or college percussionist
the opportunity to enjoy a perfor-
mance experience not unlike that
found in playing jazz-styled
drumset fills, although in this case
without engaging the feet.

—John R. Raush

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

Carumba II
Murry Houllif
$8.00

Rapcha IV
Murray Houllif
$16.00
Kendor Music
These two pieces by Murry Houllif
make use of the human body to cre-
ate percussive sounds in a way that
will delight both performer and au-
dience.

“Carumba” is the easier of the
two, written for three players. Each
player is assigned two body sounds,
one of which is a handclap. Player
one’s second sound is a “thigh pat,”
player two’s is a “tummy pat” and
player three’s is a “foot tap.” The
piece is quite short but progresses
with a nice balance between sepa-
rate and unison rhythms. The top
two parts tend to be more active,
with player three often providing
the underlying beat. There is much
dynamic contrast throughout.
Middle school students will find
this to be fun and challenging.

“Rapcha” is much more involved,
using four players, each with five
sound possibilities: handclap,
“thigh pat,” “tummy pat,” “foot tap”
and “chh” (whispered vocal sounds).
It begins with sixteenth-note trip-
lets played as thigh pats, accented
with foot taps. A short rhythmic
pattern is played four times with
each player playing a brief solo at
the end. The “body” (pun intended)
of the piece gives the players a real
workout with intricate interlocking
patterns and lots of dynamic con-
trast. Another short repeated sec-
tion gives each player another brief
solo break and the piece comes to a
close with strong unison rhythms.

Both of these works will provide
a humorous interlude in a percus-
sion ensemble concert, but they are

more than just novelty pieces.
There is much to learn here about
dynamics, balance and rhythmic se-
curity. To be effective, they must be
performed with all the musical nu-
ance the composer has put into
them. If this is accomplished, the
listener will be amazed at how
much music can be made by people
hitting themselves. And the per-
formers will be glad to not have any
equipment to pack.

—Tom Morgan

Latin March III
Michael LaRosa
$9.00
Somers Music Publications
Each performer in this percussion
trio manages a small multi-percus-
sion setup drawn from an assort-
ment of instruments that includes
snare drum, bongos, woodblock, two
toms, floor tom, hi-hat and sus-
pended cymbals. The piece conveys
the ambiance of a spirited carnival
march, characterized by repetitive
rhythmic patterns in which mea-
sures are paired in a typical Latin,
“male/female” sequence, and a
rhythmic ostinato on closed hi-hat
by the third percussionist. The
score also provides an optional 16-
bar improvisational opportunity for
all three performers. Junior high
and high school percussionists will
benefit from the discipline required
to fuse the three parts of this per-
cussion trio into an impressive and
entertaining ensemble perfor-
mance.

—John R. Raush

Three Shona Songs III
B. Michael Williams
$22.00
HoneyRock
Three Shona Songs features three
songs from the Shona people of
Zimbabwe arranged for percussion
ensemble. The titles of the songs
are: “Butsu Mutandari” (“Long
Oversize Shoe”), “Chiro Cha Cho”
(“Shona Wedding Song”) and
“Vamudara” (“The old man is wear-
ing tatters”). Each song includes
the following parts to be performed
on marimbas, preferably shared to
experience the similar Shona tradi-
tion: Lead soprano, 1st soprano,
2nd soprano, 1st tenor, 2nd tenor,
baritone, bass. Also, there is a per-
cussion part on each song for hosho
(maracas or shekere); however, Wil-
liams says that other percussion in-
struments, such as congas, could be

added. Therefore, the instrumenta-
tion of these works can be varied by
doubling parts, but the core number
of players for each song is usually
eight.

The songs are cyclic and allow
for much improvisation by the per-
formers. Also, they should be
memorized for better visual effect
as well as allowing the performers
to really listen and create. Williams
has provided excellent performance
notes. I highly recommend that you
program these songs on your next
program.

—Lisa Rogers

The Endowed Chair IV–V
Frank Mantooth
$25.00
Kendor Music, Inc.

Anyone familiar with the jazz en-
semble music of Frank Mantooth
will be excited to know of this com-
position for drumset and percus-
sion, which was recently
commissioned by the Washburn
University Percussion Ensemble.
Scored for a 12-member ensemble
plus drumset soloist, the required
instruments include three marim-
bas, two vibes, chimes, glocken-
spiel, crotales, quads (four
tom-toms), suspended cymbal, tim-
bales, snare drum, timpani (two
drums), guitar and bass. The ma-
rimba parts can be performed on
two low-A instruments and all the
keyboard parts require two-mallet
technique.

The piece begins with a solo
funk groove from the drumset that
leads into block chords on the key-
board instruments. The opening
theme is a chromatic, unison line
played by two marimbas, vibes and
guitar. This material alternates
with more sections of block chords
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and builds to a climactic open
drumset solo. The drumset then
sets up an Afro-Cuban 12/8 feel and
begins an exchange with tom-toms,
timbales and snare drum. This sec-
tion ends with a solo for the tom-
toms. A half-time 12/8 funk section
features the mallets and guitar, and
after a restatement of the original
theme the piece ends with a two-
measure 12/8 half-time figure.

Everyone in the ensemble will
enjoy playing this exciting piece.
The focus is on groove and interest-
ing melodic and harmonic material.

—Tom Morgan

MIXED INSTRUMENTATION

Jitterbug/Ballad V
Chris Roze
$25.00
HoneyRock
Second-place winner of the 2001
Percussive Arts Society Composi-
tion Contest, “Jitterbug/Ballad” is a
ca. ten-minute, single-movement
duet for alto and soprano saxo-

phone (one player) and low-A ma-
rimba. Roze has made an interest-
ing and vital new contribution to
the literature for saxophone and
marimba duet that can stand with
the best compositions that cur-
rently grace that unique repertoire.
Roze’s piece is inspired throughout
by the rich musical language of
jazz, from the swing-styled “Jitter-
bug” to the “Ballad,” in which an
improvised-like sax melody is spun
over a lush, rolled marimba accom-
paniment. The work comes to a
simple, meditative close on a conso-
nant D-major chord.

HoneyRock has done an exem-
plary job of packaging this publica-
tion, providing a full score,
immaculately printed parts for both
players that even include instruc-
tions for ordering the pagination to
expedite page turns, and an en-
closed CD that provides a synthe-
sized rendition of the work. This
piece will certainly become a must
addition to every advanced college
marimbist’s repertoire list.

—John R. Raush

MARCHING PERCUSSION
VIDEO

The Outdoor Gig, Vol. 1
Scott Johnson
$29.95
DEG Music Products
Here is a marching percussion
video that will appeal to both the
novice and the seasoned drum corps
enthusiast. The Outdoor Gig com-
bines clear instruction in basic
warm-up techniques with exciting
clips of the Blue Devils drumline in
action.

Starting with the most basic
technical exercise, “Eight on a
Hand,” Scott Johnson reveals how
control of dynamics, tempo and in-
terpretation is developed. But
rather than being just a dry demon-
stration of exercises, the video
moves quickly from practice to per-
formance to interview footage of
Johnson himself. The result is an
engaging show that makes a solid
connection between the sweat of
preparation and the joy of reaching
the final goal. The clips of Blue

Devils performances and rehearsals
are inspiring, and the interviews
with Johnson reveal a man who
strives for perfection, has a heart
for people and is continually excited
about what he does.

This is a video from which one
can draw both practical drum corps
know-how as well as that indefin-
able inspiration that is essential for
success in this competitive field. I
can’t wait to see volume 2!

—Tom Morgan

DRUMSET

Afro-Caribbean Drum Grooves III–V
Chuck Silverman
$14.95
Cherry Lane Music
Drummer Chuck Silverman has
compiled his many magazine ar-
ticles about Afro-Cuban and Carib-
bean rhythms and music into one
collection. This 28-lesson book pre-
sents basic rhythms and variations
for cascara, mozambique, songo,
chachacha, 6/8, samba, bossa nova,
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the importance of the clave pattern
and some variations, solo motifs,
ideas for transitions between differ-
ent musical sections of a song, and
an interview with Cuban percus-
sion master Jose Luis “Changuito”
Quintana.

The most important and inter-
esting aspect of the book is how
Silverman expands and embellishes
the basic grooves so that they be-
come useful in many different mu-
sical situations. It is not enough to
know only the “stock” rhythmic pat-
tern of a particular style of music,
and this book frees the drummer
from having only one pattern to
play in any of the aforementioned
styles. This is a valuable and cre-
ative book that serious students of
Afro-Cuban and Caribbean styles
should use.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Bass Drum Essentials For The
Drumset

Dave Black and Brian Fuller
$7.95
Alfred Music Publishing Co.
All you need to use most of this
book is a bass drum and a hi-hat.
This book deals with the two most
neglected parts of the drummer’s
technique—the feet. It thoroughly
covers strengthening exercises,
groove patterns, bass drum and
snare drum independence, drum
fills in context and musical styles.
Each of the four chapters includes a
play-along. The accompanying CD
has 67 tracks and demonstrates the
proper way to play many of the ex-
ercises and provides accompani-
ment for the play-alongs, which
each have two tracks—one with
drums and one without.

Bass Drum Essentials For the
Drumset provides players with ex-

ercises that will improve their skill
with their feet. The CD provides an
opportunity to hear the exercises.
The combination of the written ma-
terial and the CD offers an excel-
lent package to drumset players
wishing to improve their feet.

—John Beck

The Best of Metallica III–IV
Transcription
$24.95
Hal Leonard Corporation
Fully transcribed scores of rock
groups’ songs are becoming more
and more available. Heavy metal
icon Metallica now has a “greatest
hits” collection that includes “Bat-
tery,” “Blackened,” “Enter Sand-
man,” “Fight Fire With Fire,” “For
Whom The Bell Tolls,” “Fuel,” “Mas-
ter of Puppets,” “One,” “Until It
Sleeps” and “Whiplash.” Metallica
primarily writes songs in 4/4 time
but occasionally ventures into odd
meters (5/4) and a few simple time-
signature changes. Drummer Lars
Ulrich often uses sextuplet figures
(notably on bass drum), so strong
reading skills and experience with
those subdivisions is required to
perform works from the book.

—Terry O’Mahoney

The Best of Megadeath III–IV
Transcription
$24.95
Cherry Lane Music
Heavy metal rock group Megadeath
has had a string of hits starting in
the mid-1980s and this transcrip-
tion collection features ten of their
tunes: “Crush—Em,” “Hangar 18,”
“Holy Wars/The Punishment Due,”
“In My Darkest Hour,” “Mary
Jane,” “Peace Sells,” “Skin O’ My
Teeth,” “Trust,” “Use The Man,”
“Wake Up Dead.” The book includes
the vocal parts, guitar lines (in both
tablature and standard notation),
bass and drum parts (as played by
Nick Menza) for all the songs. The
drum parts require double bass
ability, familiarity with 4/4 and
12/8 meter, good reading skills, and
a strong sense of time.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Billy Joel Collection III–IV
Transcription
$24.95
Hal Leonard Corporation
Drummer Liberty DeVitto has had
a gig with pop star Billy Joel for
over a quarter century and his
transcribed drum parts, along with

guitar, keyboard, bass and vocal
parts can be found in this 12-song
collection. The song list includes
some of Joel’s biggest hits: “All
About Soul,” “Allentown,” “Hon-
esty,” “Just The Way You Are,” “A
Matter of Trust,” “My Life,” “Pres-
sure,” “The Stranger,” “Tell Her
About It,” “Uptown Girl,” “We
Didn’t Start The Fire” and “You
May Be Right.”

—Terry O’Mahoney

Blues Drumming III–IV
Ed Roscetti
$14.95
Hal Leonard Corporation
Ed Roscetti, a teacher at the Musi-
cians Institute in Los Angeles, has
put together a workbook/play-along
package to help readers understand
and master the blues. He discusses
the 12-bar blues form, includes
triplet accent exercises, advanced
fill ideas (septuplets, right-hand
lead/mixed stickings), alternative
blues timekeeping patterns, ghost
notes, straight eighth-note blues
grooves, half-time shuffle patterns,
6/8 blues feels, and eight play-along
charts. The exercises and fill ideas
are very useful. Roscetti provides
blank worksheet space for readers
to create their own ideas based on
his concepts. If you can’t play the
blues after using this book, you
should be blue.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Blues Set III–IV
Transcription
$19.95
Hal Leonard Corporation
This 12-song transcription booklet/
CD package is designed to acquaint
the aspiring musician with the
blues form and popular repertoire.
Transcribed lyrics, chord progres-
sions, sample keyboard voicings,
backing vocals, introductions and
endings, play-along tracks, and ad-
vice about how to stylistically ap-
proach each song are provided. The
CD provides a live performance of
the song list, which includes such
blues and blues-rock classics as
“Born Under A Bad Sign,” “Killing
Floor,” “Rock Me Baby,” “Mojo
Working,” “Crosscut Saw,”
“Caledonia,” “Stormy Monday,”
“Wang Dang Doodle,” “I’m Torn
Down,” “Thrill is Gone” and “Boom
Boom.” The songs feature 4/4, 12/8,
half-time, and 6/8 feels, drum fills,
and sticking exercises. This would
greatly benefit studio teachers who

want their drummers to play along
to some blues tracks or as reper-
toire for student ensembles.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Echange
Jean-Luc Dayan
$8.50
Editions Combre Paris
Theodore Presser Co.
“Echange” is a written solo for a
five-piece drumset with the addi-
tion of “Pied Charleston” (acme si-
ren) and “Baguette sur Charleston”
(splash cymbal hit with stick). A
key indicates what would be fairly
typical drumset nomenclature, al-
though there are places where the
notation does not relate to the key.
For example, the key does not indi-
cate what open and filled-in circles
above some of the notes mean.

The solo begins in 12/8 with uni-
son triplet patterns on the toms,
and moves to a longer section in-
volving unison snare drum and
cymbal rhythms over a repetitive
pattern in the feet. The section
abruptly changes meter to 4/4, with
the rhythms now becoming more
rock oriented with lots of sixteenth
notes. The piece concludes with a
short recap in 12/8.

This solo would make a good
contest piece for a high school stu-
dent. While some of the markings
are unclear, anyone with any expe-
rience playing drumset should be
able to figure out what the com-
poser intended.

—Tom Morgan

Jungle/Drum ’n’ Bass II–VI
Johnny Rabb
$24.95
Warner Bros. Publications
The drum machine was invented to
simulate the sound of a real drum-
mer. Now real drummers are at-
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tempting to sound like drum ma-
chines. Johnny Rabb has come up
with a great book that teaches
sound technical skills in the context
of “Jungle” or “Drum ’n’ Bass”
grooves.

Rabb defines Jungle/Drum ’n’
Bass as a “high-energy, fast-paced
new trend of music that is popping
up everywhere…drumset or elec-
tronic drums with sub bass and low
tones underneath, generally rang-
ing from 140 to 180 beats per
minute. Most pieces of music are
accompanied by strong synthesizer
or string lines as melodies.” While
he has grouped Jungle and Drum
’n’ Bass together in the book, Rabb
states there is a difference between
the two styles. Jungle tends to be
“more random and syncopated us-
ing sixteenth notes within the
groove,” whereas Drum ’n’ Bass em-
ploys simpler grooves and is usu-
ally slightly slower. This music
tends to be rather mechanical and
is very appealing to youths brought
up on pop music and television
commercials.

Even though this book is built
around a current musical fad, it is
very well sequenced and would be a
good tool for general drumset in-
struction. It begins with simple
two-limb exercises and progresses
gradually to more complex combi-
nations. The two accompanying
CDs provide tuning information
(very important for achieving the
correct sound) and contain play-
along tracks and groove examples.
As the book progresses, more ad-
vanced topics are covered including
Linear Jungle Grooves, Hi-Hat Ex-
ercises, Multiple Snare Jungle
Grooves, Ostinato Grooves and
Double-Bass Jungle Grooves. A
short chapter on basic electronics
discusses the use of drum machines
and “hybrid drumsets”—the com-
bining of acoustic and electronic
drums into one setup. Also included
on the CDs are selections from
Rabb’s solo album Acoustic Ma-
chine.

This book is very contemporary
and pedagogically sound. Students
who are consumed with drum ma-
chines and electronic sounds will
find this book inspirational. In the
process of learning these popular
grooves they will also gain a strong
technical foundation on the
drumset that will be applicable to
any style.

—Tom Morgan

Transitions III–VI
Russ Miller
$19.95
Warner Bros. Publications
Independence is a key element in
one’s ability to perform effectively
on drumset. With Transitions, Russ
Miller has contributed a unique
and effective approach to this vital
area of study. In the foreword,
Miller says that Transitions is a
prequel to his earlier publication,
The Drum Set Crash Course. While
its size (144 pages) may seem in-
timidating, it is arranged in very
reasonable, “bite-size” chunks, and
the serious student will have no
problem moving systematically
through the exercises.

The book is divided into four
chapters. Chapter One, which fo-
cuses on two-limb linear indepen-
dence, provides the foundation for
the rest of the book. Exercises in-
volve combinations of snare drum
and bass drum notes that gradually
become more complex. This concept
is applied to eighth notes, eighth-
note triplets and sixteenth notes. A
companion play-along CD provides
a musical context within which to
practice each exercise. Chapter Two
uses the same exercises while add-
ing ride patterns. Chapter Three
retains the ride patterns and adds
separate patterns for the snare
drum and bass drum. The student
selects a ride pattern, a bass drum
or snare drum pattern, and plays
the exercises with a third limb. The
same progression of eighths,
eighth-note triples and sixteenths
is followed. Chapter Four, “Four
Limb Independence,” adds a set of
ostinato patterns for the left foot.
The student chooses ostinato pat-
terns for three limbs and performs
the exercises with the fourth limb.
CD play-along tracks are provided
for every exercise. Each section
within each chapter concludes with
a longer play-along composition, al-
lowing students to apply what they
have learned.

This is a very open-ended book
and students will find almost end-
less possibilities by combining the
exercises in various ways. Like the
systems devised by Gary Chester,
Gary Chaffee and others, this book
is for serious students. Any student
willing to put in the time will de-
rive great benefit from Transitions.

—Tom Morgan

VIDEO/DVD

Classic Drum Solos and Drum Battles
Various drummers
$29.95
Hudson Music
This collection features video clips
of drum solos by Sonny Payne,
Rufus Jones, Buddy Rich, Sam
Woodyard, Louie Bellson, Art
Blakey, Elvin Jones, Sunny Murray
and Joe Morello, and several fa-
mous “drum battles” between Gene
Krupa and Cozy Cole, Buddy Rich
and Ed Shaughnessy, and a comedic
duel between Buddy Rich and co-
median Jerry Lewis. It also in-
cludes the theatrical trailer for The
Gene Krupa Story.

This 60-minute collection was
previously released on video, but
the DVD version also has an op-
tional voice-over commentary by
Peter Erskine, whose witty and in-
formative narrative helps to put
each soloist into a historical context
and provides insight into his ap-
proach and style. The index feature
allows viewers to immediately skip
to the soloist of their choice. In-
quisitive drummers (with a DVD
player) will enjoy this historical col-
lection.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Ensemble Techniques and
Musicianship for Percussionists
Vol. 1 III–VI

John R. Beck
$15.95
HoneyRock
John R. Beck has taken a unique
approach to providing a simulated
orchestral experience for the sec-
tion percussionist. The booklet pro-
vides excerpts of well-known band
literature for snare drum, bass
drum, crash cymbals, suspended
cymbal, tambourine, triangle and
maracas, which the reader then
performs while watching a video of
a conductor. The reader also uses a
play-along CD (which is provided)
that contains prerecorded wind
parts that accompany each excerpt.

The combination of simulta-
neously watching the conductor on
video, listening to the wind parts on
CD, and playing the percussion
parts create about as real an expe-
rience as one might hope to create
without an entire ensemble
present. The excerpts include
“Stars and Stripes Forever,” “Hands
Across the Sea,” “Semper Fidelis,”

“First Suite in E-flat,” “Chesford
Portrait,” “English Folk Song Suite”
and others. This collection is a
valuable resource for the study of
standard intermediate band litera-
ture.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Getting Started on Drums I–II
Tommy Igoe
$29.95
Hudson Music
Tommy Igoe starts at the very be-
ginning on this two-hour instruc-
tional DVD and covers all of the
basic information and advice that
the novice drumset player will need
to get started properly. Igoe demon-
strates how to set up the drumset,
how to adjust the set to the indi-
vidual player, stick grips, three
easy grooves that just about anyone
can play instantly, three play-along
tracks, and a tune with Igoe behind
the drums. His delivery is relaxed,
educational and generally fun to
watch. The DVD format is very
user-friendly in that the viewer can
skip ahead to new sections of the
disc. Novice drummers would be
lucky to have Igoe provide their in-
troduction to how the drumset
works.

—Terry O’Mahoney

The Lost West Side Story Tapes
Buddy Rich
$39.95
Hudson Music
In 1985, Buddy Rich and his big
band recorded two sets of music be-
fore a live audience. One hour-long
set of music was released on video
as The Channel One Suite, but the
other set, which contained Rich’s
famous medley from the musical
West Side Story, was shelved. A fire
at the storage facility was thought
to have destroyed the original mas-
ter tapes. Fortunately, the tapes
had been rescued, and were re-
cently restored and transferred to
DVD format for this collection.

The set list includes such tunes
as “Mexicali Nose,” “Willowcrest,”
“Cottontail,” “New Blues,” “Tee
Bag,” “Round Midnight,” “The Red
Snapper” and “West Side Story.”
The camera work during Rich’s so-
los provides an excellent vantage
point from which to see his amazing
technique. This 110-minute video
also includes a radio interview with
Rich, rare video footage and photos,
comments by Rich’s wife, Marie, a
video clip of Rich’s grandson Nick
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playing the drums and comments
by Dave Weckl.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Takin’ Care of Business
Billy Ashbaugh
$39.95
Warner Bros. Publications
Part of the “Inspiring Drummers
Series,” Takin’ Care of Business,
featuring ’NSYNC drummer Billy
Ashbaugh is a virtual cornucopia of
good advice, practice ideas, wonder-
ful music and great drumming. In-
cluded with the video is a CD with
20 selections for listening and play
along.

This 102-minute video has some-
thing for everyone. It is a fast-mov-
ing mixture of interviews, clinics,
question-and-answer sessions and
examples of Ashbaugh’s great
drumming. Sprinkled throughout
are quotes from various drummers
and other musicians that help drive
home the point that becoming a
good drummer does not just happen
without sacrifice and hard work.

Young drummers in search of
someone to emulate could not find a
better example than Ashbaugh. His

commitment to excellence and his
personal integrity shine through in
this video. This is an artist the
popular music field can be proud
of—both musically and as a person.
Spending time viewing this video
will help anyone learn what it re-
ally means to “take care of busi-
ness.”

—Tom Morgan

 PERCUSSION RECORDINGS

Body Tjak/The Celebration
Body Tjak
Crosspulse Records and Videos
This CD features music from the
1999 stage production of Body
Tjak/The Celebration performed by
a 12-member international en-
semble—six from North and South
America known as the Crosspulse
Percussion Ensemble, and six from
the Indonesian islands of Bali, West
Java and Sumatra. The stage show
blends the music and dance of sev-
eral cultures. The recording fea-
tures the music from the stage

show and utilizes such percussion
instruments as the human body,
hand drums including congas and
djembes, bells, claves, gongs,
shekeres, bamboo stamping tubes,
taiko drums, berimbau, and boom
whackers. Body Tjak/The Celebra-
tion is a wonderful celebration of
different cultures.

—Lisa Rogers

Concordia Percussion Ensemble
David Eyler, Conductor
Concordia Recordings
This CD of percussion ensemble
works includes original works, ar-
rangements of standard pop or jazz
pieces, and arrangements of orches-
tra pieces. A sample of the titles in-
clude the Strauss “Theme from
2001,” de Falla “Fire Dance” and
“Carmina Burana.” Pop literature
includes “Over the Rainbow,” “West
Side Story” and “April in Paris.” Of
particular interest is the “Concerto
for Alto Saxophone and Percussion
Orchestra,” which was written and
performed by Russell Peterson. The
colors in the work are creative, and
the wide range of styles present the
percussion and saxophone in an ex-
citing fashion. The performances
are of excellent quality and the col-
lection will provide good listening.

—George Frock

The Contemporary Percussionist
Michael Udow/Christopher Watts
Equilibrium, Ltd.
The Contemporary Percussionist CD
features the 20 multiple percussion
solos by Michael Udow and Christo-
pher Watts bearing the same name.
The collection is based on Watts’ art
work, which incorporates number-
ing grids, sequences and color. Con-
ceptually, the melding of Udow’s
music with Watts’ art brings time,
space, pulse and rhythm to the fore-
front in these solos.

The solos were admirably re-
corded with great style and flair by
Udow’s former percussion students.
Udow’s liner-notes comments about
each solo and soloist are quite re-
vealing from a compositional as
well as performance perspective.
The instrumentation is very acces-
sible for each solo with allowances
for individual creativity as well.
Udow allowed the performers to ex-
plore colors and timbres in order to
present each solo in a new light
with each performance.

The Contemporary Percussionist
gives teachers and performers a

wonderful resource for study and
reflection.

—Lisa Rogers

Double Take
Sheryl Linch and Don N. Parker
PL Productions
There are a limited number of com-
positions for trumpet and percus-
sion, but Sheryl Linch and Don N.
Parker have come up with some of
the best for Double Take. Selections
include “Interplay for Trumpet and
Percussion” by Murray Houllif
(multiple percussion), “Four Pieces
for Trumpet and Marimba” by
Erwin Chandler (marimba), “So-
nata No. 2 for Trumpet and Percus-
sion” by Anthony Cirone (multiple
percussion and vibes), “Suite for
Trumpet and Marimba” by Alec
Wilder (marimba) and “Incantation
for Trumpet and Percussion” by
Howard J. Buss (multiple percus-
sion). The compositions span 1960–
90.

Parker performs with a flare
that makes percussion sound its
best. He is equally at home with
multiple percussion and mallet per-
cussion. Linch is an accomplished
trumpet player whose impeccable
articulation and lyrical playing pro-
vide a fine contrast to rhythmic
percussion and mallet sounds.

—John Beck

 Jing Chi
Colaiuta/Ford/Haslip
Tone Center/Shrapnel Records
Session masters Vinnie Colaiuta
(drums), Robben Ford (bass) and
Jimmy Haslip (bass) have collabo-
rated on a new CD on which the
players are experimenting and
stretching their chops in a musi-
cally interactive and creative envi-
ronment. The ten original
compositions draw inspiration from
a wide spectrum of music—power
trios such as Cream and the Tony
Williams Lifetime, blues, psyche-
delic rock, funk and jazz-rock fu-
sion.

Ford’s expressive and often dis-
torted guitar sound gives this re-
cording a raw edge. Haslip glues
the package together with his rock-
solid bass playing. Colaiuta’s strong
sense of groove and fat backbeat is
integral to each track but he doesn’t
forget to add a few of his trademark
musical “twists” (e.g., rhythmic dis-
placement, metric superimposition).
Colaiuta simultaneously interacts
with Ford while creating his own
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melodic counterlines. There are
plenty of interesting grooves and
drum licks to keep the drum fan in-
terested in this recording for quite
a while.

—Terry O’Mahoney

A Little Prayer
Orlando Cotto, marimba
Orlando Cotto

Cotto opens this recording with his
own arrangements of music bor-
rowed from two sources that have
often been raided by marimbists—
the repertories for the classical gui-
tar and solo violin. In fact, the first
ten tracks of this CD (approxi-
mately half of its playing time) are
devoted to the 19th-century guitar-
ist Mauro Giuliani’s “Variations on
a Theme of Handel, Op. 107” and J.
S. Bach’s “Sonata No. 2 in A Minor”
for violin. The former will be imme-
diately familiar to many listeners,
who will recognize the well-known
“Harmonious Blacksmith” theme.
The most striking features of
Cotto’s adaptation of the Bach are
his transposition of the work to B
minor and his predilection for the
marimba’s lush, lower register,
which results in his setting of the
original a seventh below written
pitch.

The remainder of the disc is de-
voted to pieces that will be of inter-
est to all student marimbists: Paul
Smadbeck’s “Rhythm Song,” “A
Little Prayer” by Evelyn Glennie
and Keiko Abe’s “Michi for Solo Ma-
rimba.” Two Cotto originals com-
plete the list—the composer’s
“Hands on Wood” and his
“Despedida ‘Farewell’.”

The first half of the CD estab-
lishes Cotto’s credibility as an ac-
complished marimbist and
interpretative musician. In the re-
maining portion, he “lets his hair
down” and the listener is the ben-
eficiary. He puts his hand drum-
ming abilities to work in “Rhythm
Song,” adding a tastefully conceived

Latin-derived drum accompaniment
with tumbadoras and batajones. In
“Hands on Wood” he turns the ma-
rimba into a “drum” and plays the
piece entirely with his hands. The
pieces by Abe and Glennie offer con-
trasting musical opportunities that
Cotto effectively exploits. The disc
closes with an homage of sorts to
the composer’s roots in “Despedida
‘Farewell’,” which conjures up
scenes of the Puerto Rican
rainforest. Cotto’s interpretation of
the interesting musical program
found on the CD should be particu-
larly interesting and relevant to all
serious college marimbists.

—John R. Raush

Lullaby
Nexus with Leigh Howard Stevens
Nexus Records
Lullaby is the 12th recording fea-
turing the percussive talents of
Nexus (William Cahn, Russell
Hartenberger, Bob Becker, John
Wyre and Robin Engelman), who
are joined here by marimba vir-
tuoso Leigh Howard Stevens. The
first track, “Lullaby for Esmé,”
written by Engelman and featuring
Becker on steel pans, showcases the
beauty and sometimes mellow qual-
ity that steel drums can possess.
“Nocturnal” by Jo Kondo provides
Nexus with the task of exploring
the ambiguity of borders through
instrumentation and rhythmical
contexts that bring the listener a
sense of continuity and seamless
sound.

“Rosewood Dreaming: A Con-
certo for Marimba,” written by
Cahn and featuring Stevens on ma-
rimba, combines the mellow quality
of sound from the rosewood bars
with overlapping melodic state-
ments that carry the listener into a
state of dreaming or trance.
Stevens’ performance is absolutely
mesmerizing. On Lullaby, Nexus
and Leigh Howard Stevens reach
the artistic pinnacle we all strive
for in performance.

—Lisa Rogers

The Manne We Love: Gershwin
Revisited

Steve Houghton Quintet/UNT Two
O’Clock Lab Band
Troppe Note/Cambria Records
The great jazz drummer Shelly
Manne released a George Gershwin
tribute record in 1965 titled
Manne—That’s Gershwin! It fea-
tured Manne’s quintet and big

band, with excellent arrangements
by John Williams. Drummer Steve
Houghton, a long-time Manne ad-
mirer, recently located the original
arrangements and wanted to put
together a “reissue” as a tribute to
Manne. He set up a recording ses-
sion with his quintet and the Uni-
versity of North Texas Two O’Clock
Lab Band for the purpose of re-re-
cording the entire album. Thus, The
Manne We Love: Gershwin Revisited
was born. (As a result of this
project, a Shelly Manne scholarship
was established at the University of
North Texas.)

Houghton’s UNT-alumni quintet,
with Dan Higgins (alto sax), Clay
Jenkins (trumpet), Stefan Karlsson
(piano) and Lou Fischer (bass) re-
ally brings the music to life. The
UNT Two O’Clock Lab Band, under
the direction of Jim Riggs, provides
the orchestral colors required of
these subtle arrangements. The ar-
rangements sound as fresh today as
the day they were recorded, while
the solos lend a modern sound and
feel.

The melodically lush “Concerto
in F” serves as both the overture
and finale of the original recording.
“By Strauss” is an uptempo jazz
waltz that sounds like it could have
been on the Miles Davis’ Birth of
the Cool sessions. Clay Jenkins
soars through “My Man’s Gone
Now”, a ballad that eventually de-
velops into a medium swinger,
while “Mine” starts as a playful, al-
most Dixieland-style song that
blooms into a medium-tempo swing
number. “Love Is Here To Stay” is a
cool quintet arrangement with nice
counter-melody horn lines. The
classic “Summertime” begins in a
dark, mysterious mood (provided by
the woodwinds) and Higgins soulful
solo work that evolves into a fast
waltz. “Real American Folk Song”
receives a ragtime treatment, while
“How Long Has This Been Going
On?” is in the style of 1940s bebop.
The trio version of “The Man I
Love” opens some solo space for the
rhythm section, while “Prelude No.
2” provides a canvas for the many
colors of the big band. The result
sounds like a film noir soundtrack.

Houghton expanded the original
recording with four quintet ar-
rangements of Gershwin tunes.
“Soon” is reminiscent of Chick
Corea’s early work. The samba ver-
sion of “Love Walked In” is a nice
change-of-pace, while the half-time

shuffle “Plenty O’Nuttin’” and the
soul-jazz groove under “Lady be
Good” make a great coda to this re-
cording.

Houghton sounds great on every
cut—just the right mix of chops and
support. He avoids the trap of solo-
ing on every track, but his playing
is an integral part of every tune.
“Remakes” of great recordings often
fall flat, but The Manne We Love is
a beautiful tribute to Shelly Manne,
John Williams and the jazz spirit of
Gershwin’s music.

—Terry O’Mahoney

The Music of Elliott Carter—Vol. IV
Elliott Carter
Bridge Records
This CD contains four works by
noted composer Elliott Carter. Only
two of the compositions utilize per-
cussion, so this review will only dis-
cuss those works.

“Luinen” (1997) is a chamber
piece for trumpet, trombone, man-
dolin, guitar and vibraphone. The
piece is typical of the Carter style,
with major contrasts of dynamics,
line and rhythmic complexity.
Daniel Druckman’s performance on
vibraphone is precise, with exciting
expression and dexterity.

The CD also includes Carter’s
great timpani series, “Eight Pieces
for Four Timpani” (1950/1966).
Druckman demonstrates his art-
istry and musicianship throughout
all eight of these historic pieces.
The tone quality, attacks and ex-
pression are truly of the highest
level.

Having taught at the University
of Texas for 34 years, I have re-
ceived countless audition tapes fea-
turing these pieces. Sad to say,
many of the tapes submitted in-
clude mistakes in the rhythmic
modulations. Druckman’s perfor-
mances are accurate and should be
required listening for anyone pre-
paring these pieces for perfor-
mance.

—George Frock

My Foolish Heart
Geoffrey Haydon and Don N.
Parker
PL Productions
My Foolish Heart is a collaboration
between pianist Geoffrey Haydon
and vibraphonist Don N. Parker.
The tunes performed are: “Cheese
Cake” by Dexter Gordon, “You Don’t
Know What Love Is” by Raye/
DePaul, “There Will Never Be An-
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other You” by Warren/Gordon, “In-
fant Eyes” by Wayne Shorter,
“Nica’s Dream” by Horace Silver,
“Beautiful Love” by Young/King/
VanAlstyne/Gillespie, “My Foolish
Heart” by Ned Washington and Vic-
tor Young, “Nardis” by Miles Davis,
“Poinciana” by Buddy Bernier and
Nat Simon, “Deuces Wild” by Sonny
Stitt and “Sea Journey” by Chick
Corea.

There certainly is a wide range
of styles present in this CD: swing,
Latin, ballads and bebop. Regard-
less of the style, Haydon and
Parker feel right at home in their
performing. The combination of pi-
ano and vibes usually needs a bass
and drums to make it sound good.
But one never misses bass and
drums on this CD because of the
solid left hand of Hayden laying
down the bass line and the groove
generated by both performers. Each
musician is a fine ensemble player
as well as an improviser; therefore,
the CD swings on its own energy.

—John Beck

Over the Moon
Equilibrium
Equilibrium, Ltd.

Over the Moon features the compo-
sitional and performance skills of
Michael Udow. The selections are
“Over the Moon” for multiple per-
cussion, “Tennei-Ji” for marimba
and voice, “Stepping on Stars” for
multiple percussion and MIDI, and
“Zig-Zag” for percussion duo, all of
which were composed by Udow. The
performers are Michael Udow and
Nancy Udow as the duo Equilib-
rium, Udow as marimba and vocal
soloist, and David Tolen and Daniel
DeSena, two of Udow’s students, as
the percussion duo on “Zig-Zag.”
The selections feature a variety of
instruments from marimba to
Uichio-daiko (Japanese frame
drum), sounds from a MalletKat,
Chinese cloud gongs, Swiss
almglocken and frying pans.

Michael Udow never disappoints
the listener through his composi-
tions or his performances. The
seamless fluidity with which the
variety of instrumental sounds and
timbres are employed always make
sense and are of the highest cre-
ative vein.

—Lisa Rogers

Rhythm Dust
William “Penner” MacKay
Penner MacKay
“Just wild and wack drumming.”
Perhaps that colorful description of
composer/performer MacKay’s con-
tribution as a percussionist best
sums up the contents of this disc.
No profound musical message being
delivered here—just an uninhibited
romp through ten original selec-
tions (“Rhythm Dust,” “Swing
Tree,” “No. 9,” “Hitchin a Ride,”
“Dragon Rider,” “Outside Alright,”
“African Train,” “Thunderfunk,”
“N.Y.C.” and “Life in the Kaoss
Kage”) featuring the free-wheeling
imagination of “Penner” MacKay as
he enlists the help of a number of
percussion instruments, including
huge barrel drums designed and
built by MacKay and Rod Hillier
that produce a visceral emotional
reaction much like that experienced
in Japanese drumming. In fact, the
timbre of these large membrano-
phones seem to have a special ap-
peal for MacKay, who utilizes drum
ostinatos in all ten selections.

The album, dedicated “to drum-
ming fools everywhere” was obvi-
ously something of a catharsis for
the soloist to make, and hopefully,
it will serve as one for the listener,
as well.

—John R. Raush

Ritual Protocol
Makoto Nakura
Helicon Records
Marimbist Makoto Nakura’s perfor-
mance on this CD is astounding—a
mixture of warmth and sensitivity
with barbarism. Technically, the lis-
tener can hear that Nakura is very
skilled with four-mallet technique.
Works featured on the disc are
“Canyon” by Kevin Puts,
“Paraphraseology” for marimba and
violin by Kenji Bunch, “Transience”
by Jason Eckardt, “Reflections of
the Inland Sea” for marimba and
flute by Tsuneya Tanabe, and
“Ritual Protocol” for marimba and
piano. Featured instrumentalists
on these selections with Nakura are

Stefan Milenkovich on violin, David
Fedele on flute and Kevin Puts on
piano. This recording is highly rec-
ommended not only because it fea-
tures five new works for the
marimba but also for the stylings of
Makoto Nakura.

—Lisa Rogers

The Rhythm Speaks
KoSA
KoSA Communications International
The KoSA International Percussion
Workshop and Festival is an annual
week-long percussion workshop fea-
turing some of the world’s greatest
percussionists and drummers. This
live recording captures some of the
faculty performances at past festi-
vals, including Repercussion per-
forming “Chaka,” a blistering
21-minute Afro-Cuban duet be-
tween Horacio “El Negro”
Hernandez and Giovanni Hidalgo
(“Overdrive”) and “Five for KoSA,”
a drumset solo in five by Steve
Smith. Glen Velez performs a spell-
binding six-minute bendir solo
titled “Golden Space”; Gordon
Gottlieb does a multiple percussion/
vocal/hand drum improvisation
piece he calls “Be KoSA of You”; Lou
Robinson performs a didjerido solo;
Umayalpuram K. Sivaraman per-
forms an 11-minute mrdangam
solo; Johnny Rabb, Aldo Mazza, and
Mario De Ciutiis perform a techno
drumset/percussion/guitar piece en-
titled “KoSA Trapeze”; Frank
Bellucci’s short, chop-filled solo
drumset work goes by the title
“From the Heart”; and Mario De
Ciutiis uses the KAT electronic con-
troller to create an Andean-music
inspired work he calls “Sunset Mo-
ments.”

The performances reflect differ-
ent facets of modern percussion
playing. If this CD is an indication
of the quality of concerts that take
place at the KoSA Percussion Work-
shops, some readers might want to
sign up.

—Terry O’Mahoney

Song of Niira
Kakraba Lobi, Valerie Dee Naranjo,
Barry Olsen
Mandara Music Publications
Song of Niira features Kakraba
Lobi, who is considered to be
Ghana’s musical living legend and
master musician of the gyil, along
with the wonderful musicianship of
Valerie Dee Naranjo and Barry
Olsen on gyil, vocals and other Afri-

can instruments such as djembe.
Naranjo describes the gyil as one of
the grandparents of the mallet-key-
board family. The gyil is considered
the national instrument of the Lobi
and Dagara people of Ghana and is
used in every part of daily life from
weddings to funerals to dances, and
just for recreation. According to
Naranjo, almost every man and boy
know at least a couple of tunes on
the gyil. However, those who study,
such as Kakraba Lobi, are consid-
ered master musicians.

Selections include: “Afrika
Unite”; “Doye Ne Kune Ma,” a song
about a sick person needing medi-
cine to heal; “Pire,” a song played
by a musician to communicate with
the community and his ancestors
that he is present; “Joro,” an origi-
nal composition by Lobi that is de-
rived from music used for funerals;
“Long Kpeng Mhaa,” funeral music
for a popular man; “Kakarama
Song,” a song played on a mouth
bow by bachelors in order to lull
themselves to sleep; two songs per-
formed on bogyil, which are special
instruments used during the
months of January and February;
“Pole Nyana Mal Yille,” a song
played by young boys to scare mon-
keys from the fields; “Darkpe,” fu-
neral music played for a man of
leadership age; and “Cat and
Mouse,” a song that tells the story
of the brave mouse who manages to
bite the cat. The music is wonder-
fully soothing and exquisitely
shares the roots of the marimba’s
heritage with its audience.

—Lisa Rogers

Things That Happen Fast
N. Scott Robinson
New World View Music
This CD features a musician who,
in publicity material, has been la-
beled a “jazz-eclectic,” “folk-
jazzman” and “multi-cultural
world-percussionist” performing on
instruments emanating from a
world-wide inventory, in what
Robinson has called “a Western per-
formance aesthetic coupled with
contemporary improvisation and a
global sound palate.” As he explains
further, this music involves one
“finding and expressing (his) own
sound amongst so many influences
from other cultures.”

Robinson is joined by Joe
Kaminski, Nolan Warden, Malcolm
Dalglish, Moira Smiley and David
Weber in 11 performances that
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present an aural smorgasbord in
which the listener can sample an
assortment of musical hors-
d’oeuvres, from those that are jazz-
inspired (via Kaminski’s trumpet in
“Forest Groove”), to feats of impro-
visation (Robinson on bodhran in
“Travel by Hand”), to those that
borrow from the music of other his-
torical periods, such as a 14th-cen-
tury Italian laude in Dalglish’s
“Pegasus,” and a melody by Camille
Saint-Saens in “Samson & Delilah.”

For the most part, however, the
disc provides a showcase for
Robinson’s hand-drumming exper-
tise with attention-getting perfor-
mances in a pandeiro duet (in “Bear
Talk”), on a riq (in “Shaken, not
Stirred”), and on tamburello (in “il

Mano”) and bendir (in “Handful”).
As far as the original selections
that feature his hand drumming
artistry are concerned, Robinson
can indeed claim to have found “his
own sound.”

—John R. Raush

UFO: Music of Michael Daugherty
Evelyn Glennie and the North
Texas Wind Symphony
Eugene Migliaro Corporon, Conduc-
tor
Klavier Music Productions
Works by Michael Daugherty fea-
tured on this recording are “UFO,”
“Motown Metal,” “Niagara Falls,”
“Desi” and “Red Cape Tango.” Al-
though all of Daugherty’s works
feature challenging but mesmeriz-

Contact info for publishers whose
products are reviewed in this is-
sue.

 PUBLISHERS

ing percussion parts, “UFO” is a
tour-de-force for solo percussionist
with symphonic band accompani-
ment written for Evelyn Glennie.
The work was originally commis-
sioned by the National Symphony
Orchestra with Glennie as soloist.
The band version was commis-
sioned in 2000 by Arizona State
University, the University of Michi-
gan, Michigan State University,
Baylor University and the Univer-
sity of North Texas.

“UFO” is a five-movement work
approximately 40 minutes in length
in which Daugherty explores,
through composition, the American
culture’s fascination with unidenti-
fied flying objects. The work fea-
tures various found objects, which

are left up to the soloist, as well as
traditional percussion instruments
such as xylophone, vibraphone,
brake drum, tom-toms, bongos, kit
bass drum, suspended cymbals,
mark tree, woodblocks and
cowbells. Other instruments fea-
tured include a waterphone,
octobans, mechanical siren, ice
cymbal, earth plate, Chinese gong
and spring coil.

Daugherty’s compositional prow-
ess mixed with Glennie’s virtuosity
and the North Texas Wind
Symphony’s exemplary perfor-
mance provide the listener with
“alien” musical magic.

—Lisa Rogers
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Web: www.honeyrock.net

Hudson Music
c/o Hal Leonard Corporation
7777 W Bluemound Road
P.O. Box 13819
Milwaukee WI 53213
(414) 774-3630
(414) 774-3259
E-mail: hudsoninfo@aol.com
Web: www.hudsonmusic.com
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Meredith Music Publications
c/o Hal Leonard Corporation
7777 W. Bluemound Road
P.O. Box 13819
Milwaukee WI 53213
Tel: (414) 774-3630
Fax: (414) 774-3259
E-mail: halinfo@halleonard.com
Web: www.halleonard.com

New World View Music
1163 Spruce Court
Kent OH 44240-1851
Tel: (330) 673-0821
E-mail: sonrob@msn.com
Web: www.nscottrobinson.com

Nexus Records
c/o William L. Cahn
8740 Wesley Road
Bloomfield NY 14469
Tel: (585) 582-2508
E-mail: billcahn@aol.com
Web: www.nexuspercussion.com

Orlando Cotto
Northern Illinois School of Music
DeKalb, Illinois 60115-2889
Tel: (815) 753-7981 or
(815) 787-7710
E-mail:
orlandocotto@earthlink.net

Penner MacKay
69 Niagra Street
RR #6
Niagara-On-The-Lake
Ontario, Canada L0S 1J0
Tel: (905) 468-4668
Fax: (905) 468-5153
E-mail: bhdrum@vaxxine.com
Web: www.vaxxine.com/bhdrum

PL Productions
3089 Santiago Drive
Florissant MO 63033
E-mail:
musdpark@admiral.umsl.edu
Web: www.blueskycd.com

PlayinTime Productions, Inc.
c/o Carl Fischer
65 Bleecker Street
New York NY 10012
Web: www.carlfischer.com

Really Good Music, LLC
121 East Polk Avenue
Eau Claire WI 54701
Tel: (715) 834-7530
Fax: (715) 834-7530
E-mail:
reply@reallygoodmusic.com

Somers Music Publications
45 Kibbe Drive
Somers CT 06071
Tel: (860) 763-0366
E-mail:
mlarosa@somersmusic.com
Web: www.somersmusic.com

Southern Music Company
Publishing Division
1100 Broadway
P.O. Box 329
San Antonio TX 78292-0329
Tel: (800) 284-5443
Fax: (210) 223-4537
E-mail: info@southernmusic.com
Web: www.southernmusic.com

Tap Space Publications
P.O. Box 55753
Portland OR 97238-5753
Tel: (888) 628-1899
Fax: (503) 288-6085
E-mail: jim@tapspace.com
Web: www.tapspace.com

Theodore Presser Co.
588 North Gulp Road
King of Prussia PA 19406-2800
Tel: (610) 525-3636
Fax: (610) 527-7841
Web: www.presser.com

Tone Center/Shrapnel Records
P.O. Box P
Novato CA 94948
Tel: (415) 898-5047
Web: www.shrapnelrecords.com

Troppe Note/Cambria Records
1350 E. Flamingo Road #308
Las Vegas NV 89119
Web: www.tncmusic.net

Warner Bros. Publications
15800 NW 48th Avenue
Miama FL 33014
Tel: (800) 327-7643/(305) 620-1500
Fax: (305) 621-4869
Web:
www.warnerbrospublications.com
                                                    PN
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HISTORICALLY
SPEAKING

A former student recently asked me
about buying a concert snare drum for his
band program. He said, “Money is no ob-
ject.” As I pondered this question, a short
article from “The Editors Topic Talk” sec-
tion of an old issue of Leedy Drum Topics
came to mind. I let the student read the
article and his response was, “I guess I
need to try a few drums before purchas-
ing.”

I then started reading several of “The
Editors Topic Talk” sections of Leedy
Drum Topics from 1925 and 1926, which
I found very insightful. Below are three,
short “Topics Talk” articles with advice
and wisdom applicable even today.

—Lisa Rogers, PAS Historian

THE TONE OF THE SNARE DRUM
What should it be?
Will a real standard ever be estab-

lished?
Why can’t drummers agree upon what

constitutes the best sounding snare
drum?

Artists pretty well agree on what con-
stitutes the finest tone of the various in-
struments in the brasses, reeds and
strings, but leaders, drummers and other
musicians have many opinions when it
comes to the tone of a drum.

As tastes in all things vary, this is not
surprising, owing to the fact that the
drum can be assembled in so many differ-
ent ways. The many thicknesses of
heads, both snare and batter, the many
kinds of snares and their sizes, and the
many sizes of drums, both wood and
metal shells, make it possible to produce
hundreds of combinations resulting in
many qualities of tone. In addition to
this, any one drum will sound many dif-
ferent ways at various tensions of the
heads, to say nothing of different weight
sticks and different methods of playing or
“touch.”

So what pleases one drummer or his
leader will not please another. If a drum
“plays easy” the chances are in favor of
high praise of the instrument from its
owner, because there are many drum-
mers who unconsciously think of this
first.

The writer once knew a drummer who
visited a dance and raved over the fine
tone of a snare drum that was being
played by another drummer in a large,
prominent dance orchestra. A few days
later the same drummer condemned the
same snare drum (not knowing at the
time it was the same one) when he
played upon it himself, saying that it
sounded “rotten,” when the real reason
was it was tensioned different than he
would have had it for his own particular
“touch.” In other words, it played differ-
ently to him than it sounded from a dis-
tance.

If all heads were the same thickness, if
all snares the same size, weight and
kind, if all shells one type, if all sticks
the same weight, and if all drummers
used the same touch—then we could es-
tablish a standard best-toned drum.

ARE YOU A SPECIALIST?
Not so many years ago about every

drummer in the professional field was ex-
pected to do fair work, should the occa-
sion arise, on any class of engagement,
including a military band on the street or
even a drum corps. That he would be able
to “cut it” was taken for granted.

But in this day and age there are
drummers who are specialists in dance
playing, specialists in vaudeville playing,
specialists in band playing, specialists in
symphony orchestra playing, and special-
ists in drum corps playing.

They are all important in the world of
drums and none of them should be under-
rated, but today there’s many a sym-
phony orchestra drummer who cannot do
an even passable dance job.

In the past years there were fewer
drummers and it was only natural that
they played a greater variety of jobs.
Very often one would play in a parade at
noon, a musical show in the evening, and
a dance till 2 A.M. It was all in the day’s
work.

Today the dance man hardly ever plays
any other class of work, and so it is in all
the branches. The “closed-down” style
necessary for indoor playing forms habits
that are hard to dislodge in favor of the

FROM LEEDY DRUM TOPICS, GEORGE H. WAY, EDITOR

The Editors Topic Talk

“open style” should a drummer be called
upon to turn out on the street.

Modern theatre and dance men should
not belittle street work. They should
“wood-shed” on the subject as often as
possible. It will improve your technique,
no matter what kind of a job you are on.
And truly, now, what sounds worse than
a drummer coming down the street play-
ing a fine ”closed” roll and “hugging” the
drum on eighths and sixteenths?

In other words: Modern drummers,
broaden your scope and give thought to
the kind of work the other fellows do. You
might be called upon to play some other
class of job at any time.

DON’T STOP
Handing out advice is a favorite pas-

time with us all—sort of a universal
sport and as old as man. Every one takes
a fling at it, because it is “easier to
preach than to practice.”

There is the good and the bad—the
trick is to sift out the good points from
the tons of “do this” and “do that” flung
at us from all sides. The man who suc-
ceeds is the one who has “sifted” intelli-
gently and who has the will to put the
good advice into action.

And here is our little “spiel” to certain
drummers: The greatest fault of many of
the boys new in the game is that, just as
soon as they become proficient enough on
two drums to play with a professional or-
chestra and earn a fair amount of money,
they consider themselves a howling suc-
cess and stop studying or seeking further
advice.

Many such drummers even avoid ad-
vice when they reach this stage. It is not
always a case of conceit—often they are
just satisfied—but when the day comes
that more money is needed and it takes a
better jot to get it, then they begin to
wish in the past tense.

The drummer in the large cities is
more fortunate; he has a greater opportu-
nity to observe others. The drummer in
the smaller towns has a longer row to
hoe, but either of them can cut down the
hard knocks of experience if they will
only study, practice, and seek advice be-
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yond their present station.
Wise and progressive drummers do so.

Meet an old-time drummer who is a real
success and you will find that he is still
seeking to learn and be advised.

We have heard dance drummers (the
ones who fake entirely) go through a
whole evening repeating over and over
again only seven or eight different beats.
They play them well, which proves they
could learn more, but for some reason
they are satisfied.

Until they change their views their
earning capacity is limited. Remember,
drums are easy to “get by” on, but they
are not easy to succeed on.

And so this is an appeal, with advice to
you who are in this class to improve. Go
to it, fellows. DON’T STOP. Work it out.

PN

Ludwig Albert
Jose Alicea
Jim Atwood
Robert Bell

Michael A Bennett
Hans Beurskens
Richard Brabeck

Glen Buecker
Elizabeth Cabraser
James Campbell
Stephen Chiro

Ron Cicero
F. Michael Combs

Jeffrey Davis
Randall A. Eyles

Richard P. Guastamacho
Reverend Dr. George A. Hill III

Murray Houllif
Robert W. Karow
Scott A. Ketron

Mark Kohler
Andrew Kugler
James Lambert

Frédéric Macarez
Gustavo Meli
Ken Murphy

Christopher S. Norton
Timm O’Neill

Ripin Paitimusa
F Keith Quarles

Dr. Thomas Romine
Jim Royle

John Herbert Seydler
Mark Swanson

Doug Tann
Chris Treloar

Ruth K. Underwood
Robert B. Wesner MD

Christopher M. Wildrick
C. Craig Williams

PAS THANKS ITS
INDIVIDUAL FRIENDS

A. PUTNAM MALLETS

ACG PERCUSSION

ALFRED PUBLISHING CO., INC.
ALTERNATE MODE., INC.
AQUARIAN ACCESSORIES

AUDIX CORPORATION

AUGUST PERCUSSION

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY

BATTERIE MUSIC

BERGERAULT USA - PROFESSIONAL

DIVISION OF PERIPOLE-BERGERAULT

BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

BLACK SWAMP PERCUSSION LLC
BOSPHORUS CYMBALS

C. ALAN PUBLICATIONS

CALIFORNIA PERCUSSION

CARL FISCHER LLC
CLARION ASSOCIATES, INC.
CLEVELANDER DRUM COMPANY

COE PERCUSSION

COLUMBUS PRO PERCUSSION, INC.
COOPERMAN COMPANY

DOC’S PROPLUGS INC.
DROP6 MEDIA, INC.
DRUMMERS COLLECTIVE

DRUMS IN THE WIND

(WOODWIND & BRASSWIND)
DRUM WORKSHOP, INC.
DYNASTY/DEG MUSIC PRODUCTS, INC.
ENCORE MALLETS, INC.
EQUILIBRIUM

EVANS DRUMHEADS

EXPLORERS PERCUSSION

FALL CREEK MARIMBAS

GMS DRUM CO., INC.
GP PERCUSSION

GROVER PRO PERCUSSION, INC.
GUITAR CENTER

HAL LEONARD CORP

HOHNER HSS INC./SONOR DRUMS

HUMES & BERG MFG. CO., INC.
HYDROSTEEL LLC
IÑAKI SEBASTIAN MALLETS

INNOVATIVE PERCUSSION, INC.
INTERSTATE MUSIC SUPPLY

JAZZTIMES, INC.
JIWI DRUMS AND RESTORATION

JOHNNYRABB DRUMSTICK CO.
KAMAN MUSIC CORPORATION

LATIN PERCUSSION, INC.
LEFIMA PERCUSSION

LUDWIG DRUM CO.
MALLET WORKS MUSIC

MARIMBA ONE

MEDIA PRESS

MEINL USA L.C.
MEREDITH MUSIC PUBLICATIONS

MIKE BALTER MALLETS

MODERN DRUMMER PUBLICATIONS

MOSTLY MARIMBA

MOUNTAIN RYTHYM

MRP CUSTOM DRUMS/MRP
EDGEWORKS

MUSICTIME, INC.
ON THE WALL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
P-BAG

PAISTE AMERICA, INC.
PAN CARIBE INC/STEEL ISLAND

PAN PRESS, INC.
PEARL CORPORATION AND ADAMS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

PERCUSSION CONSTRUCTION

PERCUSSION EVENTS REGISTRY COMPANY

PER-MUS PUBLICATIONS, INC.
PREMIER PERCUSSION, LTD.
PRO-MARK CORPORATION

PURESOUND PERCUSSION

RAWI PERCUSSION PUBLICATIONS

REBEATS VINTAGE DRUM PRODUCTS

REGAL TIP

REMO, INC.
RHYTHM FUSION, INC.
ROLAND CORPORATION US
ROW-LOFF PRODUCTIONS

SABIAN, LTD.
SAM ASH MUSIC CORP.
SHURE INCORPORATED

SKB CORPORATION

SMITH PUBLICATIONS

SPANWAY IMPORTS

STEVE WEISS MUSIC

TAP SPACE PUBLICATIONS

TAYE DRUM COMPANY

THE PERCUSSION SOURCE

TOUCH THE EARTH

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO INSTRUMENTS, LTD.
UNIVERSAL PERCUSSION, INC.
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

VATER PERCUSSION, INC.
VIC FIRTH, INC.
WARNER BROS. PUBLICATIONS

YAMAHA CORPORATION OF AMERICA–
DRUMSET & ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION

YAMAHA CORPORATION OF AMERICA–
BAND & ORCHESTRAL DIVISION

WHERE WILL YOU BE IN NOVEMBER?

WE’RE GOING TO PASIC.
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Name ___________________________________________________      Phone __________________________________________________

Address__________________________________________________      City ____________________________________________________

State____________________________________________________       Zip Code ________________________________________________

Your E-mail _______________________________________________

Personal Reference_________________________________________      Phone ___________________________________________________

PAS Membership Fees:  e-PAS Online  $25   Full-time student & Senior citizen  $52.50   All others  $82.50

❑  Yes, I am a PAS member.   Membership No. ____________________________________________   Exp. Date ______________________________

❑  No, I am not a PAS member.  Enclosed is my check for membership fees in the amount of $ ____________________________________________

Charge $ _____________________________________  to my:  ❑  Visa            ❑  Mastercard            ❑  Discover            ❑  American Express

Credit Card # ___________________________________________________________________  Exp. Date _________________________________

Name on Credit Card (please print) __________________________________________  Signature ________________________________________

Questions? Call PAS at (580) 353-1455. E-mail: percarts@pas.org

PAS is currently taking applications for volunteers to
work at the Percussive Arts Society International
Convention PASIC 2002 in Columbus, Ohio, Nov.
13–16, 2002.  Duties include moving equipment from
the exhibit hall to clinic rooms, assisting with stage
setups and sound checks, and checking badges for
entrance to events.

Notate two or more shifts during which you will be available to
work. Number the shifts in order of preference. Please do not
indicate Tuesday and Wednesday shifts only (these shifts are lim-
ited and fill up quickly.) Shift choices cannot be guaranteed.

❑ I have been a previous member of the PASIC
logistics team.

❑ I am interested in extra responsibilities and
volunteer to work more hours.

❑  ePAS Online ($25)  ❑  College/University ($52.50)   or  ❑  Educator ($82.50)  ❑  Performer/Artist ($82.50)  ❑  Hobbyist ($82.50) ❑  Senior Citizen—65+ ($52.50)

RETURN FORM BY OCT. 1, 2002 TO PAS
701 NW FERRIS AVE., LAWTON OK 73507

 OR FAX TO (580) 353-1456

P A S I C L O G I S T I C S T E A M

TUESDAY 11/12

WEDNESDAY 11/13

THURSDAY 11/14

FRIDAY 11/15

SATURDAY 11/16

____________   8:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

____________   4:00 P.M.–MIDNIGHT

____________   8:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

____________  4:00 P.M.–MIDNIGHT

____________   8:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

____________  4:00 P.M.–MIDNIGHT

 ___________   8:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

____________  4:00 P.M.–MIDNIGHT

____________   8:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

____________  4:00 P.M.–MIDNIGHT

To qualify for consideration as a member of the PASIC 2002
Logistics Team, you must be at least 18 years of age, a
current member of PAS (trial ePAS memberships do not
qualify), and agree to work one 8 hour shift from the
schedule below. If you are not currently a member, send
payment for the appropriate amount as indicated on the form
below.

All scheduling is done on a first
come, first serve basis, so send in
your application today. Deadline for
receipt of applications at the PAS
office is October 1, 2002.

�

FREE REGISTRATION!

MEET & WORK WITH
YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS!

FREE PASIC 2002 T-SHIRT!

�
�

If you are hard-working, dependable and inter-
ested in a behind-the-scenes look at PASIC,
we have the job for you!
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SUSTAINING
MEMBERS

BENEFACTORS
Avedis Zildjian Company
Evans Manufacturing
Ludwig/Musser Industries
Paiste America, Inc.
Pearl Corporation and Adams

Musical Instruments
Remo, Inc.
Yamaha Corporation of America

PATRONS
Kaman Music Corporation
Roland Corporation
Sabian, Ltd.
Shure, Inc.

SPONSORS
ACG Percussion
Custom Music Co./

Kori Percussion
DEG Music Products, Inc.
Innovative Percussion
Meinl USA LC
Mike Balter Mallets
Pro-Mark Corporation
Regal Tip/Calato
Vic Firth, Inc.

CORPORATE FRIENDS
A Putnam Mallets
ABC Percussion Mallets
Acoustic Woods Custom Drums
Adams Musical Instruments
Alfred Publishing Company, Inc.
Alphonse LeDuc & Cie Sarl
Alternate Mode, Inc.
American Drum Manufacturing

Company
American Drum of  Virginia
Amsterdam Percussion Group
Aquarian Accessories

Corporation
Aspen Music Festival and School
Athena Music, Inc.
Audix Corporation
Auralex Acoustics
Bands of America
Batterie Music
Bergerault–USA
Birch Creek Music Performance

Center
Black Swamp Percussion LLC
Bosphorus Cymbals
Brass Band of Battle Creek
C Alan Publications
California Percussion
Capital University
Carl Fischer LLC
Casper College

Central Michigan University
Clarion Associates Inc
Clevelander Drum Company
Coe Percussion
Colorado State University
Columbus Pro Percussion
Cooperman Fife & Drum Co
Coyle Steel Drums
DeMorrow  Instruments, Ltd.
DePaul University
Diggit, Inc.
Doc's Proplugs Inc
Drop6 Media, Inc.
Drum Workshop, Inc.
DRUM! Magazine/Enter Music

Publishing, Inc.
Drummers Collective Inc
Drummers World
Eastman School of Music
Encore Mallets
E-pad! Drum Systems
Equilibrium
Ethos Percussion Group
Explorers Percussion
Fall Creek Marimbas
Falls Music Company
Frank Epstein
Fred Gretsch Enterprises, Ltd.
GP Percussion
Grover Pro Percussion, Inc.
Guitar Center
Gus Moeller Tribute
Hal Leonard Corporation
Happy Mazza Media/

drummergirl.com
HeavyHitterpads.com
Hohner, Inc./Sonor Drums
HoneyRock Publishing
HQ Percussion
Hudson Music, Ltd.
Humes & Berg Mfg Company Inc
HydroSteel LLC
Inaki Sebastian Mallets SL
Indiana University–School of

Music
Interstate Music Supply
Istanbul Agop Cymbals
J R Publications
JazzTimes, Inc
JB Publications
johnnyraBB Drumstick Company
Kendor Music, Inc.
Kooienga Drums
KoSA Communications
Latin Percussion, Inc.
Lawrence University
Lefima Percussion
Lone Star Percussion

Mainline Drumsticks
MalletWorks Music
Mannes College of Music
Mannette Steel Drums, Ltd.
Mapex USA, Inc.
Marimba One
Marimba Productions, Inc.
Media Press, Inc.
Meredith Music Publications
Modern Drummer Publications
Mountain Rhythm
MRP Custom Drums/MRP Edge

Works
Music Yellow Pages
Musicians Institute
Musictime, Inc.
Musikverlag Zimmermann
MyMi Drums, Inc.
Near field Multimedia
Near field Systems
New York University
Noble & Cooley Company
North Carolina School of the

Arts
Northern Michigan University
Northwestern University
Oberlin Conservatory of Music
Oklahoma University–School of

Music
On the Wall Productions, Inc.
Pan Press, Inc.
Peace Musical Company
Percussion Construction
Percussion Events Registry

Company
Percussion Specialist
Per-Del Percussion Development

Company
Per-Mus Publications, Inc.
P'hill Publications
Phillips Drum Publications
Pioneer Percussion
Pork Pie Percussion
Premier Percussion USA, Inc.
Promethean Editions Limited
PureSound Percussion
RAWI Percussion Publications
Real People Press
Rebeats Vintage Drum Products
Repaircussions
Rhythm Fusion, Inc.
Rhythm Makers
Robo-Percussion Music
Ross Mallet Instruments
Rowan University
Row-Loff Productions
Sam Ash Music Stores
SAR Music

Sibelius Software, Ltd.
SKB Corporation
Slug Percussion Products
Smadbeck Productions
Smith Publications
Spanway Imports
Stanley Leonard Percussion

Music
Starcom Worldwide/US Army

Agency
Steel Island/Pan Caribe Tours
Steve Weiss Music
Studio 4 Music
Taketina Institute & Megadrums
Talking Drums, Inc.
Talujon Percussion Quartet
Taye, Inc.
Temple University
The Juilliard School
The Mallet Shop
The Percussion Source
The Woodwind & the Brasswind
Three Up Enterprises
Tom Gauger Products
Touch the Earth
Tour Timps
TreeWorks Chimes
Trinidad & Tobago Instruments,

Ltd.
Unigrip
Universal Percussion, Inc.
University of Cincinnati
University of Miami School of

Music
University of Missouri–Kansas

City
University of Texas–Austin
University of Wisconsin–Madison

School of Music
US Navy Music Program
Val Eddy
Van Der Glas B V, Ltd.
Vanderbilt University–Blair

School of Music
Vaonne International
Vater Percussion, Inc.
Vaughncraft Percussion
Warner Bros. Publications, Inc.
Whacky Music, Inc.
Winter Guard International

Percussion
www.drumschool.com
XL Specialty Percussion, Inc.
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Peabody Conservatory of Music ........................... 35
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Pro-Mark Corp.  ................................................... 7

Remo, Inc. ......................................................... 11

Rhythm Fusion, Inc.  ............................................ 4

Rhythm Magazine  .............................................. 81

Sabian, Ltd.  .............................................. Cover III

Steve Weiss Music  ............................................. 56

Stick It Magazine/MI Media LLC .......................... 63

The Percussion Source  ...................................... 17

Vaughncraft Percussion ........................................ 4

Vic Firth, Inc. ..................................................... 25

Warner Bros. ...................................................... 59

The Woodwind and the Brasswind ....................... 53

Yamaha Corporation of America,

Band & Orchestral Division ............................. 55

The PAS New Music/Research
Committee is pleased to announce
a call for proposals for presentation/
performance at PASIC 2003 Focus
Day, Wednesday, November 19,
2003 in Louisville, Kentucky. The
theme for the 2003 Focus Day is
“Moving Sound (Percussion with
Dance).” Artists, ensembles, and
scholars are invited to send in pro-
posals.

The committee intends to present a
wide representation of styles to cel-
ebrate percussion music with dance
throughout the years, concentrating
on new works in the genre. Our vi-
sion is to program works of diverse
styles, from re-creating some of the
classic percussion/dance works
from the 1930s and 1940s to ex-
perimental/mixed-media events of
the present day. For example, we
are looking to program early per-
cussion ensemble works (by Cage,
Harrison, Becker, etc.) with original
or new choreography, newer or
newly composed percussion works,
and mixed ensemble works with
choreography, and electronic/
mixed-media works that include
percussion and choreography. East-
ern/Western influenced percussion/
dance pieces are encouraged as are
collaborations “on the cutting
edge.” Other suggestions are wel-
come.

Send all proposals with video to:
Percussive Arts Society
701 N.W. Ferris Avenue
Lawton, OK 73507-5442

Deadline: December 1, 2002

For additional information:
Dr. Rob Falvo

Appalachian State University
School Of Music

Boone, NC 28608
PHONE: (828) 262-4979

FAX: (828) 262-6446
E-MAIL: falvorj@appstate.edu

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
PASIC 2003 FOCUS DAY

“MOVING SOUND
(Percussion with Dance)” ISSUE SPACE       FILM/ART

OCTOBER ’02 JULY 31 AUG. 14

DECEMBER ’02 SEPT. 30 OCT. 16

FEBRUARY ’03 NOV. 20 DEC. 6

APRIL ’03 JAN. 29 FEB. 12

JUNE ’03 MAR. 28 APR. 14

AUGUST ’03 MAY 29 JUN. 12

Percussive Notes
Advertising Deadlines

For more information
contact Teresa Peterson

(580) 353-1455
teresa@pas.org
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FROM THE PAS MUSEUM COLLECTION

PERCUSSIVE ARTS SOCIETY MUSEUM • 701 NW Ferris Avenue • Lawton, Oklahoma • Phone: (580) 353-1455 • MUSEUM HOURS: 8 a.m.–5 p.m. Monday–Friday, 1–4 p.m. Saturday, Sunday and holidays

STICKS AND MALLETS

Sticks and mallets are a primary means of creating tonal variations on percussion instruments. Different sizes and materials often
produce quite individual sounds for individual performers. An examination of sticks and mallets used by several deceased PAS Hall of
Fame members provides insight into each member’s unique sounds.

Pictured is a leather stick bag, measuring 15 1/2 inches wide by 18 1/2 inches tall, which was used by jazz and studio drummer Shelly
Manne to carry an assortment of snare drum sticks, brushes and mallets. At the base of the bag is a pair of Pro Drum Shop “Shelly
Manne” drumsticks measuring 14 inches in length. Donated by Florence “Flip” Manne. 1995-02-58.

Other sticks and mallets (shown clockwise from the stick bag) in the PAS Museum include:
A pair of 15 inch bamboo-shaft timpani mallets made by William Street, Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra Timpanist and Professor at

the Eastman School of Music. Donated by Robert B. Stuart. 1999-04-04.
A pair of 14 1/2 inch plastic-shaft timpani mallets made by Billy Gladstone, who was an inventor, as well as the percussionist for Radio

City Music Hall. Donated by Robert B. Stuart. 1999-04-03.
A pair of 17 inch “Charlie Wilcoxon” model wood snare drum sticks. Wilcoxon was a respected teacher, composer, and performer.

Donated by Michael Rosen. 1994-02-01.
A pair of 17 1/4 inch Hinger

Touch-Tone snare drum
sticks. Hinger, timpanist with
both the Philadelphia
Orchestra and Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra, made
these snare drum sticks
from bamboo wrapped with
tape. Donated by Michael
Rosen. 1999-04-07.

A pair of 14 1/2 inch
model 346 timpani mallets
manufactured by William F.
Ludwig. These wood-shaft
sticks have replaceable felt
balls. Donated by Vita Arndt.
1996-02-07.

—James Strain, PAS
Historian, and Otice Sircy,
PAS Museum Curator






